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Foreword

What is Industrial Development?

is that eeondmic development process by which a
community both generates job opportunities and
strengthens its social and economic base.

Where does it fit into the scheme of things?

It is at the very core of a community's total develop-
ment.

How come?

Well, there is a graphic that tells the story. The

components of Total Development are:

economic development

social development

political development.

None operates alone; thus they overlap:-

Nowindustrial development is a -special case in the
sphere of economic development. Anything it does (or does
not do) has an impact upon social, political and economic
development.

By virtue of these factsIndustrial development o s

the very core of a community's Total Development.



The symbol serves to remind us of the responsibility that
accompanies all industrial development programs. The "above
observations, together with certain other broad objectives and
goals, apply to industrial development wherever undertaken.

Specifics of progra
widely.

ming and operations,thoW ver, differ

;nowhere` in theilnitcd States is this more evident than,
the context of the American Indian. CUltural, social, political;`
economic and historic differences between the non-Indian
anon eXtierfelie inake-this so.

In consequence, many of the reference works and other
educational media available in the United States lack a certain
relevancy for the Indian industrial developer.

This situation became very apparent to the 32 men and
women whp participated in the American Indian Industrial
Development Intern Program which was administered over a
period of four years by the AIDC Educational Foundation
under the sponsorship of the EcOnornic,Development
istiation, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, William H. Donner
Foundation and the participant industrial development
organizations and agencies. In fact, the Manual Project was
suggested in the summer of 1972 by the Interns themselVes
while that year's group was attending the Industrial Develop-
ment.. Institute. The project became part of the program. It
was apparent, however, that the Interns would have to have
field experience before such a work could be realized.

In consequence, it was not until late 1974 that the Manual
was commissioned by the Indian Desk, Economic Develop-
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ment Administration and was undertaken by the AIDC
Educational Foundation.

In essence, the Manual has been written by American
Indians under the direction of a four-man Editorial Board of
which two were non-Indians' the only such persons engaged
in writing and preparing the 'Manual.

As Editor -In- Chief, i would like to acknowledge the con-
tributions in time, talent and assistance which the following,
in addition- to my fellow editors, have afforded the project:.
Ray E. Tanner, Special Assistant, for Indian Affairs, Economic-
Development Administration, Gordon Evans, Assistant Chief,
of the Division of Indian Business Enterprises, Bureau of
Indian- Affairs; Richard D. ,Biegger, Intern Program's- Project
Officer and President of Foremost Development Consultants;
the N4s. tional Congress'of American Indians for permission to
reprint certain ,lists ;, various and sundry 'unknown photo-
graphers and especially Cindy Brooks who typed and retyped
the material always in good humor.

Foi the Editorial Board.

Stuart Jamieson (Seneca)
Hichael Oberlitner
Wilbur Paul, Jr. kfeet)

by `Richard Preston, D., Chairman
President of thela
AIDC Educational' Foundation

Wenti)arn, Massachusetts
I 5-actober, 1975
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Preface )

Twelve years ago I Ivorking in the non-Indian world
irl the g e of industrial development in the state of Pennsyl-
vanii. l cause of my experience and qualifications' ip the
industrial development geld, the federal government felt that
I could do the same thing on the Indian reservations. I was
informed that it would be an eas task to attract industry to
the reservations to provide jobs fork "vanishing Americans''.

0
-/

Over the past twelve years to my work with the Americah
Indian, I have found that the "vanishing Americans "are, if
anything, more visible than ever. They have unemployment
from 40 to 50 % on most Indian reservations. If thipunem-
ployment existed in a city, county or state it ,would be
declared a disaster area.

There arc over 500,000 Indian people on state and
federal' reservations Plus over 70,000 in the Alaskan native
villages that are composed of Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos:

They are visible. They are trying new ways to come to
terms withethe non-Indian society while retaining their com-
plex heritage. To help balance the competitive and material-
istic aspects of AMerican life, there is much imthat heritage
that the American industrialist and the American people
should recognize. Some examples are the stress on personal
qualities over mere personal possessions, and generoSity which
characterized the Plains Indians. The Ptieblos demonstrated
their incredible perseverance by stubbornly scraping a living
from desert land. The Northwestern Indian evidenced the
rich imaginative life by his love of beautiful objects, whether
for everyday use or designed for a religious or social puipoie.

10



Finally, ' the Navajos' harmonious vision of. man finding
niiderstanding and fulfillment in .0triinunion with nature
which provides an outstanding example df the community
mindedness in pooling individhal efforts and meager resources
for the benefit of all. This characteristic alone has permitted
many tribes to survive.

As you can see, I have learned some lessons about "great
people". I have learned that industrial development on Indian
reservations is different and must .be done by the Indian
people. With this in mind, the Economic Development
Admi iistration funded' for three years the American Indian
Industrial Developnipnt Intern Program to train Milian people
in the industrial development field. Under the supervision

coordination of the American Industrial Development
'Council Executive Vice President Richard Preston this pro-
gram provided on-the-job training for. thirty-two American
Indians with state agencies,, banking institutions, public

. utilities and industry. These "graduates': are now working
throughout the nation assisting in the gigantic job of ob-
taining new jobs and payrolls for their people.

This Manual was written by and fqr the American Indian'
in the hope that Indian, industrial development on the reser-
vation arid tribal lands can be fully understood and become a
reality.

The wrongs of years, ago can't be made right. There isn't
anything anyone can do about yesterday. It's gone, but today
and tomorrow can be made good by, using this Manual to
bring about jobs that will help to provide the American
Indian with pride and respect.

If the Ottawa Tribe had a moral rule of conduct, em-
bodied in twenty-one precepts,' which strikingly resembled
the Code of the Biblical Ten Cginmandments, if the Mohawks
had their own school as early 1712; if, the Cherokees and ,
Choctaws, after their removal from their lands in 1842, re-
established their schools and if the cherokees in 1862 had
twenty-one elementary schools and two 'academies wkli an

II



enrollment of 1,000, then the unemployment ra E inn natty
reservations can be substantially reduced with the same
determination.

MY Past twelve years working with the American Indian
" have beon most gratifying. They have given me lunch humility

and humbleness in understanding just what industrial dcvdop=
them is on the American Indian reservations.

Ray F. Tanner, C.1,1).
Special Assistant for Indian Al airs
U.S. Economic Development
Administration

ill
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CHAPTER ONE

Industrial `Development in the
ontext of the American Indian

Wilbur Paul, Jr

This Manual, while addressed primarily to Indian eco-
nomic development planners and specialists, would be remiss
if it did not make itself available to their principal market-.

the non-Indian capital investor,

k-Accordingly, Chapter One provides a brief review of the
circumstances, conditions- and other factors that create an
economic divelopment environment unique to the Indian
con text,

Investing private capital on an Indian reservation can be
profitable to both the investor 'and to the tribal people in

-.whose reseivatioicdt -tribal lands it is invested. However, both
parties must appreciate and acknowledge the attitudes and
conditions of one another., The Indians appreciate investors
of private capital and recognize their profit motives, but, do -

the investors appreciate the special nature and character of an

Indian reservation?

First and foremost, the American Indian is collectively at
the bottom of the' poverty scale among the ethnic groupsin--
America. The native American population is characteristically
rural, poor and essentially outside of the mainstream of the
larger society. These conditions "are not new and have mariF
rootshistoric, economic, social and cultural.

Persons acquainted, with Indian affairs recognize that
adjustment of the Indian to the; dominant white society in
America has taken time and still presents many problems. As



can be seen by the, conflicts that have taken place in Indian
country within the past twenty-four months. America is be-
coming increasingly aware of the problems encountered when
two different societies meet and endeavor to go their different
ways.

In recent years there has been much said on the subjects
of tirmination and self-determination of the American Indian.
Termination referred to a policy which would have eliminated
federal responsibility on all reservations, in effect throwing
the totally unprepared tribal peoples into the mainstream of
non-Indian so_ ciety. This 'policy, fortunately, was itself te
mated to be replaced by self-determination, a term implyin
that' the American Indian is in a position to participate in
planning the destiny of himself and of his reservation. This,
leads to the goals of self-help, self-development and working
with all individual Indians of the .tribe to make decisions to-
gether for the benefit of all concerned.

n economic development operations,, self determination
means working with firms that are interested in expanding or

locating on a reservation or tribal lands. The tribes want to be
in a position where someday they will be able to the
turnover of capital on the reservation. This can be dchieved
by attracting industry, both Indian and non-Indian, to a
reserve ithercaseeconomic development is not only
desirable but essential to the self-development of the various
tribes.

Among the varied cultural aspects of the American Indian
is his animistic belief in the imperative harmony of man with
nature. Among North American Indians this was eiepres.sed
Most .often with the deceptive simplicity of a Biblical parable

aas belief in the Earth Mother from whom all come and-on
whom all ,things depend, who must not be damaged or des-
troyid by her children, else they can not return- to her to be
born again and to thrive.

pursuing their separate ways within this special frame,-,
Indian tribes long flourished across the continent. Indian



claim? to land "were originally ones of aboriginal use and
occupancy.

Then it happened: against the large scale ambitions of
predatory and acquisitive European explorers traders and
settlers who overspread these "unclaimed" lands during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the native Americans,
inis-named Indians, were no match.

The theory of moving the Indians west to "Indian
Country" was highly regarded by the Europeans and was
based on the asAimption that if the Indians were moved far
enough away there would be no need for conflict with them
or concern over their problems.

This removal policy was placed in the administration of
Indian Affairs within the War Department in 1784 by the
Congress of the Confederation?

In 1787 the Northwest Ordinance was passed by the
United States Congress and was an important instrument in
establishing the basis upon which Indians would hold their
lands and what future Indian policy would be.

in effect, the Northwest Ordinance didaway with th
'concept that the Indians would always keep their lands. It
opened the way for the non-Indians to,move west establishing
new frontiers from which they again moved west over-running
Indian lands with impunity.

With the passage a the General Allotment Act in 1887
Metimes referred tip as the Dawes Act) emph-asra watfli aced

on each Indian-to be recognized as an individual rather than
as a member of a ,tribe. .The intent of this law was to assimil-
ate the Indian by giving him individual ownership of land, as
opposed to the collective land use and possession practiced
by most groups. The main provisions of the General
Allotment Act were as follows: (1) a grant of 160 acres to
each family head and-of 80 acres to each other single person
over 18; (2) a patent in fee (simple) to be issued to every



allottee but to be held in trust by the government for 25
years, during which time the land could not be alienated or
encumbered; (3) a period of four years to be allowed each

Indian in which.to make his selection. Failure of an Indian to
=-----clasoma41LEe i.ATRin selection for him being made at the

order,of the. Secretary of the Interior; and (4) citizenship to
be conferred upon allottees and upon any other=lndians =who

had abandoned their tribes and adopted the habits of -civil-

ized" life.

It was -believed that pressuring Indians to ecome in-
diyidual farm operators would accelerate the assimilation

into the dominant culture and help to make t em productivd
members of the carnmunity.

Based, on hindsight the allotment program did not prove
to be a benefit to the individual or the tribe. When the allot-
ment period 'ended in 1934 a total of 246,569 allotments
had been made. The result of the allotment policy was that
intlividual Indian land ownership decteased from over 140
million acres in 1886 to less than 50 million acres in 1934. In

summary almost 90 million acres were taken from the
Indians in one way or another by non-Indian interests.

_Ax$=--1921-11-Is act mandated that the Bureau

of Indian Affairs was to proviBt-for the-generalisuppm-1and
"civilization" of the Indians. To carry out this intent the
Bureau was responsible for: education, welfare, health,
industrial assistance, improvement of irrigation_ and ad--
ministration of land; emproyment, of superintendentS,
trons, farmers, phYsicians, Indian police, Indian judges and
other emplOyies; necessary buildings, grounds, .and `incident

tal expenses connected with the administration of Indian
affairs.-

Indians BeCome CitizensIn 1924 congress passed the
Indian Citizen Act; granting citizenship to all Indians .who

had not preViously acquired it.-

I
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Wheeler-Howard Act (Indian Reorganization Act-1934)
ThiS -law, reflecting the belief that "the tribal Indian remains
the selfzreliant andself-supporting Indian", provided for
strengthening tribal governments and stated new economic
policies. The trust period on Indian land was continued in-
definitely and those lands remaining unsold after allotment
were returned to the tribes. The act authorized the establish-
ment of a revolving loan fund to provide credit for agriculture
and. industrial enterprises.

To be Sure, there'are many other laws, treaties and other
important issues that have not been presented here for this is
just a highlight to provide an idea of what the American
Indian went through up to 1934.

What is an Indian ? Various federal laws define an Indian
for the purpose of the legislation itself. Federal agencies,
therefore, are not in agreement as to what actually constitutes
an.Indian. For example, the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare considers an individual to be an Indian "if he is

_ regarded as an Indian-by the community in which he lives as
evidenced by such factors as membership in a tribe, residence
on tax-exempt land, ownership of restricted property, and
active participation in tribal affairs ".

For: the purpose of a state receiving financial assistance \
-----Ter-Irdiaredtteationi---theCo_d_e of Federal Regulations re-

quires or more Indian blood. For the purposeility------
for cattle loans the requirement is membership in a tribe and
'4 or more Indian blood. However, under the regulations con-
ceming law and order, any person of Indian descent and a_
member of a recognized tribe is considered an Indian. The
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 984) authorizes
the tribes themselves to_define "Indian" for purposes of,tribal
memberstdP.

What is'iin Indian Reservation ? Reservations are tribal



ovmedianda,-ranging from less than one acre (Strawberry
Valley Rancheria m California) with a tiny ,population to
approXimately 25,000 square miles (the Navajo Reservation
with an estimated 145 000 India_ ns- occupying an area em-

,
ona New Mexico and Utah, a tract

about the size of-West Virginia. Most of the reservations were
established before 1871 by treaties between the United Stites
and the Indians. as the white man moved west in Ids search
for more land. Others were founded later by federal statutes,
presidential- orders, or agreements approved by Congress.
Indians living on reservations have all the fteednms other
Ameritans possess. 'Restrictions are placed only on tribal
funds and property; many of the reservations' are located in
remote areas of the United States.

The. federally-recognized Indian tribes in the United
States presently have approximately 39,663,000 acres "V land

which is held in trust by the Department of the Interior.
Generally, tribally-owned land is held in one of two ways.
The tribe can hold legal title (fee simple) to the land, but re
strictions against alienation of that title can be placed on it
by action of Congress. For example, the 'consent of the

. Secretary of the Interior is required before the land can be
sold, encumbered, or exchanged; but the deed is in the tribe's
name and the tribe has true ownership of the property and
extant mineral, water and other property rights.

There are approximately 270 Indian "reservations" in the
"lower 48" states. Over 200 native village corporations and
12 regional corporations . gained' title to land and resources.
-under the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. In the
1970 cinifil-there were estimated _to be approxiiiiatel- One
million Indians dividel between 60 percentalland-and-,--

,

40 percent on non tribal land. Unemployment is estimated at
35-percent on most of the reservations.

The, alternative to fee simple is beneficial title, where the
United States holds the legal title to the land but the tribe
and its Members can-use-arid occupy the land and benefit
from any income it may pi6duce.



In the first examplefee simplethe tribe owns the
beneficial interest and legal title but the title is said to be re-
stricted because it can only be sold under certain conditions.
In the second example the tribe has only an interest in the
use the lagct and iheAlnituUtates is said to hold the land
in trust; the difference between trust and restricted lands
being, in practical terms, non-existent. The land designation
comes down to the Secretary of the Interior's. interpretation
of Indian use and occupancy.

Some reservations are contiguous to or surrounded by
urban or .urbanizing areas. In this instance reservation land
often is parcelled out to individuals in trust allotments. This
practice has resulted in a great deal of Indian land being sold
to non-Indians who, within the boundaries of certain reser-
vations, outnumber the former owners many times over.

Hiership LandThere are approximately 10.7 million
acres of individually-owned Indian land in trust with the
federal government. Original allotments of the land were in
the name of one individual. However, upon the death of the
original owners and the death of subsequent heirs, the owner-

-ship of this land has become so fractioned that many owners
can not effectiVely use the land. The result is that much of it
is not used or is leased by the BIAS on behalf of the owners
and the income is divided in accordance with percentage of
ownership.

M long as he Indian land is under federal trust can not
be taxed.

the American Indian Cult6e Respect for Indian culture,
values and understanding are vital to any hica.tion effort by a
business. The Indian wants to adopt some of modern tech-
nology while, at the same time, maintaining. Indian

----- standards, loyalties, religion and sense of relationship between
man and earth. Savings, investment and profit_ motives
generally do not play an important part in the Indian culture.



In addition, financial success does not always carry the status
that it does in the highly industnialized society of the United
States.

If industrial development is to succeed on an Indian
'reservation the Indians must be involved in all phases of the
planning process and the jobs provided must be those which
the Indians are willing and able to perform, rather than a
take-it-or-leave-it situation.

When negotiating with the American Indian, no threats
should be Made.relative to his Indian _identity or values. All
too often it appears that there are two solutions offered to
the American Indian: work hard and assimilate or stay out of
sight, out of mind.

A problem to be faced in developing Indian communities
is recognition of the vast range of reservation community
types; their varying sizes of population and land area, their
differing degrees of cultural or geographic isolation from the
larger national community and the enormous differences in
the quality, quantity and strategic location of resources:'

Lands Used by Indians for agricultural purposes, pro-
duction using irrigated lands, livestock production, income
from outdoor recreation and wildlife use-fees, Indian natural
resources such as forests and minerals -and water are becoming
valuable resources in-Indian country.

The socioeconomic implications of natural resources
coupled with those of human resourdes are compelling rea-
sans for the economic development 'of the reservations-an-d
tribal landi.

In Summary

Economic development is a reality with an ever- widening
scope contingent only upon an appreciation of the Indians'
desire to retain their Special way of life which emphasizes
attachment to nature and to Mother Earth.
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Illustration of Hopi Art:

From a pottery bowl in the Denver Art Museum
with a painting of poi* Mona or Butterfly Maiden.



CHAPTER TWO

Plan 'Review Procedures
for -Reservations

'Gerald Calnimptewa

It Li well sa id that planning without resultant develop-
mitt is a waste of time and money and that development
without planning is an unconscionable act.

Today planning and development, particularly in the field
economic development, are one comprehensive operation

albeit often each-process is performed by a separate entity.

The following chapter discusses the planning process as it
is applied in the context, of comprehensive socio-economic
development of a reservation.

PWhy A Reservation Plan ? -Many Indian reservations haVe
undergone astounding wowth and physical change. Decisions

Banding further gowth and development of the Indian
'Nation requires the constant- attention of the tribal
ers. hi order to compete with non-Indian communities,

Indian leaders are looking for effeptive ways to cope with
rapid changer to make the mosV oropportunities created by
Change and to minimize the burdeni..One of the alternatives
open to handling these changes is through planningWhich as a

way of directing future activity toward desirable en s.

Planning is identified and understood as a process. It is
continuous in nature.in that all the phases involved in plan-,
ning must be continually carried out The,plans Must not
only provide, for continuity fif direction of growth, but the
planning procedure and programs must all contain within
them Abe provisions that would .permit` change to meet the
thallengei and deeds of an ever-changing environment.



The purpose of this chapter is to explain briefly the
planning process as well as to provide an introduction to the
subject of reservation planning and how it is accomplished.
This segment of the chapter provides:

A. A brief definition of what planning rs
B. A- layrnah's introduction to the planning process; an
C. A description of what a general plan should do fora

:.,reservation and what it should look like.

What is Planning? Reservation planning is an attempt to
bring the, future reservation environmentphysical, social,
economicinto line with the goals of the tribal residents. In
other words, it is an attempt to foresee what current trends
of population _growth or loss, economic development or
decay, will bring. Is the ouicome consistent with the reser-
yationis goals? If so, how can current processes be streng-
thened? And if not, how can current processes be altered?
Planning seeks to answer these questions and to put the
answers to work in improving the community.

Considerations and Policy Guides for Reservation
planningConcern for the future development of Indian
reservations involves much more t4an Ve preparation of a
physical plan for the vast acreage f th Indian reservation.,
There is combined with this the various customs, desires,
needs and concerns of the reservation people. Indian people?
have aRvays considered the land very sacred. It is a setting,for
theifhornes and a social and cultural institution them and
their children.

When a planning program is to be initiated on an Indian
reservation it is important to consider that there has beer1,,
little or no prior local experience in the technical aspects o
coordinated, planning. The planning programs that have al-

' ready been initiated on a reservation usually have been based
on a project-to-project basis and most of the physical Marl-
ning that has already been initiated has been-done on the
'defensive side, relating to projects that are limited in size.



An important it hat should be considered in all
modern day planning is the socio-economic considerations
of the reservation residents. It is invariably true that dif-
erences of opinion exist within. the Indian communities

just as they exist in any non-Indian community. These dif-
, erences may be attributed to many factors incliiding age;

education, religion, politital tiesf etc. but while,- in the Indian
context these differences exist and manifest themselKes in
many ways, there are also many ties that bind the Indian
communities together. The one important tie is their com-
mon love for the land.

Because a reservation is regarded as a sovereign :entity,
separate in many ways from the state in which it is located,
the reservation form of government is unique. The reservation
tribal government, commonly composed of the Chairman,
Vice Chairman and the tribal council, have the ultimate-
responsibility for,600rdinating the planning programs.

The key ingredients to the planning process are the ad-
ministrative decisions that must be made-by the tribal govern-
ment. it is, therefore, necessary that the tribal governmental'
officials be provided and be familiar with the pertinent
planning procedure manuals and guidelines. This will not
only expedite tribal considerations for action but will also
serve to inform the tribal leaders of the requirements and
restrictions that must be observed.

It is equally important that broad .tribal understanding
and participation be encouraged. Since the planning programs
will effect not only the Physical structure of the reservation
land-but human resources as well, everyone;-young and old
should be encouraged to participate ,to the degree possible.

One of the first considerations in looking, at the planning
and development of the reservations is to, understand the
problems: confronting the-Indian tribes.

It should be ,pointed out here that these problems are
highly complex. Each reservation represents a, distinct



economic, social and governmental entity within a state.

The single most important item, to keep in mind there-
fore, is that the planning programs can not be accepted or be
supported by the tribal members unless the planning concept
is understood. Thus, to create an atmosphere of goodwill and
teamwork among the tribal leaders and their people, both
should become involved in the planning programs.

PRELlIvIINARY OUTLINE
FOR RESERVATION PLANNING

The procedures used in formulating plans consist of a
series of steps which aim toward a goal. The steps in the
planning process include the making of a plan for the future
of the reservation as a whole or as separate and distinct as a
community. When adopted formally by a tribal resolution or
any tribal approval methods, the plan becomes the official
policy upon the subject of development, In generalrthe goal
of the plan is to improve the physical as well as the economic
and social environment of the reservation.

T-4

To describe the process of planning for a reservation la
us use the ABC Indian Tribe and a state planning office as
hypotheticab,exambles. The order of these prdcedures is not
necessarily 'Fixed and many of the processes can be under-
taken simultaneou§ly.

PRELIMINARY OUTLINE

Part I Background for Planning

I. The ,ABC Tribe hai"recognized -the need for plan
ning and has requested the assistance of the state's
planning Office,
2. The request by the ABC Tribe has valid reasons
and should be acted upon. It is essential for the tribe
to formulate a plan since the adjacent area is growing
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and will undoubtedly have an impact on its reser-
vation,
3, A brief discussion on what planning is will be pre-
sehted to the tribe.
4. The steps in the planning process include data
collection, analysis of resource potentials and con-
straints, survey of community objectives and
problems, discussion of plan alternatives, plan
prebaration and recommendations for Plan imple-
mentation.
5 . Tribal participation is crucial to,a successful reser-
vation plan for two main reasons. First, the plan can
only be accepted by the tribe if they have an under-
standing of it. Second, the plan must contain the
desires and the objectives of the tribe. Various
methods by which tribal participation is solicited
and incorporatedill be explained below.

Part II The ABC Reservation

Part I

1. A brief history of the reservation will be given
and will include facts about current residents of the
reservation.
2. Tribal governinentastructure will be reviewed. Pos.-
sibly, a tribal advisoty structure will be discussed.
This will include the Bureau of Indian Affairs, tribal
attorney, lease agents and others.
3. Brief inventory of the reservation faCilities in-
cluding housing, water and sewer, transpOrtation
and others will be discussed.

Developrdent Resources and Constraints

I. A discussion of the landits location, topography
and potential usewill be discussed. Information on
the pattern of present land uses is important in order
to predict the extent and location of future uses.
2.,The goals and objectives of the people as they re-
late to their land will be discussed. For example,
what are their attitudes toward the land and its uses?

I
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Would the people prefer to work on the reservation
or off the reservation?
3. Investigation of the growth of the outlying com-
munities should be investigated. An example would
be the housing market dernand on the reservation,

Part IV The ABC Reservation Plan

.1 , A future land use 'map and nariative will be in-
cluded. Information on the pattern of.present land
uses is impoitant in order to predict the extent and
Ideation of future uses. How much land will be
needed for various uses?
2. Policies controlling the tealization of the plan will
be outlined. For example, we may wish to consider
the criteria which are used in judging each cornrner-
cial development by the income it would produce,
each industrial development by the employment and
payroll it will generate.
3. Emphasis will be placed on the ABC tribal human
resources. ,What do the people want for their com-
munity and what skills do they possess? Educational
opportunities, scholarships and vocational training
information will be made available within the
publication.

Part V Methods of Implementation

Methods of implementing the plan will be specified
in the final publication. Included in this will be the
identification of the necessary expertise to develop
the options available upon which decisions regarding
future policy and the use of reservation land may be
made.

THE GENERAL PLAN

Having reviewed the steps and criteria in the planning

2c)
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process, it
particularly

Purposes

time to take a cloer look at the plan itself,
s parposes and its characteristics.

Some of the. purposes of the general plan have already
been mentioned. For purpose of clarity, five broad purposes
of a plan are summarized here.

A. The fundamental purpose iS to improve the environ-
ment of the individual Indian community or in some
cases the entire reservation. Since Indian communities are
structured differently from those of the non-Indian corn-
munities, several factors should be taken into consider-
ation. For instance, when considering how to improve
housing conditions, a policy of replacing substandard
housing might be considered. Before adopting such a
policy the social and economic impact of displacing the
residents must be considered. Perhaps the social costs of
breaking up family ties outweighs the benefits of im-
proving the housing stock. Or perhaps the costs are
thought to be justified. In any case the policy itself
remains a physical development policy.

B. To imflrove the environment,of the Indian commun-
ities requires action. Therefore, the plan should not be
simply a collection of forecasts about the physical future
of the community. It must be an attempt to do some-
thing about that future by direCting it so as to bring it
into line with the goals'of the reservation residents.

C The plan is meant io bring together.all the different
organizationstribal, federal and stateat work in the
development of a comMunity. A coordinating effort
among all interested parties should be highly encouraged.

D. The plan should promote public interest. The public
interest is considered important: Care should be taken
that individuals do not benefit at the expense of the
public.



E. The plan should remind .the tribe's decision makers
of the long range considerations when they are makirig
short range decisions, Recommendations and decisions
about development are always made in the present, Their
effects extend far into the future.

Characteristics

In order to be a useful document, the plan should have
certain characteristics. Among these are the following:

A. The plan should be comprehensive. The plan should
cover geographically the entire reservation or segments of
the desired study areas. All types of physical development
together with social and economic aspects of the develop-,
rnent area should be considered.

P. The plan should be long range. It should project per-
haps twenty years into the future to reflect long range
goals.

C. The plan should be general. mchides policies rather
than specific land use decisions. It doei not prescribe, for
instance, which segments of the reservation land will have
gas stations and which will have supermarkets.

D. The plan must be understandable. It rriUst be written
in non-technical language so that all citizens can read and
understand it.

E. The plan should be .amendable. The publicatio
the plan does not mean the end of the planning process.
In fact, the real physical implementation of the, plan
starts to unfold at this point. Continuous follow-ups,
revisions and amendments to the plan will have to be im-
plernented.

Format

At its implest, the plan consists of a set of writtei

l9
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policies plus maps showing how the future community or
reservation should be arranged. The actual format and con-
tent will vary from reservation to reservation because of
complex differences in tribal desires and goals. However,
whatever format the plan utilizes, the desires and goals of the
tribal residents should be given first priority.

TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN
INFORMING AND OBTAINING OPINIONS

FROM TRIBAL MEMBERS

Several techniques have been proven successful in pro-
viding information to and obtaining opinions from reservation
residents. The following is a list that has been widely used
and been proven successful.

Displays and Models

An array of maps and pictures displayed in a community
_center or tribal office has been proven successful in informing
tribal residents of the proposed plans. This technique has
been effective in getting the message across to the people.

A scale model- of the reservation and the outlying com-
munities has also been proven successful in relaying the
message to the reservation residents. If possible, a perm-
anently structured model or display should be established
in the community center or the tribal office, Also, a portable
display that can be moved from one location to another on
the reservation will provide all residents an opportunity to

and comment upon tit, proposed plans.

Community Discussions

Discussion with the reservation residents of the proposed
plan is an tffective way of getting the reservation residents
involved in /the planning progiims. Tribal officials as well as
reservation residents should be informed as to what extent it
will impact on the -reservation and the people.cin addition to

20



the community discussions a continuous report on the p
greys of the program should be made to the people.

Pamphlets add Brochures

Another good 'method of informing the reservation
residents of the various programs is through the use of bro-
chures Auld pamphlets. The brochure or the pamphlet should
be attractive and be written for easy reading. The contents
should include .brief explanatory statements setting forth the
goals of the planning programs. It should also contain
pictures.

Newspapers

The tribal newspaper is another good source of publicity.
Since the majority of the reservation residents has easy access
to the tribal newspaper, this makes it ideal for publishing
articles on the planning programs. The tribal officials should
endeavor to utilize the newspaper in obtaining support for
the planning program.

COORDINATING AND CONTROLLING PROCEDURES

Due to increasing, complexity in reservation planning, it
has bedome necessary to establish some type of a controlling
mechanism that serves as 'a check on the progress of various
planning activities. Since many of the plans are long range
projections the control mechanism becomes especially im-,
portant because it serves to control any deviations that may
occur between these time fraMes. It also serves to keep both
the short and long range projections in tune with the desired
objectives.

Many of the techniques employed by the controlmech-
anism are of an elementary nature. However, their import-
ance in the planning process can not be over emphasized.
Because of the cornmon nature of control techniques, it is
important that some type of written instructions be pre- .



pared that would serve as a review prcicedure manual. In
addition to the controlling and coordinating functions, the
manual would describe methods and techniques for up
dating and implementing &tinge. In reality, the review
procedure manual is a tool that is used in coordinating
and controlling, the planning procedures in data identifi-
cation. .

Simply stated, the review procedure manual is a book
that contains instructions for keeping the collected data in an
orderly fashion. It contains accepted and approved methods
for controlling the vast amounts of raw data, An- example
would be the methods and techniques for numbering and up-

"dating maps, reports and minutes.

In addition to the data identification that was utilized in
the compilation stages, follow-up actions also need, to be

initiated. The follow-up process is a must once the initial plan
has been completed because the revising and updating aspect
of a planning program is an integral part of a continuing plan-
ning program. The objective is to keep all the planning data
as current as possible.

SOURCES-OF PLANNING, ASSISTANCE

Many federal agencies engage in planning activities of one
type or another which affect the plans and development act-
ivities of the Indian reservations. Here we briefly mention
three of ihese agencies and explain the type of assistance that
they offer.

Housing and' Urban Development

701 grants, authorized under Section 701 of the Housing
Act of 1954, are the primary source of financial assistance
for land use planning currently being utilized by the Indian
tribes. This grant program also provides. planning assistance to
towns, cities, counties, regional councils of government and
the states.



Economic Development Administration

EDA provides grant programs in a variety of ways. In
Arizona, for example, the Indian Planning Program under
EDA provides grant programs 'to the Indian Development'
District of Arizona for utilization in their planning areas
throughout the state.

In addition to the economic planning provided to Indian
tribes, technical assistance is available for planning,; specific
projects such as industrial parks, infrastructure, feasibility
studies and the like.

Title V Regional Conimissions

These commissions engage in economic development
planning for the region, pabviactechnical assistance and dis-
tribute supplemental grants to red6ce the local matching con-
tiibutions required of some federal grant-in-aid projects. The
Indian tribes within certain, designated counties of a region
may utilize the Commission's programs On various projects.

Although there are undoubtedly other federal agencies in
other areas of the planning activity,-only three have been
discussed here. Consideration should be given to allavailable
assistance from federal agencies.



us is & Prospects

Richard Sayer

To obtain from management its calculated decision to
make a consequential capital investment in the identified
potentials of a reservati ©n or of tribal lands

L-that is the end objectlie of all tribal industrial develop-
ment operations. The overall program may have other Ob.!'
jectives but the meat and potatoes are management's deeiyion
and investMent I

It follows that identifying the Potentials and -maw
industrial categories to- them, ascertaining what companies.
are ,Most desirable and have an- expansion potential and, then,
obtaining their decision to make a capital investment are the.

ndamental activities of industrial development. All other;
in support of this process.

In this chapter of the Manual, various techniques
procedures will be discussed for use by, the industri
Veloper when working with suspects and prospect&

pect' is an industry from which there is some indi-
cation of plins to expand or move and which would suit
"your" community

A "prospect" is an industry hich has indicated some
interest ft' "your" community.

Attracting an industry to a reservation is usually a
and difficult process involving a great deal of thought, Ow
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CHAPTER THREE

Estal shing and Maintaining
he Organization

Samuel Gardipe

The word' organizatien as used in this chapter has two
connotations' organizing the physical group to carry out the
tribal ecortom e development plan and organizing the eco-
nomic development program for effective operation.

Policy and budget constraints will govern the size of The
organization but_ regardless of physical siteone person or
many-the principles of organizing the program apply.

In studying this chapter, It is left to the reader cut
the cloth" to fit the local body.

PLANNING THE ORGANIZATION

The advent of federal funding to Indian tribes has allowed
the tribes to utilize the developed -economic skills of the
Indian membership and to implement good rnanagemertt
piactices that will eventually lead to the self-determined eco-,

nomie development of reservations.

Planning a n ervation's industrial development organ-
ization must first concern itself with the economic objective
and goals the tribe hopes to achieve given the constraints of
time and costs. It must be stressed that insignificant indeed
will be the result if the planning probess does not involve the
tribal council in identifying and expressing the objectives and
goals for the industrial development organization.



The planners, in establishing the industrial development
organization, must ask thernselVes several key questions:

A. Establishment of prioritieswhat must be done and
in what order?

B. T_he formal plum of actionhow shall it be doni
C. Time constraitwhen must it be done?
D. Cost constrainthow much will it cost?
E. Appraisalwhat constitutes a satisfactory p or-

mance?
F. Review-711(3w much progress is being achieved?
G. Adjustmentwhen and how will the organization

take corrective action as the result of the finding
through appraisal and review?

In speaking of organization, one can not overlook stick
management functions as planning, organizing, staffing,
directing and controlling the work of others because manage-

ment is "getting work done through people". Without getting
into management philosophies and leadership stiles which
the industrial development practitioner will encounter, the
organization he manages can well benefit by adopting the
management approach suggested by MorriseY1 whose MBO
(Management by Objective) incorporates essentially a series
of steps which may be followed, in sequence or combined to

fit the situation.2 They are reviewed briefly here.

A. Define the Ittissi

What is the nature and scope of the industrial develop-
ment work to be performed? This mission statement per-
taining to economic development should come from the top
level of tribal management. It' should be broad in scope, on-
going and functional. with an economic commitment. This
mission will determine the boundaries within which sub-
organizations can pursue their objectives and yet be corn-
patible: They may welt entail the seeking of new opportunities
to reduce the rate of unemployment and to raise standards of

naeement by Otrirsqt1Vbfi end Results", George L. Morrlsey, Addison- Wesley,

2ch to
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c g the' culture and life

Forecast the type of effort needed over the period of the .1-

progrim: ForeAsting estimates these things that may occur ;
in the 'future which Will have an impact upon the end ob-
jectsves that management IS pursuing, The procedure differs

froln Handal forecasting which is essentially a- part o

,btid involves common sense iuiticipation of what
ppen if such Ind such a course is followed, It helps to

determine the human skills needed and the equipment and
the materials needed to accomplish.the program (staff, office

supplies and equipment, telephone typewriters, postage,
office space, costs such as rent or p> irchase, prornoti and

fringes). ._

Forecasting considers external and uncontrollable factors
such as the economic environment (inflation, iression,
energy), political .and, legal aspects; social and ethical con:

straints, competition and government. Forecasting allows
the manager of the organization to anticipate new or dif-

ferent factors so that he may alter his plan of action when

necessary.

C. Setting Objectives

This is probably the most ritical activity of the MBO

process. Objectives are the results to be achieved,. Their
eitablishiffent forms the basis for determining what activities

ould be performed fiord provides a bats for evaluating how
well they are beirig performed.

Having- considered tbe mission of the toNevel of manage-

trent within the tribe and having determined.the mission an
goals, of the industrial development organization cornpatible ,
therewith, one is ready to identify the types of effort or
specific improvements one wishes to place in.objectiVe form.

For example; establishing the research and planning fume-



mmistrativ function, the development functi=on
i preparing the community itself for the industrial,

11111prea at and/or tourism development to follow.

Four, points
;objectives are

Determine ..realistio and: achievable targets fpr each
objective dining the forecast period. (Chances' of lo-
cating Ford . or Oemeral Motors on the reservation
quite remote.) -

Z. Establish priorities: for your objectives setting : the
most important -first. ,
Determine a means of measurement, (capital invest-
ment in dollars, number of plants located, number of
businesses createdi number of jobs created or people
employed) that will serve as an acceptable indicator
of satisfactory performance against each objective.

4. Coordinate and communicate objectives to key sub-
ordinates and 'other knowledgeable and concerned
indixiduals. Remember the effective manager gets
work done through other people.

to be bserved in the process of setting

D.. Frogranuning

The program' is the plan action to follow in order to
reach the objective& How to operate one's program must be
determined in the light of one's tribal situation and location.
However, there are some general procedures that apply re-
gardless of the peculiarities of one or another reservation or
other Indian land. These are:

I. Study the situation and select a management method.
2. Gain agreement-and support throughout organization.
3. Pevelbp the plan pf action.
4. est and review the plan.
5 implement.
6. .Follow-up

E. Scheduling

Schedul ill involve_ the a

29
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theft:Program steps_ Such time can either
alitimber of calendar days or by an actual, end-date.

n 'scheduling is-to star at an end point and
cut' baokviiid, rather than the Opposite. When the program

stePs are deterinined, a time period for Completion of each
Step is scheduled.

F. Budgeting

probably the most critical step in the process of
management and planning of a prowar. It is here that dollar
amounts, are-assigned to meet the mission, the objectives, the
determination of material needs and the manpower require-.

ments.

udgeting is a Valuable analytical tool to determine the
Est of carrying out objectives. Before funding is achieved a
budget forecast assigns a realistic dollar figure to activities or
"line items". After adopting a budget it is a good praCtice to
develop a periodic budget review that will itemize the amount
budgeted for that period and the amount actually spent
providing a comparison analysis. corrective action can be
implemented once a -variance is apparent. Since the -budget
forecast has to be based on realistic, concrete estimates that
must conform to objectives, the periodic report will provide a
running,. up-to-date financial picture upon which further
management decisions may be made. In this connection the
two budget itemscommunications and travelwill doubt-.
lessly be difficult to control. In all cases the priority of
objectives needs to be reconciled with the budget as the Prc

progresses.

Chart B presents a hypothetical annual budget for a tribal_
industrial development operation. The approximate percent-
ages are given a_ s guidelines for a budget of any amount
although certain items must be drastically reduced ofdeleted

- entirely in budgets of half of less than the given $40,600.
_These reductions would be made- in light of the priorities of
the tribe's overall economic development plan.'
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CONTROLLING

Controlling assures that objectives are effectively accomp-
lished. It is the responsibility of top management which.
delegates its authority and responsibility- to other levels of
the organization. However, the ultimate success or failure of
the program always rests upon the shoulders of top manage-
ment.' It must, therefore, control its organization. The sit-
nation is analogous to that aboard a ship. The captain is "top

g_ einCrit. Even if a subordinate's error results in the
8; of the stall), it is the captain's "fault". His authority

d responsibility insist that he control, althoughof



esaity must delegate his authority and responsibility

o others as a Practical matter, -To do this effectively a control'

rill it traditional aboard ships and so it is with any
properly Conceived 'organization. The control criteria essent-

ially consists of establishingsttuidards, measuring performance
and taking such corrective action as may be necessary.

ng Standards and Measuring Performance

At the heart of the controlling functibn is measuring the
performanee but there must be a ."standard" to measure it

against in order to determine what is indeed satisfactory per-,

formance,

f4,

In order to establish a performance standard, one must
first determine what is to be measured and what constitutes
effective performance 'in terms of the elements of time, re-
sources, quality and quantity.

- The industrial development practitioner and those assoc
iited with the program, should understand and accept till
standards that are established to measure performarice. All

should participate in initiating such standards in order to
achieve the objectives realistically. Measuring performance by

top management is a vital function that should be used to

point out variances between planned-performance and actual

performance in a timely manner to the end that corrective
action, if needed, can adjust the variance. Some methods

available are weekly or monthly reports, personal obser-

vation, call reports and tickler files. A word of caution about
reporting: time is eniensive. One must be sure that the re-
ports area necessary to measure performance and not sub-
mitted just to report some insignificant detail.

SOME PROBLEMS FACED BY
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

The term industrial development itself can be misleading

to a tribal constituency. To some, the image of industrializ-
5,



,00nnote smoke stacks 'exuding pollution which
strap 1p, the Mother Earth; Maybe it poise_s an image of

exploitation yy large corporations enslaving a population of
disadvantaged persons who are Willing to work at wages much
lower than city ,dwellers., At worst, it may raise the fear that
With :the advent of successful industrial development on .

servations the federal government will -relinquish the re;
ponsibilities of its "special-relationship" to Indian tribes and
inpose "termination ".

It is beyond the scope of this 6hapter to explore the'real
r the imagined thrusts associated with industrial develop-

ment. Properly' handled, the ,benefits to be derived far out-
-weigh any disadvantages. It is axiomatic that industrial
development is a continuous, complex and time - consuming
process. Unless the lighten_ing of lady luck strikes results, if
any, may not be attained for a period of years. Realistically
speaking, it is . Well that all concerned understand this char-
acteristic of the protess to the end that top tribal management

' will not curtail the effort until it is given a fair chance over a
period of time We suggest a mininiurri of five years.

The federal government has spent millions fo enhance
the location of industry on reservations with the concurrence
of tribal councils usually through resolutions. Industry has
become, therefore, a prime objective of the economic mission
of many tribes. An Indian employed by industry does not
lose tribal social or cultural identity. In fact, survival of the
family is enhanced by employment opportunities at home
allowing-for social and cultural pursuits of one's own choice,

Once the economic mission of the tribal council is agreed
upon by developing specific economic development missions
and objectives that mesh with the desires of the tribe and the
support of the tribal leadership is obtained, the total organ-
ization will realize the commonness of purpose which will
engender cooperation so necessary for development. These
plans should be publicized.

The= related non-Indian ecanonnic development organiz-
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bribed of the tribee_ desires, Many of
nearby and Most are willingto help.

I, state, mithicipal:1 utrliity = Companies,
,'barks, other financial institutions and other groups

concerned with' economic deVelopment in the area Many of
the =organizations have services, reports and information

They} are valuable allies, -so contact, get acquainted
d Join them to make an industrial development team,

A most serous problem-in development efforts is min-
im the continuity of the development organization since

survival 'depends on funding. Organizational' continuity
should he made an objective and dealt as one of high priority.
New opportunities become available every year The develop-.

ment organization should continually keep itself informed
about new legislation affecting Indian economic development.
It should be prepared to' solicit funding as new economic
development aids- become available from sucli sources as
The Economic Development_ Administration, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Small Business Administration, private found-
ations, Office of Minority Business Enterprise as well as the
tribe itself.

Summary

This Management by Objectives approach is no easy task,
but those who use it, even in modified form, will-find it very
revioarding. The very nature of its approach is one of partici-
pation and cooperation with different levels of management
within' a tribal structure; a quality that is necessary for
economic development of an Indian reservation. MBO-is a
long-range process that may take more, than a year to imple-
ment fully. Large organizationsl have a normal tune span of
from three to five years to impliment,- this process fully.

- Some of its immediate benefits can be seen from its imple-
%don within one organization of the tribal structure
Industrial development organization. It is suggested,
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however, that' before the process is initiated the _industrial
development practitioner receive 'formal training which
available fram many soUrces and usually 'requires from three
to fiVe days fittensive study.' A consultant who has exper-
ience in:, the MBO process is a good investment in getting tlje
proce started.

Is., the MBO process advantageous to I.D. organizations
regardless of size within tribal structures?

A resounding YES is the answer. It allows for timely
adjustments in strategy to overcome what might result in
the failure of the tribe's economic mission. It allows for inte-
gration of the total organizatiem. It improves`bommunication
by 'permitting participation of all levels within the organiz-
ation. Each has a say in the direction to be taken toward
economic goals as well 4s contributing toward their achieve-
ment.' It will result in overcoming duplication of effort and
inefficiency, that may otherwise exist but most of all it will
get results!

Illustration cif Oglala Maio: Art:
Froth a _design on a parfleche box (painted

rawhide) in the .David W. .Clark Collection, WM:

Over Dakota Museum.



CHAPTER FOUR

ts & Pros

Richard Sayers

To-Obtain from management its calculated decision
wake a. consequential capital investment in the identified
ootentials of a reservation or of tribal lands

that Is the end objective of all tribal industrial develop
operations. The overall, program Ina), have other Ob.!'

fectives but the meat and potatoes are management's decision
and investment!

It follows that identifying. the Potentials and -matching
Industrial categories to' them, ascertaining what companies.

Most desirable andhave an expansion potentialand, then,
(lining their decision to make a capital investment are the
amental activities of industrial development. All other;

rein support of this process.

In, this chapter of the Manual, various techniques
procedures will be discussed for use by the industrial
veloper when working with suspects and prospect&

"_suspect" is an industry from which there is some indi-
mtion of plims to expand or move and which would suit
"your" community

A. "prospect" is an industry which has indicated some
interest in "your" community.

Attracting an industry to a reservation is usually a loag
Ind difficult process involving a great deal of thought, time
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and work. The industriPal developer who is working with
industrial suspects and prospects, therefore, must have three
main qualities. First, he must be as good planner _with the
ability .to organize. Second, he must- be very patient and_for-
bearing. Third, he must be perseverant Many times a prospect
will decide against locating on his reservation. Disappoint-
ment may follow but this is by no means any reason to throw
in the towel. Developers who have: been in the business for
any length of time have all gone through this phase of the
process. Re-evaluating, making adjustments, and the ability to
begin the procedure all over again is of utmost importance.

The industrial developer will find the job one of many
partscomplex add rewarding. The work requires of its
practitioners that they keep themselves urrent. There are
courses, institutes, seminars and conferences as well as audio/
visual -instructional media and a very considerable body of
literature -Available. The practitioner -desirous of performing
professionally Should take advantage of , these educational
tools.3

PREPARATIO

For the purposes of this Manual, It is assumed that the
tribe and its leadership desire to undertake long-range in-
dustrial development program to generate jobs for the tribal
members arid-thereby to_strengthen the communal economic
and social base.' To this end, the tribal council has taken
action to create an industrial development organization and
has retained or delegated a person to develop its program and
to handle its operations.

The first step for this industrial velop should be to
acquaint the tribal council with the plans for an all-out
attempt to expand existing industry and/or to locate new in-
dustry.' A budget should be presented to the council re-,
questing the funds necessary to carry Out a program and,
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-need could be carefully explained in` ,detail to
cure courted 41PPOrt.:. Their views are important on- what

type of lat.dustrlfr would be most"beneficial to the reservation
as well as'i,vhat typeS of industrial activity should be avoided.-

The 'tribal pottne 1should be kept informed of plans and
operationS'as it is Tepreientative of the people. Reports to the
council.. ate an excellent broadcasting system by which the
,tribal individuals rimy be kept informed.

If the coutteil knows what is being done in the industrial
development -areal, it invariably will have a more favorable
and sympathetic view when an industry dOeS decide to look =

over the reservation and will not be sOrprised when an in-
dustry representative visits_ the reservation,'

The next step,is to begin preparing' factS, figures, and
statistics that :OM, be printed and which are 'available at a
minute's notice, ail printed material should' contain clear
arid-concise infOrmation that will portray exactly what the
reservation and the communities located therein have to offer.
Such printed material includes, but is by no means limited to,
the following::

Maps
a) showin the geographical location of .the reservation
in the slate and its position relative to major arteries of
transportation,, :large and medium sized cities and towns
and topographical features;"
b) a map of the reservation showing the location, of the

-lands reserved !I:it-Industrial development (sites and parks)
in relation to the reservation's transportation facilittes,
residential area community, commerical and educational
areas grid other features;
c) a map, of each industrial site (whether alone or park)
showing boOds, acreage, location of utilities, water and
power lines adjacent to a site or installed in a park, road
plan to service site or installed in a park, soil character-

:.

istics and physical resources;
d) a map showing the location of available buildings
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used or speculativerelative to or their location in indust-
rial sites; and
e) each map should be accompanied by a brief written
explanation of idle ffatures and attributes of its subject
and how it relates tO other maps.

Aerial or other photographs should be reproduced if pea-
sible and included A the-writien explanation of the appro-
priate _ maps.. If they ate used they should be clear and as
detAiled as possible.

4 1

General informatii on community fAcilities is desirable
including brief but nelrsive descriptions of commercial
enterprises, churches schools, medical facilities, recreation
areas, community :centers, residential districti, vocational

'education fatilities,

Fairly..coneise information on the composition of the
available and potential work force, wage rates by occupat-
ional skills, employment, underemployment and unemploy-
ment estimates and such. other characteristics as may be

ropriate.

Information on -Mailable energy sources, quality, pre-
vailing rates and conditions. (Relate to site and industrial

park maps.)

Mforrnation on ax advantages attendant to location on
the reservation or tribal lands together with full information
upon what taxes are in ffeet.

Information upon such existing industry as may be

already located in the area including names of principal con
tacts, product, labor force and like material.

Visual presentations des or- movies to supplement thu
above information, Bled upon the maps and other material,
the visuals -.must. be NalAal and descriptive. They are'not
public relations pieces, They are marketing tools and should
biso conceived,
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ejribal Industrial developer shnl ld have the facts in and
behind this material "down par. Abil;itY to answer questions
promptly and accurately is essential a% indeed is the ability to
admit ignorance coupled with the kr owledge o f reliab le sources
frak which to obtain the needed infornration promptly.'

The'prohlem of composing a general suspeCt list involves
Considerable detailed work.,The following questions must be
answered-tit being assumed that the reservation hai the phy-
Sical and human resources, the deterOnation and the organ-

ation to undertalce\ an industri4 development program:
A.; What types of manufacturing 'industry are suited to

u_rresetvatiori
or tribal laitlIS?

at types of manufacturip industries are expanding
facilities and appear to bezthe best for the long

term?.
C. Do they fit into,"ou pate s?
D. hat are the typica ,financial requirements of these

rndustries and can "vile" provide a financial package
that will be attractive to thee ,

E Shall "we" use the shotgun approach and go for
whole categories of manufacturing industry, or shall
"we" use the rifle approach end concentrate Upon a
relative few firms within the general categories?

Once the study of _industrial 'categories is campleteor
asonably soand those having an economic ,fit with the

area's pbtentials are determined, then, comes-the- work of
acting those manuficturing firrn0 within the .selected

qestegories that will make up the suspect list. In this work it is
very adviiable to inform as many allies as you can that you

e seeking suspects m those categories. Generally speakMg,
your allies are development offices .departments and organ.
rations which. are concerned with the vcanamic development
of your geographic area and /or reservations and tribal
lands. For example, the Bureau of Indian 'Affairs, the Indian,
Affairs -Desk of the Economic Development Administration,
the American Indian National Bank, the state's economic de-



yelopment agencies, the area development offices of utilities,
railroads and' financial institutions serving the area, corpor-
ations, located in the area or other companies that have an in-
terest in the welfare of the Indian peoplesand so on. The
possibilities differ from geographic area to geographic area.

If funds are available, the shotgun approach is feasible.
Space advertising may be undertaken in periodicals that serve
industries' facility planners and trade magazines of the in-
dustrial categories selected. A word of warning heresuch
advertising is expensive and at least six exposures in each
selected periodical is the minimum required to do the job
properly. Also, the writing and layout of such space adver-
tising requires a specialist; so an advertising agency should be
retained. Approach this part of your program as one of an-
nouncement. It may develop leads and, therefore, prospects
but do not count upon it. Also recall that once undertaken,
the advertising program should be a major item each year in
your budget, It pays to remind the companies in the desired
categories that "you still would welcome their attention".

If and when, as the result of this shotgun approach, a
reply from an interested firm is received, there will be home-

, work to be done. In the rifle approach,' companies are
selected as suspects by virtue of their compatibility with the
tribal economic goals. Something is known about them. On
the other hand, nothing is known about a company that
replies to an advertisement. A thorough investigation is,

therefore, in order to answer such questions as
What is the suspect's management track record?
What is its reputation and its reliability?
What is its product and manufacturing process?
How many of what type of employees and *ith what

skills will it require?
What is its wage scale?

What are its land, buildings, utilities, services and
financing requirements liable to be?

Is it the type of industry the tribe is seeking?
What would be its impact- on existing community

services?
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These and questions like them must be answered. If the
answers indicate that the firm is desirable, then proceed to
treat the Inquiring firm as a prospect. If otherwise, it is in the
tribal interest to so indicate to the firm, recalling that indust-
rial development fails in its mission when it acts from hunger
for new industries rather than frOm reason and logic.

Coincident with the preparation of the selected suspect
list and the advertising effort, an industrial development team
should be organized. M tha industrial developer for the
reservation, you will still be the key man-but it is also neces-
sary to have additional persons on the reservation involved.
Not only can they help with the work load but it will present
an expreSsion to the prospect that others beside yourself are
interested in their locating on the reservation. Some of the
people- you need to recruit are tribal council members,
businessmen, industrial and any other community leaders.
These people should be thoroughly briefed on what is ex-
peeted of them if they are called upon to meet a prospect
who is coming to look at the reservation. Thorough pre-
paration is needed here as the prospect may take -it upon
himself to ask questions of each person who is accompanying
him. This is why teamwork is a must, for if each person can
readily answer a question about an element with which he is
familiar, the reservation will make a favorable impression.

The process of developing prospects from the carefully
prepared list of suspects is primarily your job as the tribal
-industrial development representative. It is lonely', often
frustrating work hindered by lack of funds for extensive trips
and seemingly a hundred other road blocks.

A personal, pre-arranged call upon a firm's executive is
the most desirable means of contacting a suspect. If this is
possible, be certain that you are at his office at least five
minutes before the appointed time. Being late is as good a
way to lose a suspect -as would be missing the call altogether.
After all, you made the appointment!

Personal contact is not always possible, pa
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considerable travel is involved. A letter followed by a tele-
phone call will serve to alert the suspect of your interest.
Recall that you have allies available and ask them for assis-
tance in following up. The Division of Indian Business Enter-
prise of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and/or the Indian
Industrial Development Specialists of the Indian Affairs
Desk, Economic Development Administration can be most
helpful in yqur contact and follow-up work.

If you are in a suspect's vicinity and have not previously
corresponded, a so-called "cold call" may well produce
results and, in any event, will alert the suspect firm to the
fact that your tribe is interested in the company as a neigh-
bor.

However the contract is made it is important that you
"place yourself in the suspect's swivel chair- -: Why should
I be interested in locating a branch plant (or whatever) on an
Indian reservation, or on tribal land, particularly associating
myself with the XYZ tribe? How earnest are these people
and how businesslike are they? Can this company make a
profit, stay alive in business in that area? What are Indians for
that matter? Will they give a day's work for a day's pay or-7
so go the prospect's thoughts. Your job is to anticipate his
questions-voiced or not-and have the answers on the tip of
your tongue or ballpoint pen.

From your list of suspects, the field will be reduced to
the number of favorable replies you receive. These are your
prospects now and upon them you will focus your attention.
A word of warning here: keep adding to your suspect list and
put the firms from which you received a negative reply on
your "tickler list". Write them occasionally and let them
know you are still interested in them, but drop them after a
year or so if they continue to react negatively.

Once the prospect has been identified, the next stage will
be to make the necessary arrangements to visit with him.
Write a letter making a definite appointment if possible. In
this way, you demonstrate your business-like approach and
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permit him to indicate whether he wants to handle the
contact through the mail or by phone. If he advises you that
he will be available on the date of, your call, make the ar-
rangements to visit with him then. If a time has been agreed

,upon, be sure to be prompt. Also, ask him if there is any
Information or publications that he would specifically like
you to have with you. The intent (Af this call is to follow up
letting him know that you are definitely interested in his
company's expansion plans and operations, to interest him
further in the reservation, to provide him with additional
material you want him to see or that he has requested and to
extend an invitation for him to make a personal visit to the
reservation.

When the prospect decides to visit the reservation hemay
already have a definite date decided upon. Plan your schedule
accordingly so that it coincides with his not so that his
coincides with yours. If the visitation date is left to you, the
developer, choose a date as quickly as possible and forward it

to him. Also, include several alternate dates so that he may
choose the date which will best suit his schedule. When the
date has been decided upon the real work begins.

A good starting point is to notify your team that the
prospect is going to make a visit to the reservation. The pros-
pect will usually notify you when he accepts your invitation
whether he wants the visit kept confidential. If this is the
case, advise your team members of the request and have them
strictly adhere to it. Enough emphasis can not be placed on
this type of request, for if any member betrays this con-
fidence you will stand a good chance of losing this industry.
Next, solicit their help because in most cases it is important
to them to locate the industry. Inform them as to what the
company manufactures, size of operation, reliability and any
other pertinent information they should know.

Forward all requested information to him and also any
material that is relative to his type of operation.

Begin collecting any survey material or publications that
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may illustrate facts and figures which may be parallel to his
Industry. These can include such topics as labor surveys,
market surveys, transportation data or a community attitude
survey if one has been undertaken.

Set up one or more plans that are optional and change-
able and mail them to the prospect for his approval. Ask him

a if he has specific changes and what they are.

An always-accepted activity is a tour of the reservation.
Practice making this tour previous to the actual visit so you
will know the best route and the tour will not be too long
and drawn out.

Next, contact the people he has indicated he would like
to visit or who you think would be interesting for him to visit
and get them prepared. Make sure they ar,-: going to be avail-
able on that day or, if not, whether they will have a suitable
and informed substitute. If they have any particular data or
publications that he may find interesting, be sure and have
them available.

st.

If the prospect is going to stay overnight, make the ar-
rangements for him. If you are planning a formal luncheon or
dinner, contact the people who have these facilities and make
them aware of it. Assist them in planning the menu if they so
desire.

When the prospect arrives for his first visit, be certain
that he is met by the team. Failure to do so could result in
his immediate. departure and the loss of the industry. He con-
siders his time very important and will want to utilize every
minute while he is on your reservation. Have the 'transport-
ation for the touring group ready to proceed at a minute's
notice.

Ask him if there is anything specific he would like to do
or see first. If he hasn't any, then proceed with the tour as
planned.-



Specifically, he will be interested in visiting your con-
firmed industrial sites and also any others that you may have
under Option. He will want to talk with already-functioning
industries to see if the picture you have painted is correct.

As you are traveling together, he will be asking questions.
Always respond with the truth, even if it may be a little
difficult at times. For all you know, he may already know
the answer and is testing you:, honesty. He did not accept the
invitation for the visit without checking out the reservation.

Listed below are some ggestions that always apply
when the prospect visits unless he has specifically indicated
otherwise:

A. Do not plan too much to do. Avoid winding up
hurrying from place to place. If he wants to stop some-
where that was initially not on the list, do so. Be patient.

B. Do not over-entertain. He is concerned with the possi-
bility of locating an industry, not having a good time. If
he should happen to bring his wife, be prepared to have
something for her to do or see if she does not want to
.accompany her husband.

C. Keep the number accompanying him at a minimum.

D. Above all, ask the prospect if he wants the visit
publicized or not. Many major companies are very parti-
cular when it comes to secrecy. Respect his wishes to the
fullest.

E. Make it a point to present the unusual aspects of your
reservation also, If you have to show him a bad point
about your reservation, do so. Ile will then have the
feeling that you are being honest with him and not trying
to hide anything. He may even volunteer a helpful idea
on how the community may improve the situation.

Have all pertinent industrial material ready and ava
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able so he can look it over if he so desires. Have the
material that he may have requested earlier available fur
him to take back. If he wants additional information, tell
him you will gather it and forward it to him.

G. Make allowances for disruptions that may occur in
your schedule. The prospect may want to spend ad-
ditional time at one place or another. Respect his wishes,

H. After the prospect has left, be sure and follow-up
with him. As soon as possible, forward any material he
requested. Write him a formal letter thanking him for the
visit and for considering the reservation as a possible
location of his industry. Ask him if, after he returned,
there is anything else he wishes to know.

I. Not every visit will :un smoothly. An evaluation of
your team's efforts and the happenings of the visit will
need to be undertaken. This is important so that the
next visit by this prospect or another will be even better,

J. If he decides to locate on the reservation, be ready to
negotiate immediately.

Recall that the most important "prospect" which you
should keep in mind at all times is the industry or industries
that have already located on the reservation. If you have
maintained a good relationship with them you will find they
are very useful, not only when, they are considering ex-
panding but, also when a new prospect is looking at your
community.

An excellent way to maintain continuous contact with
industry is to have them join your local industrial develop-
ment organization. Another important point to be made here
is their constant contact with other types, of business. Often
times they are able to supply yo6 with names of industries
that would complement their process or are considering
either expanding or relocating. In such a case, you,will defin-
itely have' the jump on anyone else.
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Existing industry also plays a very important role when
the suspect or prospect actually visits your reservation. It is
alr )st an accepted rule that they will want to visit with ex-
isting industry at one time or another before making a de-
cision to locate. They will sometimes want to check with
them to make sure the information you have supplied about
the community is correct or possibly to check out the labor
situation., If you have done a favorable job of working with
existing industry, you will get a favorable recommendation.
If not, chances are that it will be negative.

Another item to consider is what it will mean to your
reservation if an existing industry de;:ides to exi and. It will
provide additional employment opportunities the area
residents. It will mean more dollars circulating on your
reservation. It should mean that your reservation has some-
thing to offer and that you have done your job well.

Last, but dot least, don't ever fail to recognize local
industry in your community functions. Possibly a day or
week honoring industry would be appropriate, or an anniver-
sary dinner of their coming to your reservation. Failure to
recognize them could result in their relocating or expanding
elsewhere.

PROBLEMS AND SUCCESS

There are 2riany problems encountered by reiervations in
locating industry.

One of the major items is limited fun is. The greatest
portion of allotted money is spent for various programs for
the Indian people of the reservation. This leaves little, if any,
money for such items as major prospecting trips to large
cities, good advertising and constant revision of printed
material as the reservation progresses and, therefore, has
more to offer,

Another is the turnover in the tribal 'council and the
personnel employed by them. As every person does not have
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the same outlook on industry, sometimes all the work you
have done In working with a suspect or prospect will not be
suitable to the new council. It will be your job, as the de-
veloper, to continually remind them of the opportunities
provided by the location of new or expanding industry on
the reservation.

A great many of the smaller reservations are somewhat
isolated from major highways, airports and waterways. Thus,
there is the difficult transportation problem.

Over the past years, there has been a shortage of qualified
people_ in industrial develOpment on the reservations. Fortun-
ately, this obstacle is gradually being overcome. The reser-
vations are associating more closely y-with state and federal
agencies, relying on them for assistance and the reservations
have received grants from the FDA to construct industrial
parks to entice industries to locate.

It is very possible that you can use these problems and
shortcomings as an incentive to your team and especially
yourself, the developer, when attempting to locate an in-
dustry. Due to these problems you must realize that a better-
than-adequate job will be necessary to secure the industry.
What you project and present to the P'rospect will have to be
superior to any submitted by your competition. 'You will
have had to follow the steps of the industrial development
process far better than anyone else.

If YOu have followed the process as described and are
truly organized, you will have the same chances as anyone
else of luring the prospect to your community. This com-
bined with a super salesman pitch, should prove rewarding
when dealing with prospects who are looking at your reser-
vation.

Finally, if the prospect locates elsewhere, fake the time
to correspond with him and offer your thanks for his consid-
ering your reservation. Remember, a little courtesy goes a
long-way. There is always the future.



Illustration of Cherokee Art:

From a gourd mask in the University Museum,
University of Pennsylvania.
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CI4APTER FIVE

Industrial Sites & Parks
Roy L. Rogers

With The 'Editor

An" essential tool in the chest of any industrial develop-
ment organization is a site or sites suitable, committed and
confirmed for industrial development use.

This would appear to be so logical a statement as o be
left unsaid. Far from it.

Altogether too many programs can not list such land in
their promotional pieces. Sure, they can list land "suitable
for industry", but unless it is committed to industrial use by
the tribal planning authority and confirmed in such use by
the tribal council, then it is a dull or ineffective tool at best.

A native American and the Editor collaborate to explore
the above observations in this chapter.

OBSERVATIONS ON
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND

ITS PRIME TOOLLAND

The end purpose of yindustrial development programs
wherever undertaken is twofold:

to generate productive employment opportunities; and
to strengthen the social and economic base.

Specifically in the context of the. American Indian, the
employment opportunities are for Indian peoples and the
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social and economic base is that of the tribal community for
whom the program is being undertaken.

Such productive employment opportunitiesjobsmay
be. in any type of-industry which is in harmony with an area's
potential: manufacturing, commercial, service, recreational or
a combination of these industries.

1

To accomplish its twofold purpose, an industrial develop-
ment program must include certain tools with which to
operate. The prime and basic tool is land not just any land,
but rather that land which is best suited for the type of in-
dustrial development activity to be undertaken.

As the most stable type of productive employment op-
portunity is to be found in the manufacturing sector of
industry and as manufacturing facilities have the most
specialized of requirements, the discussion of industrial sites
in this chapter deals. with the manufacturing sector and its
related activities.

Despite, this specialized treatment, it must be constantly
recalled that the principles involved in the selection, (desig-
nation, preparation and marketing of sites for manufacturing
industry) apply to such other job-producing activities- as
commercial, recreational and service industries.

It is well to mention here that industrial development is
a long-range and an expensive undertaking to which land,
natural and human resources must be dedicated. Once com-
mitted to an industrial development program, the effort must
be total or the human and material substance of the tribe will
be dissipated'. The tribal council and the tribal industrial
development organization, therefore, share a common and
considerable, responsibility that should not lightly be under-
taken nor denied.

The designation, preservation and development of land
for industrial purposes demonstrates well the_commitment of
the tribal 4uthorities to the improvement -of the socia! and



economic base 'through the procesg of industrial development.
Nothing is more evident of tribal intent than the presence of
this essential industrial development tool: land confirmed for
the generation of Job opportunities.

TRIBAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING SITES'

As suggested in Chapter One, the American Indians trad-
itionally differ from.the non-Indians in their concept of land,
It is not a commodity to -be used and traded by' its owner.
Rather, it has a communal, even religious connotation.

In addition to this cultural constraint, most Indian lands
today enjoy a special legal status. These conditions, of course,
do not apply to land purchrased on the open market by
American Indians. Such land is not "Indian land" as referred
to in this Manual.

It is in light of these special circurnstanCes that Indian ,
land is set aside for industrial development by tribal author-
ity, -prepared, marketed and leased by manufacturing or other
hidustries under the direetion of tribal authority.

The development of Indian lands is hampered by another
special circumstance- financing. Private capital for develop-
ment is difficult-and in many circumstances impossible-to
acquire. The-collateral simply is not present in view of the
constraints on ownership of Indian lands,

In consequence; financing the development of land set
aside for industry depends upon the ingenious use of piiblic
and tribal funds. The Economic.Development Administration
has the greatest latitude in grant arid loan progrzrris for lard
development. Collaborating programs are ay-lila' .e through
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other tedeld; sources. In
same tates Indian tribes may take advantage of financing
plans made possible th= ough state permissive legislation.
Chapters Six and _Seven of this Manual treat with this subject
in considerable detail.
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In designating.orapproving tribal lands for industrial use,
tribal authprities should take into consideration the, relation
of the -land to such .other land uses as housing andtransport-
ation.' Industrial development must be a part of the compre-
hensive land use plan. If it is not, it can be self-defeating.

Recall that its purpose is twofold. The jobs it seeks to
generate-are primarily for the tribal and other Indian peoples
If this first purpose is not realized the second, social and
economic- base, will suffer accordingly. Commuting time,
distance and means of travel are, therefore, of very consider-
able importance.

The special characteristics of Indian lands is a potent
reason for -retention by the tribal industrial development
organization of legal advice which is both familiar with these
special characteristics and with the principles governing in-
dustrial development Today what was once a relatively
simple process of management decision - making has become
increasingly complicated under such federal regulations as
those of the Environmental Protection Agency and other
agencies. Legal advice protects the interests of both the tribe
and its prospective investor industrialist.

Other tribal -considerations- in designating certain lands
for industrial use will be reviewed as other aspects 'of the
process-are discussed in the chapter. So; we come to the meat
of the matter; what: lands are suitable' and what are the
standards to be used ,in their designation and preparation.

LAND FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Lagd which is truly suitable for industrial development is,
by no means abundant in any community, be'it situated on
or off Indian reservations or tribal lands. There was a day
when industrial use was at the bottom of the Land Use
Ladder. The most undesirable locations in the community
were tagged "for industry" and that was that



pdem day- manufacturing companies just can not be 16-

, csted "snylvhere" on any old piece of land .They have building,
,access, transportation, traffic and a host of other requirements
that demand land suitable to accommodate these needs. Land
selected for industrial development, therefore, should be de-
termined in the light of the following considerations:

Physical
reasonably level land preferably with not more than
5% slbpe, capable of being- graded without undue ex-,
"pense,
soil texture capable of bearing manufacturing plant
and traffic loads,
away from flood plains, fault lines and like hazards,

posing no great threat to the natural erivironment.of
the area in which located;

b) Access
direct access to commercial transpo ation facilities
(trucking, railroad, airport and 'eep water channels
when _available),
within easy commuting timef of residen areas
(Indian'and other labor force),
road and highWay system whi h presents minimum
tisk tc; persons utilizing reside tial, commercial and
recreational facilities in the general area; and

power, water, waste disgosal/facilities and protective
Services

services available on or near the industrial land.
1

It is quite reasonable to expect that parcels of land which
meet the !boil& general conditionsfare to be found on most
Indian reservations or tribal lands. They should be 'set aside
and reserved for industrial develo went through the process
of comprehensive planning.

Single purposed planning of land use is now a thing of the
past. It is obvious from the abo e considerations that the
Interaction of uses must be given e reful study For example, /

i .

2nd Edition. SIR, Wish'



dern-Alay manufacturing-companies just can not be Jo-
where "on any old piece of land. They have building,

c s,' transportation, traffic and a host of other requirements
that ilemanil land suitable to accommodate these needs. Land

selected for industrial development, therefore, should be de;
termined in the light of the following considerations

Physical
reasonably level land preferably with not more than
5% slope, capable of being graded without undue ex-
pense,

texture _capable of bearing manufacturing plant

and _traffic 'dads,
away from flood plains; fault lines and like hazards,
posing no great threat to the natural environment of
tlii area in.which located;
Access
direct access to commercial transportation facilities
(trucking; railroad,, airport and deep water channels
when available),

within easy commuting time of residential areas
(Indian and other labor force),
road and highway system Which =presents minimum
rLk. to persons utilizing residential, commercial and
recreational facilities in the general-area; and
Services
power, water, waste disposal facilities and 'pr'otective

rvices available on or near the industrial land. -

It is quite reasonable to expect that parcels of land which
meet the above general-conditions are to be found on most
Indian.' reservations or tribal lands. They should be set aside

and reserved for industrial development through the process

off planning.

Single purposed planning of land use is now a thing of the

past It is obvious from the above considerations 'that the.
interaction of uses must be given caidful study. For example,

1 industrial al Estate, 2nd Edition, SIR, Washington, D.C. 1971
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easy commuting time, etc. " -; the entire purpose of generating.
job opportunities for the Indians residing, on the reservation
or on other. Indian lands can be defeated if the development
of existing or propose 1- housing is so situated that "easy
commuting time" is _an impossibility or if the industrial land --

is so located that its traffic is a menace to residents. One use
must complement the other insofar as it is practical to do so.'
There are other considerations of similar importance. It
stands to reason, 'therefore, that the tribal land use planning
must-be comprehensive.

The land established for industrial development in the
comprehensive plan possesses those special qualities men-
tioned in this chapter. Reclassification of such land should
not be undertaken. without most serious consideration.
Temptation to reclassify will take place if only for the
following reasons: industrial development as a long-range
process and industrial lands may take years to be fully
utilized; priorities are constantly 'changing with--changes in
tribal leadership; _other land use needs seemingly "more
pressing" than industrial develop"ment may arise. Pressures,

_therefore, are constantly present. To reclassify is, of course,
the decision . of tribal' authority, but in arriving at itslfinal
determination the responsible authority must be constantly
aware of the hard fact that it is withdrawing a very essential
and unique tool with which the tribe can shape its economic
and social destiny.

Mule there are several ea,:egories of industrial lands, for
all practical purposes, those that apply in the context of
Indian reservation or tribal laud use planning are industrial
sites and industrial parks.

An industrial site customarily re# er to a parcel of land
from five to ten acres which possesses the qualities discussed
above. It can not be considered suitable for industry, how-
ever, until tribal authority has -designated it and legally
reserved it for industrial use excluiively. Once so committed,
prepared and priced, it can be considered a "confirmed in-
dustrial site", This term literally states that the tribal Indust-



development organization is in the position to market the
perty and enter into negotiations with prospective in-

vestors. 'Anything less than such a definition makes the site
hat much less, attractive. Tribal Council Government and the

manner in which it normally functions, whether justified or
not; often tends to impede expeditious, definitive actions. By
taking prior action to affirm a "confirmed industrial site",
the Council assures unencumbered negotiations between the
tribal industrial' development organization and its prospective

This is an important point. No investorno matter how
potent his motivation may be, profit or alturismc fford
to tie up investment capital while tribal authorities stu y And
-debate. Either the site is "confirmed" or it is-not; Either it is
a true tool of the tribal industrial development effort or it is
at best a mere "come-on".

-

It may be assumed that it is a true tool; then what does
that imply over and beyond confirmation by tribol authority?

The "confinned industrial site" should be planned for
one or more industrial plants or a related activity such as
warehousing: Not only should a combination of lots appear
in the plans but also streets, utility lines, water and sewer
lines and like installations should be laid out.'

Recalling that this is a "confirmed industrial site", tribal
authorities should have given their assent to the installation
of these necessities. The tribal industrial development organ-
ization should have'explored, requested and obtained at least
assurances of intent from federal agencies to finance by grant
or loan their installation when a firm makes its decision to
settle thereon.

In short, the tribal, authorities should be as prepared as is
possible to enter into _negotiations with a qualified, pro-

1 _Plato A (Page 63)
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spective investor to accommodate his desire to lease the land
and to build or lease a suitable manufacturing facility upon
it Granted, it will take time to realize his desire but the land
having been confirmed well ahead of time and its use fore-
seen through, planning will greatly decrease the overall time.

An industrial park (or organized industrial district) is that
much more attractive to potential investors. Be it noted here,
however, that such a development is no. panacea for the
economic and social problems of a reservation or tribal com-
munity_ Indeed, unless vigorously marketed, it may be just
the reversea white elephant.

An industrial park is a confirmed industrial site of over
ten acres which has been fully prepared for industry by the
necessary cut and fill, the -installation of a street network, the
installation of water, sewer and utility lines and the writing
of covenants, so-called, which protect the 'character of the
park, the tenants within the park and the public and tribal
funds invested.

An industrial park is an expensive industrial development
tool., Customarily, its preparatiOn requires a federal grant
from the Economic Development Administration and a full
commitment to industrial development by tribal authorities
on a continuing basis. It by no means assures that prospective
investors will "come, a runnin" but it does emphatically
illustrate that the tribe desires to progress through economic
and social development.

Opce created, the industrial park must be managed by a
competent adrhinistrator who should have training in_the art
of industrial development.'

It can be assumed here that such an individual monitored
the actual construction of the park and is retained to admin-

. ister its operation. His responsibilities vary accordinF to the
program of the tribal industrial develofirrient organization.

'Appendix B
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icettaiNy-hewill be responsible for the direction of the park
triaintenante and the telationships between tenants (when-" telationships

I practiced). HO will be charged with financial responsibilities
and will advise the.argaiiization and the tribal- council upon
courses =of action to improve the park's services. He will
handle public. relations with tenants, prospective tenants and
tho adjacent nontindian community. He may also be called
upon to engage in prospecting on. behalf of the park. In short,
he must be a person upon whose shoulders can, rest the suc-

,,:cess or failure of the park' to the extent :permitted by the
attitude and understanding of the tribal authorities.

To aid the manager in his business affairs, an attorney
c) who is familiar with intricacies of federal agreements,

he tribal government, industrial development and business
negatiations _should be retained. No one person, no matter
how well trained, can be expected to manage such an under-
taking without professional legal advice. Similarly, advice
should be available-from a' responsible Indian or non-indian
attorney particularly if the tribe decides to erect a so-called
shell or turnkey speculative building in the park or upon a
"confirmed industrial site".

SPECULATIVE BUILDINGS

Speculate is- defined in the dictionary as "to engage in
risky business transactions on the chance of great profit".
The definition less the word "great" well describes a specu-
lative building program anywhere and particularly in the
context of Indian industrial development.

'There are two types of speculative buildings:
I )' The turnkeya finished building ready for occupancy

by a firm Which pretty well fits into the established
layout;.and.

2) The shell buildingjust that It is the shell of a sub-
stantial building ready to be finished to the specifi-
cations of a committed manufacturer.

Both are types of dynamite, the former has the caps attached.
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Before undertaking a speculative building program, a
tribal industrial development orgariziation should be of
proven ability and one that reflects the -full and continuous
confidence of the tribal council and the tribe itself.

While a speculative building is a potent, added fool to
that possessed already in. the form of an industrial park or
confirmed industrial sites, no federal funding for such a pro-
gal+ is now available (9/75), Therefore, the tribal authorities
must commit tribal funds for the entire undertaking. Assisi
tance, from private financial institutions is almost entirely
precluded by their inability to mortgage reservation or trust
lands.

Speculative buildings are an option for any tribal indust-
rial development organization but suffice it to note here that
"You Have ,Been Warned"; Do not gamble unless prepared to
wait, a long time for successif any

Summary

A "confirmed industrial site", be whatever designation is
given, is the essential tool of a tribal industrial development
operation. it not only demonstrates tribal commitment but
physically proves that the tribe desires to attract capital in-
vestment vliich not only will proNide err.p,kiyment opport-
unities for tribal members but will alio strengthen the tribe's
economic and social base.

It is not enough that such land be confirmed for industrial ,
use by the action of one tribll council. To be an effective
tool, the confirmation must be for a period of years, both to
preserve its use as an essential tool and to preserve-it in the
name of the firms which have located on the land.

Land suitable for industry is special and valuable. It must
be so treated by call concerned.



Orientation (above) and
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Site.
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CHAPTER SEX

sing Industrial Development.
American Indian Reservations

Frank Ryan

Forethought and preparation are the keys to successful
industrialdevelopment

Nowhere is, the axiom more pertinent than in the area of
industrial project financing.

A combination of "package deals" should be structured
ahead of time to the end that the "deal" which is most
attractive can be readily fitted to the requirements of the
prospective manufacturer or other investor of capital

The fact that private funds are by no means as available
to Indian industrial deielyers as they are in non-Indian
situations, requires the Indian'practitioner to. be familiar with
the many sources of public funding and to work out combin-
ations that can be readily. applied. It further requires that one
be familiar with the ways and means of applying for and
receiving such funds;, with a minimum of delay.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS'

Each year in North A ,iny corporations expand
to new locations,- new busn% ,ses skirt up and many relocate
to a more favorable environment. Each one of these moves is
the product of financial planning in its broadest sense. Just as
water seeks its own level, corporations or businesses seek
larger profits. It is axiomatic that businesses seek locations
where costs can be minimized and profits maximized. the
mini-max solution is the goal of all fman vial planning.
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',Important things happen during the planning process.
Firit, the company which- seeks to expand to a new locatibn
conduct; a market and 4nancial analysis of what the cost of .

producing more revenue will be within the locus of a target
nnirket area For example, if the company wants to be within
one-day shipping to its market it may, 'depending upon is
product, seek tog analyze several -different locations 'within
a 500-mile radius of its market center. If there are three
large towns and one Indian reservation within this range the
company will probably make a preliminary analysis of all
sites. The cornpanY, without tipping its hand, may drop by to
look over the towns and the reservation and to-meet with
local Officials. If not properly prepared, such a visitation
could be disasirpi4 to a tribe's industrial development effort.

For' example, Jet us consider three general scenarios for
cornpanips visiting, Indian reservations.

In the first case, a company- representative arrives and
looks forthe local tribal representative. He goes to the tribal
office seeking someone. know16dgeable about "all tose in-
Centives" his company keeps hearing about. The represent-
ative spends the next- two hours being shuttled from office
to office, from the CAP:office to the BIA programs officer,
to the Planning Board -(which does not meet for another.
week), to the tribal planner (who is at a conference in Wash-
ington D.C.) and sometimes an-innocent by-stander. The
by-stander is usually delighted to be iriforrned that the tribe
has an industrial parka fact he had-not known. The repre.:
sentative leaves Ft. Ignorance in his rented Avis car never to
return. Fortunately this situation is_ becoming the exception
rather than the rule.: '

4

The second situation occurs when the company .repre-
sentative arrives and is met. by an energetic tribal officer in
charge of economic develOpment. This-economic developme t
specialiat . wants the company to locate so badly that he is
willing to exaggerate claims and says anything to keep tr e
representative interested, secretly hoping that he can actually
deliver on his promises. The representative asks fairly specific
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tit the answers are vague, and dquiv When he
bout' financing, such economic develope would list

aaI.,acronYms of federal agencies rather than deal
th'e company's specific' financial interest.. Instead of

his questions answered the representative becomes
e g,ly confused and uncertain as to whether the tribe

can deliver on its claims, and uncertain as to what may
happen to his career if recommends' W.:. superiors that
the company locate at Ft. LostCause.

la the third situation, the company representati4 arrives'
and there.ii someone-there he can talk with The represent-
ative and economic develOpment specialist ask each other

ecific questions because they need specific answers. The
company may ask why it sould be interested in Ft. Opport-
unity's industrial park. What methods of financing are thdre?
How realistic is.the poSsibility of the tribe getting funding or
emancing for the project? Are there other companies on the
reservation? What wages do. they. pay? What absenteeism
problems are there? Can the company get fording to train
Indians at its home, plant 'in Carcinogen, New Jersey_ ? What
about land rental, leasing terms and taxes? Is there housing
available for company= executives who will have to move to

'3 the reservation?

Depending upon the company and its particular neNis
such specific questions will require accurate answers. the
same.it true of the tribe,. The tribal council will want to know
if the compAy will fit into the tribe's overall economic
development plan. Does the tribe want an "all - female" em-;
ployer when most reservation employment is already female?
Does the tribe desire a company that wants to put nothing
into the new plant but its experience and-ideas and wants a
short lease with no rental bond? Does the tribe want a
company which will employ SOO people when there are only
250 Indians unemployed and means bringing non-Indians
into the reservation to work?

In short, the third situation is that Which should "take
place. Here the parties endeavor to tch up their respective \



needs and goals. If the decision on both sides is to pursue thy:
matter further, when the representative leaves town in his
rented Avis car, lie has changed from a "suspect" investor
into a ''prospect" investor and now becomes the target of tlic
reservation's industrial development program.

It is a rare. day when real estate lone will sell itself. In
industrial development the prospect company, the tribal
developer and the tribe do not try to see each other as God
would see them, but rather in terms of "what can you do for
me"? As a consequence, developing sources of financing and
incentives are important stet s in the process of realizing a
successful transaction.

"Th I spectors Blickfeet Industrial Park
k Orowninig, Montana



When the tribe has deVeloped a financing plan consisting
of various financial methods, options and incentives 'and is
committed to standing behind its economic develo'
efforts, it will he able to oiler one or more prepared packages
which are tailor-made to suit the needs of the tribe and the
company, The financing plan and incentives the tribe offers
can make the difference in thousands of dollars to a prospect
company. It may be the critical element in determining
whether or not a prospect decides to locate.

FINANCIALLY DEVELOPING AN
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Regardless of whether one is negotiating the location of
a facility for a corporation or pursuing work on starting up a
local tribal business, one will need access to available sources
of 'financing and funding. In order to obtain project financing
it isilecessary to present a convincing case. Familiarity with
financial analysis, capital formation and financial projections
is helpful, The pr :.c.ess begins with an information: search,
Gathering informatitni and various materials will be important
in determining whether the proposed prof ct is a "South Sea
Bubble" or the "Real Thing". Corporation financial and pro-
duct data, financial estimates of the proposed project, various
financial projections of sales, expenses, cash flow and working
capital requirements arc all important aspects of the project
which must be thoroughly considered before one makes the
decision.

Corporation D:ita

When there is interest in following up on the prospect
then the following are necessary: a description of the com-
pany, the nature of its activities, its capital strocturo, location
of home and other facilities, principal stockholders, directors
and ruanagefs. In addition, a current balance sheet and Profit
& Loss statements for the last three years should be analyzed.
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Much of this information is available in the company's
Annual Report to its stockholders, and is probably on record
with the State or Feti.e-a/ Securities and Exchange Corn-
mission as well as in mar age bank research libraries. The
report Lives basic information, past history of the company
and statement of corporate health and stability. One may
also seek a coif lential report on the corporation from one of
the many available services such as Dun & Bradstreet. It must
be remembered that the company's report a public state-
ment of opinion as to its financial condition. A confidential
report, however, portrays the company as others hi the
financial community, creditors for example, regard it. Such
information as poor credit =a history of late payments or
even currert litigation problems may surface.

The economic developer should analyze this information
in the process of determining if the prospectis worth pur-
suing. For example, a company which faces declining sales
and is already overextended ts is a defentiant company faced
with a patent litigation on its produce line may well be a
case wherein the economic developer would be better off
advising the tribe not to pursue the prospect. Usually, how-
ever, preliminary analysis of this information will lead the
developer to begin work seriously with the prospect company.

Proposed Project Cost

it ;s neC2.siary to outline the proposed projeet in some
detail and then to estiroate the cost Providing that b !li the
prospect and tribal economic developer have adequately for-
mulated the scope and extent of the project and have reduced
the project to its many requirements, it is often wise to have
an architect:engineer on a speculative basis provide cst mates
as to the cost Of the project, On the basis of meeting the
company's specifications, the architect can be retained to
design the building its dimensions, layout, peculiar require-
ments such as large doors, railroad siding, spur, etc. It is a
particularly good idea to inform the architect of the corn-
oany's needs from the begiooing, thus avoiding costly changes



later. The company's production process may require a part
cular layout which will affect building dimensions, location
of freezers, materials used in construction, as well as the
levels and pohitioning of machinery and equipment. All
costs related to the project such as land, parking area, water
and sewer lines, generators, landscaping and fencing must be
considered.

The following is a purely hypothetical
illustrate a million-dollar widget factory of
feet, on 2% acres:

Proposed Project Cost

breakdown to
40,000 square

1 Test boring/soil analysis . . $ 3 ,509

2. Site improvements: grading,
levelling and access road . 121,000

3. Water/sewer lines 26,000
4. Building construction: steel pre-fab.

air conditioning, 40,000 sq. 't. P10 sq.tt. 400,000
5. Railroad siding and loading area . . 50,000
6. Utilities and generatc, . . . 55,000
7. Parking lot 24,000
8. Fencing . . . . ... . 5,000
9. Machinery and . . . . .equipment. . , 169,500

$854,000

hitect /engineer
lesign and inspection ..$50,000

11. Legal fees/licenses, etc..

12. Conning, -icy Fund 612 10%.
$56,000. S 56,000

90,000

S l staorTotal Project Cost

0- c you have determined w hat the cot. t of the proposed
project is, the next step is to determine the develop-
men! is worth undertaking.



Financial Considerations

Depending upon the method of financing, the proposed
project will have diff'-.mt financial requirements, For ex-
ample, if a company were to use its own -escivcs of capital to
finance an expansion, there would be no increase in liabilities.
There are few companies, however, which have sufficient
capital to finance major expansions by themselves.

4Sra

A compail, might wish finance expansion by selling
wore stock but this could mean a dilution of ownership
through an increase of stockholders. Or, a resulting decreise
in net income per share might adversely affect the stock's
pric.2earnings ratio thereby precipitating a fall in the price
per share. Consequ.2ntly, the company's board of director;

wish to finance expansion through equity.

A company might wat to tinan,e its expansion through
deht, it may do this through sales cif corporatebuilds or hot--
1-owini. in this case therL would be an increase in the com-
pany's Itabilities on its balance sheet. Shareholders may not
want their company Io increase its liabilities because of a
possible negative c (feet on the price per share or because debt
takes first claim on company 1psetS over equity or because
debt payments may reduce .dividends.

An alternative possibility would be for the tribe to
finance the proposed project through a combkaa:ion of
federal grants and loans, private capital an,i its own resources.
The tribe could borrow the necessary financing aria setup an

..-..tization plan".' As a basis for negotiating with a
L:ornpaity an amo"rtization plan for the repay nnt of in-
debtednoss can be established. It quires partial payments
for the principal and accrued interest at stated r eriods for a
de' mite time at the expiration of which the entire indebted--
ness will be extinguished. The tribe could then Icase the
facility to the pi.,spect for a term of years equal to the term

perh-Os muyt conf
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V

of years required to amortize the assets financed. The lease
by the tribe would reflect amortization, land rental, insurance
and possibly maintenance. Such maintenance could be re-
quired of the prospective lessee.

The tribe could then provide the facility to thy' prospect
in one of several ways including: leasing, Ica,:e/rniciiase, joint
venturing and management contracting. No matter which
method is used, there has to be sufficient evidence that the
debt will be liquidated,

By using the above financing methods there would be no
ige in the prospect's assets Ur net worth. Yet, the prospect

would be liable for the entire term of the financing.

The first advantage to the tribe stems from increased el
ployment. &cold, the tribe would own t;,c facility once
amortized. Renegotiated leasing could provide additional
trib 11 income. Third, if the tribir owns all the personal and
real property -machines, equipment, building, etc.then
there is no state' tax on the property, whereas if the company
owv,.d the productive assets of the plant, it could be subject
ec te taxes. There are. of course, many methods of tin-

and the tribe and company should work out a plan
which represents the optimal solution for both.

Once the prospect and tribe tg c' il a method of fin-
ancing, the prospect can, on the basis of its other costs such
as raw materials, labor, transportation, etc., better estimate
profitability. The company can compute all of its costs as-
sociated with the project evaluating them against its pro-
jections for sal. MI ()me. Financial proiections 'or operating
expenses. capital requirements, cash flow forecasts and break-

, even points can be calculated. On the basis of these prcfr
jections, the company will be in a better ide if
the cos! 3f undertaking the new ?roe- 'OSIIc, If the
company is satisfied with the brojecte 01,taMity, the next
step is for the tribal economic develop! CTI: ,pujalist to use
this data in making his proposal to p
of financing.
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Wherein the financing of machinery is concemedAthe
following would be feasible in most states. With the Net-
uating money Market experienced in recent years, economic
developers should keep their options open through plans to
use "public moneys" such as industrial revenue bonds. This
could be attractive for a prospect company under certain
circumstances. Like most options, it is simply at, -they tool in
the economic developer's tool box.

The economic development specialist will need financial
projections and other supporting documents when he makes
his presentation for Financing. He will need to submit a pro-
ject plan which docribes the projeet's scope, goals and
methodology, Financial statements of the company and
financial projection data are necessary. The following docu-
ments may also be needed: resumes of the company's piin-
cipals, business references and personal financial statements
(if the company is small). One may also need eLfpoiat-z tax
returns, copy of the proposed , incorporition papers or
tribal charter or seal and any lice or permits needed.

Now the economic development specialist has his project
and he is ready to H' it but to whom? The next step in the
process is to sell the pi ject to sources capable of financing it
and of these there are many capable but, in reality, only a
few are probable.

SOURCES OF FINAN

There are a number of sources whicl, can pravit,. financial
assistance to Indian economic development projects but there
are two unique problems which provide the context in which
such financin3 must operate. These 4,24.5 ar the trust status
of Indian land and tribal jurisdiction over civil matters.
Pr", ate lending institutions are reluctant to provide loans
.hen the security on the loan is limited to the project fin-
anced, This 1! a natural concern for banks since the project
may involve specialized equipment awl buildintwhich would
have little .resale value if there were a default on ne loan.
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Since the land can not be collateral' ed and is I: rotected by
its trust status, tribes are frequently at a loss it, provide nec-

sary collateral for the loan. Even for the wealthier triles
which have income from other tribal enterprises, i; c income
is usually committed to other tribal needs. There is a',,o
growing concern among financial institutions tlzA eec.-
court decisions in favor of tribal jurisdiction in civil ,s
will preclude foreclosure or attechment in defaii:t of Itiat
the bank mast file suit i:i a taill_ court which has ju.iziu:
over the property on the reservation, there may be some
that recourse to tribal courts will not be successful.

As a consequence, special trust .,iatus and jurisdiction
present a two-edged sword. They exist to protect tribal assets,
yet they may act as an impediment to economic development.
It is this background context which federal agencies often fail
to understand properly when tribes approach them for
funding or financing, yet it is this context whicn makes tribes
greatly dependent upon federal guarantees to private lending

sources. As the economic development process continues
tfiben come to rely on federal lending, grant and guarantc'e
programs to perticiriating private lending institution,.

The once reticent role of the private banks has been ele-
vated to a considerable extent through Indian initiative. The
American Indian National Bank (AINB) it now a source of
private capital oriented toward assisting Indians in the pro-
tection, development and control of ..heir resources. AINB is

chartered by the* Comptroller of the Cui- cy and officially
began operations in:Washington, D.C. on November 15, 1973.
AiNB s a member of the Federal Reserve. System and fully
accredited and insured by the Federal .Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), The tank is wholly owned by Native
Americans. AINB was formed in response to the needs of the

'national Indian community and provides banking operations,
venture capital, industrial capital and insurance services to
Indians throughout the United States.

Most federal lerliv3 programs usually guarantee only 90
percent of the project. The ten percent which is net guar-



anteed is an incentive to financial institutions to oversee the
loan and to get involved with the tribe. The program's long-
term thrust is to create a finaocial relationship between
private sources of capital and Indian tribes, for it is obvious
that in the long run if tribes experience sustained economic
development, there will be less reliarv.i. on federal assistance
and a greater partnership with priv Ito enterprise.

Private firancia sourct.. s stout° not be overlooked, how-
ever. As sources they are quite varied. Properly viewed as
investors, they have different g, ;s and expectations with
regard to investment projects. Churches frequently have
national programs dealing with social and economic develop-
ment. The Campaign for Human Dev ,oment is just one
such source. There are great numbers 0, dations, each as
unique as its charter or trust. Insurance con :lilies are major
national investors and have well diversified investment port-
folio, Many, for reasons of corporate conscience or public
relations, set aside blocks of millions of dollars for minority
business investment. Until recently, most of this has been
invested in depressed urban areas. There is no reason why
insurance companies could not invest in an Indian project
if one were presented to them. The project might offer a
ce,Zain amount of Madison Avenue sex appeal which would
improve one's corporate image. People would not just be
buying a "piece of the rock" but investing in the first
Americans. The old frontier is now the "new frontier" of
investment. Other private sources such as commercial banks,
savings and loan institutions, industrial corporate lenders and
even union pension funds may offer varying terms and inter-
est rates to tribal projects.

In addition to federal and private sources of financial as-
sistance, there are state agencies and quasi-state spon-r-.xl
development sources. State development corporations may
provide financing for equipment, machinery and building
construction. State vocational technical schools provit',-
source for training labor in specialized skills -equireo th°.
indsutry. There may be a state agency which an raise fin-
ancing by sellinz tax-exempt bonds to make loans for tribal
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projects among other purposes. If the bonds are backed up
by a state guarantee, there is no reason why they would not
be marketable. Under certain circumstances an Indian tribe
may qualify for financing through state industrial revenue
bond financing for a strong company. Generally, however,
State-Indian relations have not been close. States and their

subdivisions may be reluctant to assist tribes with
Financing since companies locating on Indian reservations
would not produce a tax return to the state as large as it
would If located off of the reservation. The added fact that
most states have non-existent or limited jurisdiction over
Indian reservations tends to stiffen their resistance..

Most existing economic development projects on Indian
reservations have either directly or indirectly benefited from
tedi I assistance or financing. The federal agencies which
him, been most active and catalytic in this area have been
Economic Development Administration, the Bu,
Indian Affairs and the Small Business Administratior
have been other federal agencies and programs whi
al%) provided enthusiastic support but the support ha,
more in funding infrastructure,' social services and demon-
stration-type projects rather than funding or financing of
industrial or business development.

The follQwing presents more information on the EDA,
OIA and SBA. These three agencies are of primary focus
blzcause they are the ones which provide the means for fin-

cing industrial development. Other agencies discussed later
this chapter .provide excellent innovative and support

operations but in the battle for economic development, these
sire in the forefront.

1'
In -Iwo Is a brawl term encompassing bath social au., 4C,,nomIc COn-

lbetbreitlfq Its social connotation generally refers to MO5,4 physical Improve-
!wilts In en area whith Improve generAl community welfare. Ito economic
linnOtatIon raters to physical Improvements which make an .r?..7, attractive
tinduatry.



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINI STRATION

In 1967 the EDA established an Indian Desk in recog-
nition of the importance of assisting in the economic develop-
ment of the Indian people, particularly those on tribal lands
and teservations. In EDA's first fiscal year it spent approxi-
mately $4,000,000 on Indian projects. In fiscal 1975 the
agency spent approximately $32,400,000 for Indian projects.
The EDA offers comprehensive assistance to Indian tribes.
P1 . grants, technical assistance grants, public works
gr, and loans and business development loans have formed
thy, i.aior elements of assistance.

-hruary 1974 the Economic Development Admin-
lAration armed, as part of the Indian programs, a special
Indian 114,,4istrial Development section to stimulate economic
growth Olk reservations. This office coordinates three main
ictivitio. First, that of working with the tribes to determine
wlikt;11 business and industrial activities would be welcome on
each reservation. Second, the office contacts individual com-
panies in growth industries to inquire about expansion plans.
Third, the office advises on financing methods such as those
discussed here. Essentially, this office promotes industrial
site location for all Indian areas.

Indian tribes have become qualified for participation in
FDA's ''Regional Excess Property Program" and Title X's
Job Opportunities Program. The two programs which have
been of most financial assistance have been the Pubic Works
and Business Development programs.

The Public Works program provides grants for infrastruct-
.ral programs and in some cases partial grants for buildings

equormiont of tribally-owned and operated companies,
thrust of the program is to create the proper, economic

environment as well as to 7i incentives to business
development. Grants for public facilities such as water
and sewer systems, access roe ds to industrial pari_3, industrial
parks, port facilities and cranes, railroad sidings, tourism
recreational facilities and site improvements for industrial



projects are among'thd many types of EDA Ptiblic Works
projects. In many eases public works grants can make the
crucial difference to the economic success of the develop-
ment project,

-The different types of major projects funded by EDA on
Indian reservations are Industrial Parks, Tourism/Recreation,
Mu!``Purpose/Training Building, Demonstration Projects
and Planning Grants and Assistance. The objectives of the
grantq are to improve the opportunities for successful estab-
lishment or expansion of industrial or commercial facilities.
The ,,asic grant rate is 50 percent of the poiect cost. It is
possible for Indian tribes to receive from 80 to 100 percent,
grants because they are classed as severely depreSsed areas
and have difficulty matching federal funds. Sometimes public
works projects are financed through loans. There is a maxi-
mum term of 40 years, Low interest loans are made when
financial assistance i5 riot available from another source. The
The EDA Public Works loan is similar in scope to the Farmers
Home .Adminis4 (FmHA)(FHA) Business and industrial loan
program. It is not uncommon to see some of FDA's public
works projects Made up of both,grrant and loan,

6

The Public Works grant and loan program is probably the
most effective means of financing infrastructural, develop
ment necessary to attract industry. Since both loans and
grants are taken out of the same allocation, a project re-
quiring $100,000, whether it is a grant or a loan, decreases
the total al,"-cAtion by the same amountthat is $100,000.
Conseq:....:, there is a natural tendency to make grants-
rather Cia,, I ans.

Thy , r,tusine is De. cement Program is concerned
with encon,l, rfrivate +r.,. -estment in depressed areas of
high unt,mr,' by 1.2,1cling low interest, long term
loans 'help kpand when the project cm not be
financed through banks or other private lending institutions:
Business Development loans may be used to provide up to
65 percenkAaf the cost of fixed assets, buildings,. machinery,
equipment,--land preparation and building, rehabilitation.
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The EDA will provide 65 percent of the project cost and will
take a second mortgage' position on the fixed assets financed.
A private lending institution will be given the first mortgage
position if it provides 20 percent of the cost. TluY remaining
15 percent must be provided by the tribe or a local develop,
ment company as equity. It is possible to borrow part of the
equity which becomes third mortgage money subordinated to
EDA. Public Works and Business Development, Programs to-
gether can provide vehicles for financing industrial sites
located on the reservation. There are other options in using
the Business Development Program; many of Weill are com-
plex and dependent upon state permissive legislation. The
economic development specialist should investigate the
options available to his tribe.

Suppose that the American Widget Company of Carcin-
ogen, New Jersey, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Inter-
national Widget Company, is interested in expanding- and
locating a plant closer to the West Coast. Because of increased
competition from the Texas Gadget Company (with plants
in Mexico along the border and warehousing in Tucson), and
rising gasoline prices and freight rates, American Wider
becomes interested in minimizing production costs by
locating on an Indian reservation. Widget has become inter-
ested in a brochure it received from the Ft. Opportunity
Indian Reservation and so it dispatches a representative to
Ft. Opportunity immediately. After a long discussion of the
reservation's unique incentives and locations the company
representative and the tribal economic developer conceive -
a financing plan utilizing only EDA assistance.

The representative confides that the company will only
be interested in locating if the tribe is prepared to lease it a

1 Secong Mortgage: one which takes rank immediately after a first mortgage on
the same' property without any Intervening liens, and is next entitled to satis-
_ctlon out of the proceeds of the property.



building designed to meet its specifications and lease it
machinery and equipment, The tribe considers that if it
borrows the money from the federal government; builds the
plant and leases it it will have ownership as well as the bene-
fits of the lease and the company as employer, The fact that
the tribe would own the project, of couise, offers tax savings
incentives. There are many financial plans and variations
possible; therefore, the following would only represent one
possibility:.

Proposed Project

I) Site preparation, grading, access road,
water and sewer lines, parking area and
fencing . . . $ 300,000

Building construction, steel pre-fab
,)0,000 sq, ft. ca) $ 10/sq. ft 300p00

fachinery and equipment of various
descriptions, serial numbers, models,
cost vie unit and quantity 400,000

Total Project Cost $1,000,000

On the fiat part of the project the tribe might make an
apoliCation to EDA for a 100 percent grant. Or, the tribe
might total the first and second parts together and apply for
a 50 percent grant and 50 percent loan. Under part three, the
tribe might investigate the availability of government excess
property under a "use" permit either through the Department
of Labor, BR, or EDA. If this is impracticable and the tribe
wishes to finance the $400-,000piiithase -Of -machinery-and
equipment, then the tribe might apply for a Business Develop-
ment loan. The breakdoWn would roughly be:
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1) Tribal revenue:
equity requirement @ 10% . . . . $ 40,000

2) Ft. Opportunity Development
Company @ 5%. 20,000

80.000

) Private lending institution: such
as banks, insurance companies,
revenue bonds, c te., takes first
lien on the machinery a) 20% .

4) EDA Business Development loan
takes second hen position @ 65% 20,000

Total Project Cost $400,000

As for the American Widget Company, it could make an
application to EDA itself for a working capital guarantee.
The tribe would prepare a lease with a term of years equal to
its amortization plan. The lease would reflect this plan. In
this connection, standard leasing forms should be discouraged
and an attorney with good experience in drafting real estate
and equipment leases should be retained. Particular care
should be exercised in drafting t4 Assignment, Subletting
and Default clauses of the lease so as to protect the tribe's
investment and maintain a non-taxable situation.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

The BIA maintains a Division of Indian BuSiness Enter-
prises ithich provides technical assistance to tribes in
proving economic conditions on the reservations. Bureau
programs, in contrast to the EDA, were designed more to
assist the individual Indian entrepreneur.

--TheIndiart_Finance Act has four- features that provide
authority to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to finance industrlat
projects. These are:
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1, Grants to aid In the establishment of Indian-owned
businesses -Under this provision grants of up to 4th %©
of a project can be made with a maximum grant of
$50,000 to any one project.

2. Direct Loans - Direct loans are made available for
tribal businesses and irdividual entrepreneurs through

-tribal governments. The interest rate fluctuates
similar to other federal programs and is based upon
the coast of borrowing money to the federal govern-
ment. Priority for these loans is given to projects that
develop Indian entrepreneurs in business categories
approved by the tribal government.

3. Lease guarantee-interest subsidy program-This pro-
gram :s designed for laiger projects. Under this provis-
ion a federal gualantee of up to 90 %© of a project is
available. An interest subsidy which reduces the cost
of borrowing the money, to the direct-loan interest
rate is an additional feature. Since this is only a
guarantee, the money must be sought from a conven-
tional rource. Thc guarantee provides collateral for
obtaining the money and the interest subsidy insures
that it will be available at a competitive rate.

4. Technical assistance-Though, this provision is not
fully implemented, the intent behind it is to provide
consultant -type assistance to develop projects and
assist Indian tribes and individuals in developing
viable businesses.

The Indian Finance Act is developing into a very popular
program because there is sufficient flexibility to adapt to the
.needs of a particular situation. It is also possible to combine
the Finance Act with other forms of federal financing.

The-BIA -On-TheJob-Training Program provides financial
assistance to industries planning to locate on or near reser-
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vations and other Indian lands The B1A's programs are well
supplemented by the Departmeet of Labor's Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA) of 1974, It offers even
greater latitude in. training o9(ions for Indians wherever they
may be located. Funded by the Department of Labor,
CETA's versatility szems from its being a categorical grant
program.

All such grants are let pursuant to,thc Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA), Indian tribes on
Federal and State reservationq are eligible for direct grants
under title H, title III, section 302 and titre Vi. All Indians
and ,other native Americans, who quaJy are eligible for
services provided by Indian and native A'iericati prime
sponsors funded under title III,. section 3u2.

Titles II and VI are primarily for the purpo: e of proviuing
for public service employment positions. Title 111 provides
for summer youth programs and further provides for com-
prehensive manpower programs and services such as on-the-
job training, work experience, public service employment,
institutional training and such services as child care and
transportation.'

The BIA OJT program provides adult vocational training.
A fine located on or near or intending to locate on or near
the reservation may enter into a contract with the BR to
train Indian workers who will work in the plant when it is
constructed. In some cases the BIA will pay the expenses of
sending the Indian OJT candidate from the reservation to the
company's manufacturing plant in another city or state for
training.

Since there tends to be a rather high rate of labor turn-
over and absenteeism in the first year among industries which

'From fetter Mad Septernbe} 19, 1975 to Editor from the Director, Division of
Indian Manpower Programs, manpower Administration, U.S. Department of
Labor, Washington, O.C.
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locate on Indian reservations, the fact that the OJT program
is continuous and reimburses the company up to one-half the
starting wage for each worker in training, means that the high
labor costs can be rediced. The contract amount is agreed
upon by the BIA and the company, with the company
designing . the training program it requires. The maximum
term of training is two years with few exceptions.

Aan example of the OJT program in operation, assume
that the American Widget Company plans to locate on the
Pt. Opportunity reservation in 18 montts. It is concerned
about training local Indians to work in the plant. The com-
pany has had several meetings with the tribe and has agreed
to train local Indians,. for management positions in the
company as well as production workers. The company says
that it will need 250 workers total for the first two years and
will have them work in two shifts. The economic developer
works with the company to determine the job classifications,
number, duration and peculiar requirements of the prcigram
Both of them work close]; with the BIA Employment ?ISMS-
tance officer who develops the training documents and
contract between the BIA and the Company. The BIA officer
conducts job interviews if necessary.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The SBA rls created in 1953 to help small businesses. In
1968 wjth Operation Business Mainstream, a substantially',
higher volume of loans were made to minority-owned _busi-
nesses. The SBA has the option of lending directly or guar-
anteeing loans financed by private institutions. The SBA, like
EDA, considers itself a lender of last resort. There- are-three-
basic financial programs for assisting economic development.
These are: The Regular Business loan, the Economic Op-
portunity loan and the Local Development Company loan.

Regular Business 7(a) loans are made to assist small
businesses through guaranteed, insured and direct loans to
construct, expand or convert facilities and to purchase



building, equipment, materials or for working capital, These
loans are made to- small businesses which ar! variously de-
scribed a a matter of agency policy. The EconOmic Opport-
unity loan provides disadvantaged individuals with fiaancial
and management assistance. This loan has a maximum
amount of $50,000 for a term of 1,5 years. These two loans
are designed to assist small.businesses and individuals.

sl

The Local Development Company (LDC) Section 502
program makes loans available to small business concerns
!waled in or locating in their area. These are direct, guar-
anteed and insured loans which are available for the purchase
of land, buildings, machinery and equipment, or for con-
structing, expanding or modernizing buildings. No working
capital financing is provided, howevera; The loans may not
exceed 25 years. Loans are available to local development
companies which are established under state or tribal incor.
yoration statutes, either on a profit or non-profit basis.

Generally, 20 percent of the project must be provided by
the local Development Company, but in the case of Indian
tribes only 10 percent may be required. The 10-percent may
be partially, and in some cases, be totally financed from
other sources. For example, if the LDC is required to raise
$25,000 of the $250,000 for the project it may borrow up to
$6,250 from the company which will lease the plant and
possibly borroi.v $18,750 from the BIA Revolving Loan Fund.
Thus, the equity portion of the .project could also be fin-
anced. Of course, the SBA would frown upon such an arrange-
ment, but in certain circumstances where the project is
outstanding and the only obstacle to success is the require-
ment ofslO percent tribal equity, certain arrangements can be
made where the equity can be borrowed. The SBA's statutory
maximum is $350,000 for each small business assisted.1

The SBA provides many management and financial
se ices which should be thoroughly investigated. Among its

iTble maximum may be raised by Congressional
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programs is,the Minority Business Development procurement ,

Assistance Program which tries to assure participation of
minority-owned business in federal contracting. This program
utilizes authority provided to SBA under Section 8(a) of the
Small Business Act, to enter into procurement contracts
with other federal agencies and to subcontract to others the
performance of contracts SBA has obtained. The SBA 8(a)
program has assisted such enterprieses as[ Warm Springs
Forest Products Industries (plywood and lumber), Eastern
Navajo Indians Inc. (explosives), Cherokee Enterpricse (con-
struction), Jamez Yah-Tay Industries (woodworking) and the

!le Lacs Reservation Business Enterpriese Corporation to
name only a few.

An industry located on the reservation may not be able
to obtain SBA assistance for federal contracting under the
8(a) program because the industry would not be owned by
the tribe. But, the SBA has a regular procurement assistance
program which should be investigated. it may also be possible
for the company to qualify for such assistance on the basis of
its high employment of minorities, i.e., Indians. There is a
Department of Labor policy which stipulates that procurc-
ment preference in the awarding of certain government
contracts will be given to firms stating their intent to employ
disadvantaged residents of certain areas including Indian
reservations during the term of the contract.

Suppose the...that the American Widget Company and the
tribe decided to use SBA assistance. First, the tribe would
probably try to get the EDA to finance the $300,000 for part
one of the project (site preparation),.but would finance the
building through the local development company loan (max-
imum limit of $350,000). The tribe would have to raise
$30,000 as its 10. percent equity and borrow the remaining
$270,050 through the Ft. Opportunity Development
Company: The American Widget Company would make its
own .application to the SBA through the Regular Business
loan 7(a) program for its equipment and working capital.
After the financial-package _is arranged it may be possible, on
the basis of proeurernent assistance, to qualify the Widget

1
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Company for special procurement contracts with the federal
government.since itg employment is almost exclusively Indian.
Now Widget has the opportunity to obtain preference in its
bidding on goverrtmerit contracts for.widgets.and will be able
to undercut its competition, the Texas. Gadget Company, in
government contracting.

Finally, the Minority Vendors Program provides services
to businesses capable of supplying goods or services to Major
corporations. Since the inception of the prOgram in 1973,
SBA has enrolled 2,000 minority firms' along with 500 parti-
cipating majority corporations in this program. Sixty-five
percent of all majority corporation requests have been
matched with minority firms.

To expedite Indian. assistance, the SBA in 1975 estab.
e, an Indian office.

FINANCIAL PACKAGING

There are many sources of financial assistance available td
the tribal economic development specialists. Some are more
appropriate than others. Companies across America re 6iv a

barrage of mail weekly hearalding the advantages of I eating
a facility in such places agtfaducah, Kentucky or Pawtucket,
Rhode Island. Most brthures advertise the availability of
,1.00 percent financing among their "incentives". Am incentive
is something which encourages or stimulates one to act. But,
if most locations offer 100 percent financing, is such an offer
an incentive?

The difference among the offers lies in the particular
method of financing chosen. In viewing the following fin-
ancial packages remember that each has a different financing
cost, although the same project cost is financed.

A. Proposed Project
`1. Site improvenients

EDA PW Grant 100% $ 100,000



_

4.

.

Total Project Cost $1,000,000

B. Proposed Project
I. Site improvements

Fre-IA business loan 100% $ '200,000

2. Building
Tribal Equity 10%

SBA 502 guarantee
of Yankee Pension
Fund 90%

ConstrUction
EDA PW grant 50%
EDA PW loan 50%

100% 500,000-

Machinery/Equipment
Tribal revenue 10%

Ft, Oppdrtunity LOC 5%'
USA Insurance 20%
I3DA BD loan 65%.

--.

100% 200,000

Working Capital
SBA (7a) loan 100%,-, 200,000

100% 350,000

Machinery/Equipment
Widget Co. reser'es 100% 200,000

4. Working Capital.
EDA BD guarantee

First National Bank 100% 250,000

Total Project Cost $1,000,000



C..,p/pposed PrOjeci
1. Site improvements-

EDA PW grant 100%

Building construction
Widget loan to tribe 2'4%
BI loan to tribe 7'h%
Tribal Equity 10%
SBA 502 LDC direct

loan 90%

100%

3. Macliine Equipment
SBA 7(a) to Widget' 100%

4. Working Capital
EDA guarantee of

Indian National
Bank 100

$ 200,000

350,000

200,000

250,000

Total Project Cost

D. Proposed Project
1. Site improvements

$1,000,000

EDA PW grant 50%
EDA PW loan 50%

100% 200,000

2. Building construction
SBA 7(a) to tribe 100 %© 350,000

-97-tt Machinery/Equipment
BIA "use" permit 100% 00,000

4. Working Capital
SBA 7(a) to Widget a 250,000

Total Project Cost $1,09o,000
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The above examples demonstrate the flexibility of federal
lending programs and some of the variations which can be
made. In each example there is Wide latitude for participation
by private lending/investment institutions. Sonic examples
have greater participation by private sources than others and
some have a greater mix of federal participation. It is im-
portant to note that there ,is no "right" me Mod for .ill
situations.

The key to successful site location or business start-up is
not so much in being able to finance 100 percent of the
project as it is in being able to finance at a cost which will
yield the prospect his greatest ntotits. Therefore, it is
extremely 'important for the economic development
specialist to work closely with the prospect in order to Ictcr-
mine correctly what his needs arc. In the final analysis, the
prospect will narrow his choice between two locations and
make his "mini-max" selection.

The Office of Native American Programs (ONAP) in the
'Department of Health, Education and Welfare has provided
substantial grants to Indian tribes. One of ONAP's long-range
goals is to "provide flexible financial'resources for filling gaps
in economic and human development". ONAP does not make
loans but it can provide project grants which support eco-
nomic development projects.

This has beery but a brief introduction to financing
economic development on American.Indian reservations. The
financial sources discussed above represent only a few of the
many sources of financial assistance available. It is appropriate
to note that a number of other sources exist and should be
thoroughly investigated. It the tribal economic development
specialist has worked closely with the prospect and has been
able to tailor a financial package which meets both the
tribe's and prospect's needs, a successful location should
result.

In conclusion, the tribal economic development specialist
should be familiar with as many financial programs, methods



and possibilities as he tan. He'should never be in a position of
finding himself, randomly knocking on doors looking for
funding pr finapcing for his pet project. From the very begin-

, rung the tribal economic development specialist should
develop a well considered plan of action with alternatives so
that if .ope door 'is closed on the project he will be able
-proceed upon another course. He must be a "man for all
seasons".

us #ration of Oneida Art:

Effigy spoons,. Cranbrook Institute
ofibience.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Aid to EXit3 ingandustr
and Related' Activities

on Indian _Reservations

Wendell McLes er

Seventy-five to eighty percent of industrial development
funding in any one year is expended in plant expansion of
existing facilities. It is, therefore, essential that every in-

_ dustrial development program pay close attention to the
welfare and needs of local enterprise. Not only is it a valuable
neighbor but it has a hidden potential that should be idenh
ified and at the appropriate time, realized.

Whether local existing enterprise be Indian or non-Indian,
Is a valhabk asset to. the tribe and should be nurtured and

aided to the end that it will prosper, grow, encourage the
startup of other enterprises arib-CCalo-tknt-we
tribal program to attract new enterprises.

Indeedexisting industry must be the first consideration
on any industrial development agenda.

chapter discusses problems and types of assistance
conomie-developer-merprovide-in-solidifying-the-

siability of the industry on a reservation. It reveals a variety
of avenuesof assistance in which,the developer can strengthen
his position in the Indian community in order to accomplish
the tribal industrial development goals. -

The role of 0011()Mie developer or reservation planner
requires the wearing of mare than one hat, depending on the
particular neecIs-and wants oflhe reseWition. z



is well to note, however,. that the title"econOrnic
developer"' connotes an intricate knowledge of just how the
local system of -"tribal government" operates. For obvious
reasons, the economic-developer should not become involved
nt e po c

In recent years, there has been heavy emphasis placed on
industrialization as a means_ of improving reservation eco-

,

.nomies. The Many federal, state and private programs which
are available to qualified applicants provide the ways by
'which-tribal governments may become self sustaining.

hose Indian reservations which have .industry are for- 4-
tunate and haie undoubtedly, laid the ground work for future
develoPment. As the saying goes, "success begets success".
In other words, the best potential advertisement to pro-
spectivenew or expanding industry is a successful business
community on the reservation.

The economic developer's role, therefore, does not end
with the promotion of new industry. It includes a continuous
process of assistance to whatever "the needs of established
irms_may be whether it be monetary or technical assistance.

For example, because o la-FureCiWourcenndirstry-i
in need of assistance in the marketing of its particular pro-
duct.' On -a-'regularly scheduled visit the economic developer
becomes aware of the industry's problems and is either asked
or offers his assistance. In this case, the economic developer
may contact the state's peconomic development agency by-
whatever name it is known. The industry can receive direct
marketing assist-al-ice Iran this agarcy-o-r-the--agen
refer it to anotfier, assistance group within the .state,govern-
ment -,system such as a tax-supported university business
assistance, and counseling centers. In most cases these serifices
are rendered at no cost to the business being -assisted.
-Marketing assistance is the example here; however, assistance

ra terrnrnany Indians pre
same function]

to "industrial developer" although both iefer to the



through these state agencies covers al
a business might experience.

other problems

The types' of industries .on reservations can generally be
classified into three basic categories.: 1) the industry whicii is
a partners p e ween t e e o n in . ua a
Indians, 2) a non-Indian venture which has located on the
reservation because of one or more of the many unique in-
centives available and 3) an all Indian-owned business, either
tribal or individual. Such enterprises are, in the eyes of most
Indians, one of the most important categories.

The categories of businesses and industries located on
Indian reservations throughout the country are varied;
however, many similar problems face them in their need to
maintain and grow as the economic-process demands.

It is, therefore, essential that the economic developer be
fully aware of-the- two very important factors relative to
economic development success in Indian country. The first
is recognition of the political structure of the tribe and its
established priorities regarding industrial development.
Second is keeping abreast of the ever changing private, state
and federal assistance programs relating to an Indian reser-
vation's economic development.

The economic developer should attend, and most likely
Will be required to attend, the regular tribal business com-
mittee meetings to give his.report and receive directions from
the business committee. In fact, it may be advantageous for
the economic developer to be at least indirectly involved with

one . or more orgic-tritTal-Tirogranis-wirich-is-relevant-V:-.--
development such as the Overall Economic Developinent
Committee; Land Cornmittee; Local Development Corpor-
ation, 701 Planning Committee, etc. to lend any assistance he
can. The advatitages.he receives, of course, are in the attitUdes
and directions being considered by these advisors to the
policy-making body regarding reservation development.'

The-problerri-oVcontinuing support evident. Once an
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industry has been established on a reservation and has begun
operation, many bottlenecks can occur in production, in a
proposed diversification of the product, or in its marketing.
Generally a business begins With adequate working capital to
meet its needs and all is well as fong as the firm's original
expectations are .met or surpassed. If, howeVer, an unantici-
pated problem; arises,' the working capital of the firm may be
expanded before the business is well established. Perhaps its
market tapers off requiring layoffs and/or reassessments of
the company, or perhaps the diversification which was
planned to expand the product lines, thereby solidifying the
firm's economic position, does not prove itself. In such
situations lies the economic developer's opportunity to be of
assistance, for many fans working on a very tight budget
may not have or can not hire- additional expertise to find
answers to the immediate problem area

In this regard, the lack of knowledgeable and experienced
businessinen among the Indian people is of great concern to-
t ose___hiterested in promoting employment opportunities on
t e reservations. Industrial location and general economic
development in any community depends heavily on the
enterprising individuals of that community. The lack of
business experience and of market orientation among many
of the most capable leaders in the Indian community makes

ore difficult to develop the. reservation and to make
eneficiaries of the development.

It is here, then, where the economic developer can and
should take initiatives to lend hisexpertise in areas other
than . simply the attraction of new enterprise.' That is the
lamon induatriardeveroment. the real payoft,

however, -comes with the expansion and retention of such
.,enterprises as may already _be present on the reservation. The
startup of -new enteivrise through local Indian initiative is
of no less importance.

In all conscience_, it must be Observed that- the effort to
locateQindustry on a reservation can often be an 'effort
counter to the natural operation of free market forces. There



are but few categories of manufacturing_ industries which
would __logically locate in areas relatively far from their.
markets. This andrelated location ,factors may place such
firms at a competitive disadvantage. To overcome these
negatives, federal and other programs eXist- aided by pro-
motional efforts upon-the part of development specialists and
political leaders ar all levels of government. If a reservation
has an ongoing program designed to aid existing enterprise
regardless of its size, it is doing_ much to supplement the
programs'of others.

There are a number of federal, some state and private
programs to which businesses on the reservations can turn for
assistance. The American Indian National Bank, located in.
Washington, D.C., is in the initial stages of operation and
desires to become involved in providing venture capital, in-
vestment- and insurance. However, the "no strings attached"
grant or loan does not exist.

A justifiable criticism of the Multi-Federal Assistance
Programs- now - in operation is that each has a-different appli-
cation form and basically different criteria for evaluating the
application: This means the local economic developer or
reservation planner must have considerable knowledge of
each-program available with the task of keeping aware of the
frequent program changes.

Withirt_the wide variety of the Small Business Adrnini -\
stration Programs that can be utilized by ongding-iesses
on the reservations are t2 business loans. They are directed
to aid small businesseS which are having financial problems
alidwhich- can not borrow--_rnotey'on reasonableterrns
from other sources. Such firths may qualify for SBA guar-
antee loans of up to 90%. If another lending institution can
not participate by providing the needed funds, SBA tiny
consider lending the entire amount as a direct loan. Of course,
these loans direct or guarantee, are contingent upon the
firm's ability to repay the loan. These loans may be used for
business construction, expansion- or conversion, purchase of
machinery, equipment, supplies or materials and for working



pital. 'The 'direct loans are lisnited to $100,000 unless parti-
ciiiatIng funds arc available. In participating loans, SBA and
-the private lending institution each put up part of the funds.
However, SBA's share may not exceed $150,000.

The Economic Opportiinity Loans (EOL) program makes
possible- for disadvantaged ,business people, who have

Capabilitiesin-business, to receive, assistance. However, every
applicant is expected to have some of his own money or
other assets invested in the business and be able to show that
the loan can be repaid from the earnings of the business.`
These, EOL loans can be utilized by. Indian businesses. The
maximum amount of an EOL is $50,000 for up to 15 years.
When particitiating itself in these programs SBA encourages
bank participation using an SBA guarantee.

Local Development Compaily (LDC) loans=These SBA
loans -can be made to the. LDC whether it is organized as a
profit or nolf-profit corporation. It must have a minimum of
25' stockholders or members. Development Company loans
May be used to buy land under certain circumstances, to
build a new factorli, to acquire machinery or equipment and
to expand or convert existing facilities to meet the rieeds of a
specific small business. Here again, the agency (SBA) workS
with banks and other lending institutions when making loans
to LOC's.

._ One of the. most interesting programs of SBA available to
Indianjausinesses on reservations is the Minority Enterprise
Program which, in effect, attempts,,

iservices-together to make 'rnore sound business opportunites
___,_......,..._...._,...

available° to minorities.

Moit of the Opportunities for minority business are in the,
retailing, distributing and service industries. These types of
eipPortutities usually require less equity capital on the part

nofthe ow er.

Through this program, other assistance is provided to the
inority business such as advising and helping the business

A
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with financial, statements, business projections, loan appli-
cations and other technical assistance where, needed. This
assistance is provided through the agency's SCORE (Service
Corps of Retired Executives) program which is an addition to

able to assist the small businesses with, counseling help in
most any facet of business operation. This service is free
except for out-of-pocket expenses.

Minority owned or managed businesses may be eligible to ___

secure government contracts through Section 8(A) of the:
Small Business Act, under which SBA is- authorized to act as
a prime contractor for certain types of goods and services and
sub-contract orders to individual small firms. Many businesses
on reservations are utilizing this sub-contracting 8(A) program

,. now.

The SBIC (Small Business Investment Company) and The
MESBIC (Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment
Companyl are formed by private investors who put up a_
minimum of.$150,000 in capital, incorporate as an invest-
ment company and obtain a license to operate from the
Srhall Business Administration. When in operation the
MESBIC is eligible to borrow $2 from the _SBA-for every $1
of private capital invested in it from a minimum of $300,000
to a maximum 'of $71/2 million.. Legally, it is possible for a
MESBIC to borrow up to $10 million from SBA, but this has
not been done because of SBA's limited resources.

The- difference between a SB1C and a MESBIC is basically
solejy in businesses at

least 50% minority owned- and that it have the support ora
strong sponsor such as a group that can directly or indirictly

1 MESBIC has operated with the Pine Ridge Products, Pine Ridge, South Dakota;
F.M. Four, Gila River Arizona; Blackfeet Indian Writing company, Browning,
Montana among others. .
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Gila River Arts and Crafts Center
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0/30nel.of many tpurist
serfs' to be found on Indian
eservations
arm Sppngs Reservation,.
regon. .

Be ttornFotest Pioduct
companies. are a popular in-
durial development among
the lobes with adcessqo this
natural resource, Fort Apache
Reservation,'Arizona.--



provide capital, operating funds and management assistance
to the MESBIC and the companies it aids.

So the MESBIC is, in reality, a_ private investment cor-
poration that specializes in providing long-term venture
capital and management assistance to minority businesses.

These- MESBIC loans to minority businesses are in the
form of 10 or 15-year subordinated debentures.

The following are examples of how the MESBIC program
would work for an wigging minority business on a reser-
vation.

The ABC Repair Company needed $50,000 to upjdate
its operation "and to purchase equipment. The local economic
develpper, being aware of the company's requirements as a
result of his regular visit to the plant, had made initial con-
tacts with private, lending institutions supplying them with
needed information in an endeavor to get financial assistance
for this company. The attempts were not Successful. Through
his many contacts he requested and received a list of MESBICs
from his state's Department of Business Development and

proceeded to follow up with and for the ABC Company.°

The MESBIC, after careful analysis, delirmined-the ABC_
Company to be a -viable business and invested $10,000 in the
venture and further assisted the business in -completing its
financing through an SBA bank guarantee loan of $40,000
with an .SBA 90% guarantee. By investing $10,000 the
MESBIC, in this example, was able to lever the other $.40,000
through the bank which had previously been.reluctant to
lean any money. As a result of this type of financing the
company prospeyed.

. The XYZ Machine Shop Fabricating Company, owned by
local Indian businessman; was experiencing growing pains.

There was arf established need for a larger building. to house
the additional equipment that would be required as _a result
of the firm's acquiring new accounts and contracts. The



company vras unable to procure the necessary financing
-through local lending in utions.

After a review of the available federal prOgrams of assis-
tance, the company determined to,putsue the Small Business
Aihninistration's direct loan to minorities program to erect-a--,6
new building. Through contacts with various building firms
a number of quotes were -received. It was evident that $25,000
would be reqitired to c ver this building cost.

Because of the tight budget of the company, it was im-
possible for it to contribute .to the total cost. It would have
meant jeopardizing the limited financei of the business. The
company and economic developer- contacted the SBA field
representative to explore and find out just what was required
in order to qualify for a mihority business loan. The business-
man, along with the industrial developer, gathered all- per-

, tinent information about the company and its operation and
prepared an overview showing the financial status of the
company, its equipment and other fixed assets. _They included
the names and v,plre -of business of firms with whom the
company was doing business_-along with its own projected
future business.

The initial contact plaid off. Armed with all relative infor-
mation of the company, the next step was a meeting at the
state SBA office and the transferring of this information to
the correct forms for SBA processing.

To- increase the marketing of. this machine shop, contacts
were made again criththe-SBA_office to examine possibilities
for acquiring additional work under theSBA--Sub;Contracting
Program. Through repeated communication, SBA praided
a list of prime 'contractors in the area for the XYZ Company.
The initiative was taken by the industrial developer and-the-

. XYZ Company in-Contacting these contractors and providing
them. with the information on the XYZ Company's operati-on
and an estimate of just what the company could do for them.

the result of these contacts, SBA Verification of its involve-
ent and the Minotity Business Loan, the compa.nYwas able



_ t receive sub-contractihg from several of he &line con-
tractors, thus solidifying its own business.

Obviousfythe_ role of the industrial dgeloper, because of
the knowledge he hid-of assistance programs, was very
instrumental in the exiAnsionrii -not the survivalof this
company.

The Departmdrit- of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs
several programs of assistance to enterprises on Indian reser,
vations. The Indian Financing Act of 1974 was signed into

_law on April 12, 1974, The Act authorizes the appropriations
of an .additional $50 'million to the Indian Revolving Loan .
Funds presently adminittered by the BIA. These funds are
used to make loans to Indian, tribal-and business ventures on
or near Indian reservations and for educational purposes.

Title 1 of the Indian Financing Act is the Indian Revolving
Loan Fund.-.This revolving loan fund is a consolidation of
three previously BIA administered revolving loan funds under
different acts of Congress. Because of restrictions under these
other acts, sectio,n.101 makes the revolving loan fund equally
available to all Indians who qualify. Direct loans to Indian
individuals may be made in-some cases.

Title IV of the Indian Financ g AtUt'is the Indian
Business Development Program. -Under its Indian Business
Development Program, applicants can be either Indian_ in-.
dividuals, Indian tribes, Indian partnerships, Indian corpor-,
ations or associations authorized to do business under state
or federal. taw. The corporatiOns or partnerships have to be
51% or more Indian-owned to be eligible: A grant under, this
program may be.rnade ,only to an applicarit who is able to
obtain at least 60% of the necessary financing from other
sources and no IBDP grant. can exceed $50,000 to any one
applicant. Recently enacted, this program has very signifi
cunt potential for- ongoing industry_ on the reservations.

The 0.17- (On-ThezJob Training) program under the ..BIA
has- Veen utilized extensively for gpecialized training, to



Indians whether or not in Indian-owned businesses, e firm,
being located on or near a reservation, usually ente into a
contract, with the DIA. The Bri will also provide related
services;.i.e , assist in recruitment` and screening of jo appli-
cants and underwrite' expenses for the training of Indian
Workers at the main or branch plant. This BIA p ogram
reimburses the employer for 'up to one-half of the s arting
wage for the necessary period to train an individual.

The BIA's industrial development program under
vision of Indian Business Enterprises providet not only
technical assistance but has limited funds to aid induOries
on reservations.

An example of training assistance exists in the case of
ABC Corporation. 51% fndian-ow-ned and having been in
-operation a short .period 6f time, the firm was in need `'of
additional Working capital and assistance_ in training people
in ABC's labbi intensive operation.

The ;first contacts of the company through the assistance
of the local economic developer were with the SBA -and the
MA. After supplying these agencies with inforrdation such as
financial statements, list of fixed assets, present and future
marketing plans, work force, wage scales, etc., SBA ap
catioris were. filled out for a $40,000 working capital minority
direr; loan, contingent on tive corporation coming up with
$10,000 to -complete a $50,000 package. This corporation
could not raise the $10,000 so they appealed to the BIA for a
grant contributiOn for their share. The BIA did respond
favorably and the corporaticin did receive the total $50,000
for working capital.

1.4

At-the corporation's' reqiiest the BIA also approved of an
_OJT Program for the Indians being trained. This program was
conducted in conjunction with the Department of Labor
(MDTA) Manpower Development and Training.Act and OJT
which is similar to the ,BIA's On-The-Job Training,- This
training .assistance was provided for the non-Inaian trainees
in the plant. .



The cooperation of three Tagenc es Is evi iunce that It is
possible to do the total development job necessary to assist
on-going reservallob businesses and that the economic de-
veloper plays a major role in the development.

The Economic Development Adtninlsyation, U.S. De-
partment of .Commerce, has basically two programs froth
which ongoing industry on qualified reservations can ben-
efit.

The Public Works Grants are direct grants to be usedfor
public works such as: ,water systems, water and sewer, ex-
tensions, water holding tanks, access roads, railroad spurs,
etc. The Public Works Project participation can be a grant
to the tribe of 85% to 100%, Indirectly, this grant can be
used by the tribe where An ongoing Industry is in need of
these types of seriices but because of inadequate finances
the business or. the tribe are unable to provide them. Gen-
erally, public works grahts are utilized in the initial stages
of industrial development before an industrial development
is,actually located on a reservation's industrial site.

The Business Development Loans under EDA are one
of the bakk, tools offered to private industry for ,expansion
or location in EDA designated areas including Indian res-
ervations mitere traditionally high unemployment and un-
deremploNent exist, These long-term loans are made
primarily to upgrade- the 'economy of distressed areas
through generation of new, permanent jobs and better in-
comes.

This program is not limited to Indian tribes; therefore,
it gives a potentially better avenue of assistance to industry
on Indian reservations because many such operating plants
are owned by firms which also have plants elsewhere: These
expansions play ,a significant role in Indian country by up-.
grading skills, reducing unemployment and providing expo-
sure of the ,business 'world to the Indian community. EPA
will not help an entire business operation to relocate from
one area to another. In such cases of plant expansions much
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investigative work is done determine that jobs are not
merely being transferred from one area to another.

Traditionally the greater percentage of EDA Business
Loans have been made in establishing businesses on reserva-
tions rather than making a loan to an established company,
the obvious reason being that the Indian tribes have just
recently been getting involved in business ventures.

EDA has made great contributions to Indian country
,through its investments such as providing grant and loan
money to create industrial parks on reservations which have
industrial development potential. The following is an ex-.
ample of an EDA Business Loan. Also note the other parti,
cipating agencies.

A tribal saw mill located on a reservation requiring an ex-
tensive amount of financing to purchase equipment for ex-
pansion and diversification had been turned down by local
private lending institutions.

The saw mill manager and economic developer then made
contact with the BIA and EDA offices to explore what might
be available to the tribe foir this expansion and diversification
project.

A review of the project as made and both EDA and BIA
officials. concurred that, first a coilrtplete engineering feasibil-
ity study was needed to determine available resources, mar-
kets, equipment needed, labor force, etc. however, neither
BIA nor EDA had any_ funds then available for this technical
assistance study.

The saw mill manager, along with the economic develo7
per, therefore decided to pursue funding from other sources
for this study. A Title V Reg_ icinal Commission serviced the
"area and was contacted. The need for a study was presented
to the Commission which granted $45,000 to the tribe to
have an 'EDA- approved consultant firm do the study, contin,
gent upon both the' BIA and FDA's future Financial assis-
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tance to the tribe to accomplish the project. The results of
the study revealed a project cost of $600,000.

A brief description of three other agencies and the types
of investments they make follows. Although their partici-
pation on Indian reservations and in businesses on reserva-
tions has been minimal, the economic developer should be
aware of their programs in order to utilize these avenues of
assistance when appropriate.

The Frn1-1A (Farmers Home Administration) has Business
Enterprise Grants available to help develop private business
enterprise. Those eligible are public bodies, incorporated
towns, Indian tribes, villages, etc. These grant funds may be
used to acquire and develop land, for construction of build-
ings, equipment purchase and public works projects. These
grant funds may be used jointly with funds furnished b_ y the
applicant, including FinTIA loan funds,

EMIL& Business and Industrial LoansThis loan program
is similar to SBA's loan guarantee program. FmflA will
guarantee loans by private lenders for developing or financing
business or industry; Applicant requirements are virtually 'the
same as for the FruHA grant.

Title V Regional CommissionsThese Commissions have
two types of grants. One- is the Suriplernental Grant used
generally for brick and mortar projects such as public works,
,assisting in the acquisition of land or the construction or
equipment of facilities. The law authorized the Commissions
to increase federal participatiqn in these projects to a maxi-
mum Of 80%. Commission supplemental grants are somewhat
limited in their use in that it must be tied to federal grant-in-
aid programs.

The other is the Technical Assistance Grant which is
primarily invested in demonstration-projects, actual on-site
efforts aimed at economic problem solving. TA. Grants
have also been used for trbining purposes.
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The Title V Commissions have authority to exercise
"Section 514 (A) Regionci Excess Property Prognim".
The federal co-chairman or each regional commission may
acquire exceis property without reimbursement through
the Administrator of General Services. The Commission .

can loan or vest title in any state tax-supported organization,
any Indian tribe, bind,' gtoup or Alaskan village.

SBA Emergency Energy' Shortage (EES) loans were
established to provide financial assistance to companies
which have suffered extreme hardship due to' the (recent)
energy shortage. -This, for example, applies to firms de-
pendent upon raw materials of petroleum base in the
manufacture of the end product such as fabrication of
plastic components. Obviously, EES loans require special
circumstances which should be discussa with SBA au-
thorities. For example, it is doubtful that high prices for ,
heating oil, gasoline or natural gas would qualify a firm.
It is a universal that is not working undue hardship -
on one small business firm over another.

It is essential then for the economic developer to keep
abreast of the abthe programs and their frequent changes.
Along with communications and involvement they form the
very important functions of the economic developer; He

,,7ean foster-the-development process-with the tribe tb-the end
that all elements can become full recipients of the develop-
ment process.
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illustiation of Seneca Art:

From 'a carved wood rattle, Logan Museum of
Anthropology, Beloit College, Vlisconsin.
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,CHAP ER EIGHT

Promotion

Adapted by the Editorial oard

Promotion means marketing your product at three levels-
all of equal importance; ONE, the tribal council and kadeic
ship; rwo,- the tribal people; THREE, potential capital in-
vestors. To neglect one of these is to handicap the entire
industrial development operationwhy

Simply, ,because a reservation or tribal community must
be a quality product which is' capable of successful sales in
the highly competitive market of capital investment. If
the leadership is not indoctrinated and /or the public not
educated into the whys and wherefores of industrial develOp
merit, then the 'Product" lacks that essential element of
quality backing.

This chapter discusses the three promotional functions
and the tools that each employs. It is adapted by the Editorial
Board from Preserstation No. 1 of "The Industrial Developers
Audio /Visual Instruction Series-, produced by the ALDC
Educational Foundation.

Indoctrinating 7Educatingmarketingthese are the three
interrelated functions of an industrial development oper-
ation's promotional process and, as it is a process, of course it
is continually taking place.

' How do these three functions apply in the context
of a tribe's industrial development program?
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Indoctrinating the tribal leadership is obviously es-
sential if the program is to be undertaken' at all. The

tribal council and other, leadership elements must be
thoroughly familiar with the complexities and peculi-

arities of industrial development. Such characteristics
as the imperatives of continuity and confidentiality or
the need. for latitude in operations and freedom to operate
within the established budget, must be understood and
supported by the tribal leadership. To the degree that they
are not understood, so is the program handicapped or
even strangled.

Likewise, indoctrinating the staff or the industrial de-
velopment team is essential. They_ , too, must comprehend
the complexities and peculiarities. What is morethey must
be familiar with the "how to's" of the industrial development
operations. Media to assist ,-in this process are available.'

With the turnover at the leadership level as well as within
the organization, there is no need to emphasize the fact that
indoctrination is continually taking place.

Educating the tribal membership 'in the fundamental
purpose and in the monthly progress of the industrial de-
velopment program is an essential. The public must be ed-
ucated in the sense that it comprehends why, how and what
is being undertaken on the tribe's. behalf.

It is essential that the program have public support.
---- Such support, however, will not be forthcoming from persons

who are ignorant of what the program will (or hopes to) do
for them individually and collectively. An uninformed public
ignorant of what is being done in its behalf iNipe for rumor
mongers or deliberate attempts to sabotage the commitment N.7
made. to economic development by the tribal leadership.
Furthermore such an uninformed public can be manipulated
by Wiley tribal politicians or non-Indians bent upon deter-
mining the course of development in their own, not the

ibe's interest.

$ee Appendix A



This educational function, like its two sister functions,
is never-ending. ,It must, in so far as is possible, anticipate
objections, road blocks and major points of difference and
cope with them before they can interfere 'with the program's
needed continuity.

Marketing is the process by which the capital investments
are procured to generate jobs for the tribal members and to
improve their quality of life. The marketing function em-
braces procurement of public and private funds to assist in
the startup of new Indian enterprises or the expansion of
such enterprises already in existance. It embraces the at-
traction of non-Indian enterprises to the tribe's reservation
or lands.

The success of the marketing function depend in large
measure, upon how thoroughly the other functions are being
undertaken, for unless this function is fully supported b_ y
both the tribal authorities and a comprehending public, it
will be greatly impaired or will fail to the detriment of the
tribe.

Chart A outlines a systematic breakdown of an industrial
development program's promotional functions and the tools.
The relative utility of each specific aspect of this chart de-
pends on several variables within each tribal industrial de-
velopment program such as budget, size of staff, scope of
operations and many others. However, it is important for
even the smallest organization to understand in theory, at
least, all aspects of promotion Since scaling down to even the
Most modest of promotional-programs requires that one- corn-.
prehend all parts.

The functions are listed vertically (1, 2, 3) and the tools
are listed horizontally under their three principal types:
A) Personal 'Approach, B) Prepared Approach and C),Ad-
vertising Approach.

To examine the program in detail, let us consider each
square in sequence.
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Square I A: "The goalis
one of Indoctrination and
explanation','; This is best
-done on a personal basis,
using discussion groups, inter-
views, Meetings and work-
shops, It is well to remember
that even t_ hough this process
may tend to be somewhat in-
formal in certain aspects, it is
necessary that your material and presents
out, organized and as concise as possible.

1 A

Iri erviews
Discussions

Meetings
Workshops

Evaluation SessioP1,9

ion be well -h

Certain topics -that should definitely be discussed in these
sessions include the following:

) The basic aim of the program is to attract to the area
capital investment with which to realize upon the
area's potentials for industry, commercial enterprises,
tourism or whatever.

2) The industrial development process is a long
difficult task requiring many man hours and long `,
term perseverance.

) The imperatives of industrial development are con-
tinuity and confidentiality. An on-again-off-again,
hot/cold/warm attitude toward the tribal economic
development effort not only impairs it greatly but
actually wastes tribal funds and effort It is axiomatic
that business negotiations with a prospective investor
must be undertaken in confidence. These and other
facts of life must be _understood and observed by
tribal authorities, thus, the importance of continuous
indoctrination.

4) There is much competition for induitrial development
dollars, both within the United States and abroad,

le realistic about your area's assets ,and liabilities.
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Much time and effort can be wasted by letting local
pride cloud realistic judgements of an area's poten-
tials. The tribal industrial development organization
must be as realistic and hard-nosed about its area as a
shrewd industry representative conternphting the
area is sure to be.

6) All data on the area must be constantly updated and
continuously supplied in updated form to potential
investors.

Once the mdmbers of the organization and the tribal
leaders have these and other industrial development "facts of
life" WCII in mind and are implementing them, the basic goal
of indoctrination has been realized. But, the process is
never-ending in view of the turnover and in view of ever
changing trends. Thus, it demands at least semi-annual
evaluation sessions.

Square 1B suggests the
tools to be used with the
personal -approach; material
which should be prepared,
discussed and distributed at
the meetings, etc. Much of
the material should be pre-
pied in the context of the
tribe and its needs. Other
material is available through
various sources.'

Square 1CThere is no
call for an advertising 'ap-
proach at this stage of the
program.

1B
Memoranda

Letters
Program Outline

Budget
Facts on LO.
Audis /Visual

1C
None

(To all intents --
and purpose

lsee Appendix D



In summary, Squares I A and I B deal with tNfe^ continuous
indoctrination of the tribal "need-to-knows" and :should de-
finitely precede any other steps in the promotional process.

The next line of horizontals deals the ways and
means of educating the tribal members, thy^ constituents of
the industrial development program.

Con-imimity understanding and support are major factors
in the success of a .program. The competition l'or expansion
of desirable businesses is keen. The more desirable 4 prospect
is, the more likely it is that its methods or cvaluation of an
area are highly sophisticated. Some companies, in their con-
sideration of the total elements of a community,, conduct
public opinion polls to determine the degree: to which the
residents, desire industrial expansion and understand its impli-
cations. This is certainly a primary reason to underscore the
importance of educating the public.

It is important not only in attracting new dustry but
also in expanding and developing existing industry. What
better demonstration of an area's suitability for industry than
the existence of an already;successful economy,

Square 2A: Under this
section there is no limit to
the ways in which the edu-
cational process can be car-
ried out, from brief Street
corner eneountets to dinner
meetings, to full-scale confer-
ences. The industrial develop-
ment organization Can never
do too much in its efforts to

explain, its purpose and program early and often. Personal
contact by the tribal industrial development practitioner and
members of his organization can be achieved at public
meetings, appropriate ceremonials and at special conferences
called to discuss tribal econOrnic and related problems,

2A
Ceremonials

Meetings
Conferences
.Speeches
Graphics

Workshops
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Press Releases

Editorials
Parhphlets

Reports
Audio/ Visual

Squide 2B supplements
the personal contacts and is
most effective in publicizing
certain goals to the tribe at

large and in summarizing re-
sults 'of conferences and
meetings. The tools here are
newspaper releases, editorials
and articles relating to the

program's purpose and all, 'the steps along the way to goal
achievement. Pamphlets, tribal periodicals, written reports,
slide and film presentations are also useful and should be
made available to the coMmunity dependent, oC course, on
staff and budget considerations.

Whatever method is used, one should keep in mind that
one's audience, here is the tribal Membership and not an ultra,,
sophisticated industry representative. The approach should
be clear and concise, stressing the need for a well-planned,
Continuous growth of the area over a period of years.

There is no need to bog down the average person with
public articles going into long, drawn-out technical, scidntific
or social considerations, These should:be carefully and con-
cisely stateein media such as tribal publications andmade
available in more detailed form such as a written r4ort easily
accessible to tribal members. Today, it is well to stress the

--need for progress on, two mutually-complementary fronts:
the econoinic-environwnt and the natural environment.

Square 2C Educational
Advertising can be of use to
your program if understood
and used proloerly. Certainly
a budget expenditure should.
not be made in this area;

however, there are many ways to utilize radio, TV and__
periodicals that will n,ot cost tl organization any money.
one-of the simplest rnetho use of local radio and TV
public service interview or talk shows. An articulate spokes-

,

2C
,Spo ored, Pub& Service

Spots or Space
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man for the tribe on one of these programs can educate
relatively vast number of people in the time it takes the same
man to speak to 25 or 50 people at a local gathering. Other
means of advertising without cost involve soliciting _businesses
to donate newspaper space or TV, and radio time for public
service ads. Tying in with their adervtising is good for all
parties concerned aThaves your precious finances besides.

Wisely planned and integrated, an educational campaign
utilizing personal, written and advertising approaches can go
a long way toward gaining and sustaining public approval and
support for the tribal organization's industrial development
program. Once its activities receive acceptance by the com-
munity, it is ready to concentrate heavily upon that part of
the promotional campaign which yields the payoff:
Marketing.

Success in marketing relies a great deal on the ind
trinating and educating programs. They provide the under-
lying theme and factual grounds upon which the chiims and
procedures of the overall promotional program are based. All
three programs are !rnportant. Marketing is the end result of
the other two; its goal is tb attract the attention of industry
and secure other capital investments.

3A
Direct Contactwith
Prospect through-:

cpOctitio'ner
(1.D, Team

Tribal Leaders
Tours

"i1 doptions-

Square 3A is concerned
with direct contact with pro-
spective investors. The means
of this direct contact are
several. Budget is' the prime
consideration in determining
which is best for a given
organization.

An organization that can
rd to hire staff personnel

is fortunate. A well-trained
ta f rrnember can speak directly for an area and has a full

grasp of all the pertinent iota. Since it is a full time job on
his part, he also has the time to be well informed on which
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A simple, inexpensive but
festive "brochure" is exemplified
by this single' sheet piece with a
gdograpliic and detailed map ta\
orient the reader and bask data
o' the flip side.



PAPAGO-TUCSON INDUSTRIAL. PARK

ATION:
On' _SeeiNaviier IPapego) Indian

on, seven miles southeeet
.tonvn Tucson, Arizona.

Mild Winters; hpt so MGM'
humidity.
>rsa,

I , San Diego 424; Albu-
.querque 455; Los Angeles 513;
Dormer 876.

TITANSPEIFITATION:
Flail Southern Pacific adjacent

. ; to :park:. Shipping times:
Loa Angeles, San Diego 2pd
day; Calla, Sin Francisco
3rd day. ,

eon Internartional Air --
jacant to park-Six

major airlines;
-Tucson Downtown Airpdrt
-two carved runway_ s,
4,00cr and 4.300'.
Over 30 major Interstate
and intrastate lines service
Tucson area.

Highways Noir Irrteratate 10i- major
route north to Phoenix and
east to New Mexico; ad-
(went . to state 93 and
U.S. 89 to Nogales on
Mexican border.

UTILITIES:
Electric Tucson Gas & Electric

'Zee Tocaon & Electric
Wear City of Tucson

City of Tucson'
one Mountain Bell

Magi and trash collection available.

POPULATION AINID LABOR FORCE:
an Xavfer Indian Raervition:

Total Populatien 928
Labor Ford 277
Unemployed/underemployed' 140

Tucson:
,Trade-erea population ...297,600
Firm County-population . .350,000
Labor Force (trade area):

_tai . 99,500
nerriplbyed. 3,000

:COMMUNITY FACILITIES:
ginklrigTucson

:,MOtela and hotels-Tucson, 6,000 unite
Rostaarinte-TeicaOn. 321
Shopping. Tucson

. Post Office-Tucson; parcel poet service
140oPlal-Tucson. 10 hoe:Mali in area

with more than 2,000 beds. U.S.
In en Hospital le adjacent to per R.

Doctor end dentist-Tocadatembulance
*snob= at Tucson. .

SChools: Grade, Parochla.1,
Tucson.
College-Phme College, University
of Arizona, Tssosors.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES:,
Golf, tennis, swimming, hunting.
posting, fishing within Immediate
vicinity.

LEASING:
Nagotlible within following ranges:

Co*- $700 tier acre per veer and
up, depending tenor: lo-
cation:

Term- Initial-period of 25 years,
with renewal option -for
like period.

TAXES:
No taxer holed against
owned real property. -No leasehold
taxes. r.,40 inventory texas: Ad
Valorem teals on non - Indian owned
property based on aseesinent ratio
of 25% of loll cosh value.

TRAINING:
U.S, Dept, of Labor -- Prevocational
and onthe-Job INDIA); Bureau of
Indian Affairs on-the-job; Ariz..

, Dept. of Vocational Educ.

FINANCIAL. AIDS Iodinate 8: Gov rn-
. 'mental);

P striation.
AoLthseoresusweig

Smell ErselnanAchninietration
Economic Development Aziplini-

,

acquisition old

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION:
The Papago- Tucson Development
Corp., a- Statrechartered non -profit
corp., It instrumental In negoti-
ating leases and determining sources
of funding. Contact President, Suite
500, Trimaran= Title (Bldg.,
Tucson, Ariz, 85701, phone (602)
623-5355 for information.

FOR FURTHER I NFOFIMATIOhl:'
in addition to the Popogo-Tucson
Development Corporation, infor-
mation may be obtained front
Chilman, Papago Council .

Box 277, Palle, Ariz, 5151534
1602) 353-2231

or
Branch of Industrial DOVIICIPMOnt
Bureau 0,Indian Affairs
P.O. Boo 7007, Phoenix AZ' 85011
(002) 2131.4448
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industries are contemplating area changes, expanons
other desirable growth opportunities,

-0If an organization can not, however, afford 'personnel of
this sort, it can find other means to provide the ,personal
touch, Tribal leaders who travel may often be .recruited to
Speak on-behalf of the industrial development program or to
make a direct approach to prospective films. Many areas have
used industrial exhibits to great advantage, providing the -

organization vitt the opportunity for direct discussion watt
thOse responsible for locating plants or making other capital
investments.

A very personal, approach-to influencial individuals is
their adoption as an honorary member of the tribe. Done
with dignity, such a marketing technique gains good will and
desirable, affirmative publicity

Utilizing a more indirect .approach, any area that pos-
sesses major tourist attractions should not ,fail to use them to
their advantage.' certainly an executive' from a distant
company vacationing in one's area is a prime prospect, for
skillful and subtle indoctrination 'as to local advantageous
investment opportunities.

'Should the opportunity presen
as dramatizations, ceremonials,
observances, tours can be
arranged tO display tribal
attributes, lands and, other "
potentials for dapital invest-'
ments.

Square -38: Marketing-
Written concerns itself
primarily with prepared
material for direct mail and
other uses.' Whether the

t- itself through such events=
special celebrations and

313

fieriais 1 Maps
Photographs

Brochures Letters
Thrawavijays
Monographs

Special Studies
Gimmicks

Audio/ Visual
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ateri :,,itjeterilnochure, specialty item, photograph,
kiciirnbinition, the basic principle is simple; it

mild'beficpali`attractive'and it must convey to the receiver
iir-Of-imPortance about itself. Such material is directed to

nsy- men defeats, its Ourpose if it does not treat them as
Proinotions of this type must preient the area

,',,haneitly and in a way that is useful to its recipient.. The ad-
. vantages of an area must answer the specific needs of a
'prospective industry. All businessmen receive a tremendous
amount of_promotional material each day. Any brochure or
letter that does n ©t state, its point and present its case clearly,
concisely and usefully will be resented rather than appreciated
by a busy executive.'

Square 3C deals with
Marketing-Advertising. It is

this area that money is
perhaps the largest deter-
mining factor. One ought not
o undertake sPace advertising

without an ample budget and
long-range plan. Once a cam-
paign of some sort is decided
upon, howeVer, ,there is an
overriding consideration. The
advertising campaign must be
an integral part of the overall
promotional. campaign and
must be adequately financed.
[f a considerable fund "of money
approaches should be used.

3C
Institutional

classified
General Public

Specific Industries.
TP-Special Programs

Movies
Audio/Visual

Radio
Billboards

not -available, other

1Tha. prestigious American industrial Davalopmant Council, Inc. holds s Liter.
Uwe Awards Competition at Its Annual Conference, It yfaseIgnificant that at
the Golden Anniversary COnferenca In 1975, the PrOrnotInnal piece Judged the
Batt of Exhibit and of course, the But of Clue was "Oklahoma Indian Lends
for industry', A marlfIcant and functional piece, It. Was produced by "One ,

'single coordinating organization", the' Econornic and InclustrIal Development.
Ivision of -United Indian Tripes of Western Ghlaharna and kansas in

ShaWass.
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Any advertising that does not deal directly with the main
t of the entire economic development program is a

waste of time and money. Advertising, contrary to many
beliefs, is a means of reaching specifically designated people-7
net all people. It is only common sense to plan advertising to
reach the same group of people one is appealing to in all
other marketing efforts.

It is a wise move to seek professional advice when an
advertising campaign. has been decided upon. Rates,. publi-
cations, terms, contracts, art and a hundred other details are
involved. An alternative is to enlist members of the business
community for they have some experience, but nothing can
replice a professional agency.

Financing of an advertising campaign should . also be
solicited, at least in part, from businessmen, bankers- and
.public utility executives familiar with the. tribal industrial
development effort. An ad that reaches industry executives
and bears visible support of lodal sponsors is sure to impress
that executive, at least as to-the suppdit and interest of the
community toward industrial development. Subsidization of
your -advertising program by local businessmen is in their
personal interest as well as the area's in general. New in-
dusiry means new customers for those businesses that alreddy
exist in your cc:immunity.

Summary

The promotio ampaign, then, is one of three closely
inter-related and continuous \ functions: Indoctrinating,
Educating and Marketing. They should be undertaken in
sequence but once started emphasis should be placed upon
that one which, in the tribal industrial develope?s viewpoint,
requires priority attention.

_Ingenuity is the hallmark of a good, sound promotional
Campaign, particularly in the context of Indian industrial
development where funding is always a problem.

.1 28'
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V,. this chapter has provided some thou s ion
proceed on a limited budget. Proceed one must,

ever, if the overall tribal economic development °per;
on is to achieve its goals and objectives.
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Illustration of 77ingitArt:
From a- house partition screen, height 15 feet,

in the -Denver Art Museum.
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CHAPTER NINE

Alaskan, Native Economic
velopment Today

John Borbridge, Jr.
B

Indian industrial development naturally differs from area
to area but the same strategies and tactics hold, albeit with
different emphasis.

In Alaska, however, this generality does not apply. The
spatial,_ and structural considerations of the
sub-continentar space pose uniqUe economic development
problems and opportunities for the native Athericans; the
Indians, the Eskimos and the Alms.

With the Alaskan non-Indians, they share a unique
economic development environment calling for oftfn radical
departures from the industrial _techniques common to "the
Lower' Forty-Eight". What these techniques are and how
they operate are not the concern of a Manual of thii type.
Suffice it to note that through Basic Industrial Develop-
ment Courses, seminars: and.conferences, the techniques are

:made, available to all elements concerned with economic
:development in the state.

What is of importance to the potential capital investor
and to the entire native American community is, the unique
structure in which the native American:economic develop

en: is being, iindertakaen. The 'Editorial Board, therefore,'
asked a well-qualified native authority to provide "us out-'
siders",with an overview of,that structure and its economic
develop_ ment implications and opportunities for the Alaskan
native population.

31
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Passage-of the historic Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act on December 18, 1971, not, only resolved the long-
pending atioilginal land claims of the Indians, Eskithos and
Aleuts of Alaska; but it also provided for the conveYance of
fee simple title to approximately forty million acres of land
and the payment of $962.5 million to the Alaska natives,

The Act, unprecedented in its magnitude, was unique
in that the land claiins were resolved legislatively rather than
judicially; fee simple title- to land was part of-the settlement
package, and autonomous native corporations were created
with a lessening of the traditional oversight function of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. It has created an investment en-
vironment or economic development unique among the
fifty states and one which will evolve as the various, pro-
visions of the Act ,come into play.

All reservations, with the exception of, the Annette Is-
lands Reserve, were revoked by the Act, The former re-
serves have incorporated -and, although largely land rich.
and lacking in financial assets, they are going it alone as
autonomous entities.

The Act Authorized the formation of twelve geo-
graphic regional corporations within the State of Alaika,
a number of village corporations within each region and
four urban corporations_ for the communities of Sitka,
Jtineau, Kenai and KOdiak: All are business -for- profit
corporations. A thirteenth corporation composed of
certain Native Alaskans, who areiesident outside of the
state, undoubtedly will be established. Plate. B reflects
the potential impact of the thirteenth upon the already
established situation. \

The Act further mandated the issuance of one hundred
shares of region,a1 corporation stock to each native person
enrolled to a regional corporation. Similarly, one hundred

male A

A t-
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PLATE A

ASKA NATIVE CORPORATIONS*

Aleut Corporation
33 Gambell Street

Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Aretic Slope Regional
Corporation

P.O.,Box 566
Barrow, Alaska 99723

Otistol Bay _Native
Corporation

Box 237
Alaska 99576

Chugach Natives, Inc,
-9-12 E. 1'5th Avenue

Alaska'99501

Down, Ltd.
Dayon Bldg:, First & Hall
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Nana Regional Corporation;
Inc.

P.O. Box 49
Kotzebue, Alaska 99752

NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Bering Straits Native
Corporation

P.O. Box 1008
Nome, Alaska 99762

Calista Corporation
516 Denali 5treet
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Cook Inlet Region, Inc,
-1211 West 27th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Koniag, inc.
P.O. Box 746
Kodiak, Alaska 99515

Sedlaska Corporation
811 West 12th-Street
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Alaska Federation of
Natives, Inc.

670 West Fireweed Lane
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

*Address as of September

Alaska Native Foundation
515 "D" Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99591

975



PLATE B

atticht4. chart shows the 'Went to which the land claims disbursements (as. shown on pip 13...of the
f : 2

-

liport:.00p4rod .by. the .Sta0 of .Alaska, Department of Economic Development) .would area

pf formation Thiiteenth Regional Corporatioi This revision is.base0 on an assumed enrollment

4',600'4 the Thirteenth Regionil Corporotioti this is the number of shareholciir:s who voted "yee

the previous election).

n genor4, the effect is to reduce the disbursements ionch of the twelve Alaskgased'corporatiohs, both

as to total distributions and as to distributions: by Jude 30, 0800 The reductions would in ,turt). bc Ghana

to the, Thirteenth Region4J corporation:, For example, Sealaska's presetit.eprollnkt,

21-, 2%. of t4 tot l n l be:Oduced to 14,697 or 18,8% of the totoLTliis would. Once Sellaskes. total

out of $ei$962,500,00.fromithe Alaska Native Fund,by $23,100,000, a0 by..$,13,152,;09

to estimated distributioni by June. 30 1980,

devised Take i Afro

"A PiRFORMOCE REPORT OF THE ALASKAN ECONOMY, 1974 YEAR END

REVIEW WITH PROJECTIONS TO 1980",

Showing Possible Impact 61 Formation of 13iii Regibnal Corporation
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Share of stock of a village of urban :corporation were to-
be issued by the--:apiropiitolt entity to each native, person
determined to be eligible --for, enrollment under the Act and 1

who is enrolled in a village elr urban` corporation. The
position, transfer or as of such stock andi rights
related thereto are seveayy res tricted for a period of twenty

. years (1991).

The -allocation of p :ytnents from the Alaska Native
!pry to each regional corporation are based on the pro-
portion of the total mother of eligible Alaska Natives who
are enreilled to the respective region. Thus, for example,
a regional corporation having 10 %©, of the total enrollment
would be scheduled to reeeiVe 10% of the distribution froth

Alaska Native Fund,

,A .native is defined; for pµrposes of the Act, as ".
citizen of the United States is a person of one-foerth
degree or more Alaska Xidaari (includingTsimshian Indians
not -enrolledzin the Metiaketla Indian Cornmunify), Eskimo

.:or, Aleut blood or cornhiptation thereof. Thi term includes
any 'native as so_ defined either' or both of whose adoptive
parents are not nativeS ,Any, decision of the Secretary
(of the Inferior) regarding 'eligibility for-enrollment shall be
final

Provision is made for stablishment under the Act of the
Alaska Native Fund into Which will be deposited, over a
period of years, an aggregate of $962.5 million ($462S
from federal appropriations to be paid out over an eleve'n-
yyear period and $500 milliOn-from a royalty frbm minerals
owned by the state of Alaska and the federal government).
In addition to the appropriated funds and royalties, Section
7(i) of the Claims Settlement legislation provides that 70%
of revenues received by each regional corporation from
timber and subWrface .reSources owned .by ,it .be divided
annually with -30% being retained by the region of origin
and 70% divided among the twelve -Alaska regional cor-
porations in proportion .t0 the number o shareholders in
each of the twelve regions. The thirteenth-region will not



_- snare m tnese rev
'be gsubjecteed
currently the sub

-pone' corPorations.

enues. The preciSe nature *I the funds to
the Section 7 (i) sharing provisions are
ject of litigation among the twelve

ribntion of the funds to each of the twelve regional
corporations commenced on December 18, 1973. The re-
gional corporation, in turn,...allocated to each village cor-
poration its share of the distribution, Thui, each regional
corporation distributed, to the village corporations and
non-village stockholders` in its region at bast 45% of all
the funds it received as defined in Section 7 (j) of the Act.

Payments to the village corporations may be withheld
until submission of a plan for the use of the funds satis-
factory to the regional corpor tion. The regional corporation
may require the village: corporations to provide for joint
ventures with other village .corporations and for joint f
nancing of projects undertaken \by the regional corporatioi
that will benefit the region generally.

After' December 17, 1976, the Act increases the 45.%
distribution to 50%. All distributions to Southeast Alaska
village corporations, for example, are to be made according
to the ratio that the number of outstanding shares of
Sealiskes common stock bears to the number of such shares
which are owned by those persons who are also stockholders,
of the village corporations.

° Unlike the village corporations formed under the act, the
urban' corpbrations of Sitka, Juneau, Kenai and Kodiak re-2
ceived no funding for corporate operations under the 'Act,
Failure to fund the four cities in the same manner that village
'corporations arA'unded is attributed to a legislative drafting
oversiftr

Of the forty million acres of land to be conveyed in fee
imple absolute to the Alaska Natives, the amount of land

owned by any one native corporation \will vary from
slightly over 23,000 acres for village corporations in South-



east Alaska, for example, to possibly as much as ten million
acres for one of the interior Alaska regional corporations.
All corporations formed under the Act will have a land base
although the exact acreage for some corporations will not be
finally determined pending certain legal clarifications.

Village and urban corporations will obtain title only to
the surface estate of lands conveyed to them, The sub-
surface estate will be vested in the appropriate regional cor-
poration. A provision, however, ,reqUires that the village
corporation must agree before The regional corporation may
proceed with the development of any mineral resources
underlying Village corporation lands.

Regional Corporations will receive fee simple absolute;
that is, both the surface and subsurface estate of lands se-
lected by the regional corporations. Regional corporations
are also afforded the opportunity to review and render advice
to the village corpoiation on all land sales, leases or other
similar transactions prior to any final commitment.

Although the precise relationship between the regional
corporations and the respective village and urban cor-
porations varies somewhat from region to region, the larger
regional corporations have generally made their technical
expertise and political and legislative "know-how" available.
The right, under the Act, of the regional corporation to
review and approve proposed amendments to the articles
of incorporation of village corporations in its region, budgets
and land transactions imposes a relationship upon the
otherwise autonomous corporations that is unique in the
annals of business law. The precise nature of this developing
relationship will continue to evolve in response to tech-
nical, political . and personal interpretations and accom-
modations.

Regional corporation land selections were scheduled to
be completed by December 18, 1975. In preparation for
'these decisions several of the native regional corporations
contracted with oil companies- for geophysical study ac-



tivity on lands available for selection. Thus, the Arctic Slope
Regional Corporation signed exploration agreements with
three oil companies. Ahtna, Inc: also signed with Amoco
Production Company and Bristol Bay Native Regional Cor-
poration did likewise with Phillips Petroleum.

As a consequence of information obtained through
these agreements and the use of reputable resource con-
sulting firms, the regional corporations have been able to
base their land selection decisions on the latest, most tech-
nically reliable data Thus, geophysical exploration and infor-
mation gained through the consolidation of all currently
available data is also providing a foundation upon which to
base, in several instances, highly sophisticated computer
system's for the storage and retrieval of relevant land resource
data. Future economic development of the native lands will
depend heavily on the newly established data systems and
other related activities.

The Act mandates the transfer by the village cor-
poration to the municipal corporation in the native village or

. . to the state in trust for any municipal corporation es-
tablished in the native village in the future, title to the re-
maining surface estate, of the improved land on which the,
native village is located and as much additional land as is
necessary for community expansion and appropriate rights-
of-way for public use and other foreseeable community
needs . . .". The amount of land to be transferred shall be
no less than 1,280 acres.

The careful formulation of corporate goals and .objectives
and land use plans will not only establish overall immediate
and long-range priorities, but it will also involve the need
for a close coordination between the native corp_oration and
the municipal government. In many instances, natives con-
trol both entities. Municipal governments will undoubtedly
be searching for a means of funding various services as they
prepare for what will be, for many of them, the first mean-
ingful opportunity to plan for orderly growth and to attain
some measure of economic viability.
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Development in native Alaska must be sufficiently com-
prehensive to include a conscious awareness of both social
and economic development; that is, the honing of the talent
and skills necessary for a people to accomplish their ob-
jectives within the context of their needs, their goals and
their desires. At least initially it is to be expected that goals
formulated in response to competing in a business environ-
ment with stockholder, pressures will occasionally clash with
desires to preserve a life style important to the heritage of
the people.

Economic development and operations of business-for-
propt corporations conducted within the environment of
competing pressures, therefore, will severely impact upon the
culture of the Alaska Natives. The acceleration of the shift
to a cash economy with its impact on a subsistence style of
living; the rise in the expectations of the people with more
of the youth utilizing educational and job opportunities and
the imposition, of a- corporate infrastructureall of these and
more are helping today to shape the native of tomorrow.

The Indians, Eskimos and Aleuts of Alaska feel an ob-
ligation to their posterity and have a deep-rooted respect for
their. elders. A failure to plan comprehensively for economic
development may cause a further disparity between the tech-
nical demands involved in running a successful operation and
the full comprehension of the majority of the people or
stockholders whosesupport would be necessary.

At the heart of the economic development plan must be
.manpoWer development; the development of the people
educationally and occupationally for economic activities and
the creation of employment opportunities consistent with
the life style and the kind of community that they want.
The industrial developer must know the people as well as the
project and must cultivate the art Of listening patiently,

The labor force in rural Alaska is scattered and jobs
have been hitherto Scarce and largely seasonal in nature. Un-
forttnately, it also appears that native communities have had



proportionately fewer people in the labor force, including a
lesser part of the adult population. This has effectively
limited the scale of economic activities and restricted the
range of skills.

Further avenues to manpower development, therefore,
will include programs for improving health, a better quality
education and relevant technical and vocational training
programs.

Oil pipeline construction activity, accompanied by
spiraling wage scales and aggressively shaped instruments ad-
vancing native hire, has resulted in increased native employ-
ment opportunities.' Unfortunately; businesses not directly
related to pipeline work have been forced to compete with-
"pipeline" wages, with high worker "turnover" Common in
Fairbanks. For example; as a result more natives have joined
various unions and received .training opportunities related to
pipeline work. As pipeline work winds down, the native work
force will possess available skills and experience in crafts and
in the numbers not hitherto available from that quarter. Dis-
cussions already mention the possibility of a second Oil pipe-
line and the greater certainty of a gas pipeline.

Native corporations are beginning to become more actively
involved in the business affairs and economy of Alaska. At
the outset, such involvement centered mainly on construction
and other related services in connection with development of
the trans4laska pipeline. Other more recent business activities
include purchase of housing and real estate and entry into the
petroleum and banking industry.

With the flurry of oil finds on the North Slope, substantial
activity in petroleum exploration has commenced. Several
regional corporations have executed agreements with large oil
companies and mineral companies for exploration of native
_lands in pursuit of potential oil and gas reserves and mineral
deposits. Participation by native corporations in petroleum-
related activities will likely continue with the expectation of
future federal and state offshore lease sales:
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Several regional corporations have jointly organized a
state-chartered bank scheduled to open in late 1975.

Other areas. of investment opportunities, including those
basic to Alaska, will likely include active future participation
by the native interests. For example, forestry which traces its
origin, in part, to the 1950's and the development of tech-
nology which made possible the use of Alaska timbrr for
paper pulp, appears to be the main avenue of investme.., for
the native corporations in southeast Alaska.

Anticipating ownership of approximately 450,000 acres
of land to be selected from the National Forest, these native
corporations estimate the availability of 70-90 million board
feet on a sustained yield basis, A corporation for the purpose
of a unified effort in timber marketing and management has
been formed. The completion of a project feasibility study
in December 1975 will precede the southeast natives entry
as a significant new force into the Alaska timber industry.

Investments by the Alaska native corporations in the
fishing industry (such as fishing vessels, canneries, cold
storage facilities) have been, at least initially, somewhat
limited because of the generally declining Alaska fisheries
industry. Two of the regional corporations have purchased
large fishing vessels and four villages banded together to
jointly acquire a cannery. Feasibility studies have and are
being undertaken to insure prudent decisions in this industry.
As the state of Alaska implements more effective management
of the Alaska fisheries resources, further invistment by the
native corporations may occur.

Tourism and recreation offer opportunities for a coor-
dinated effort by the natives with the state of Alaska which
has broad promotional experience. Regional planning cap-
abilities have already resulted in the purchase or construction
of tourist accommodations in several regions. In addition to
laying and implementing initial plans for business and eco-
nomic development of resources to be received under the
Act, the native corporations are in the process of assessing
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other characteristics that make their land important. These
characteristics mainly involve heritage and culture, subsistence
use, aesthetic quality, etc.

Each regional native corporation is also compiling a com-
prehensive listing of regional native historical and cemetery
sites for the purpose of applying for title to certain ones.
The regional corporations will administer the sites for which
applications are approved consistent with their traditional
use. One result will be the production of a document that
will add substantially to the recorded history pertaining to
each region.'

Alaska suffers from severe disadvantages which influence
economic activities. The physical geography of Alaska and
limited highway mileage make transportation a substantive
challenge and a key factor. Nevertheless, with the sub-
stantial capital and land resources available to native village,
urban and regional corporations from the Alaska Native
Fund and from future revenues under Section 7 (i) of the
Claims Act, investment within and outside the Alaskan
economy is limited only by the imagination and management
capability which these native corporations bring to bear.

Mineral exploration and other resource development will
be impacted and probably restricted by pending legislation
which would classify more than 80 million acres of land in
Alaska.

The growth of Alaska will accelerate even more sharply
once oil pipeline revenues begin to reach the state treasury
(see, comparative growth as shown in Plate C). Oil develop-
ment impact needs require immediate planning efforts by the
state and a balanced and viable effort that will direct rational
growth and the protection of the Alaska "life style".

The advent of the native corporations established under
the Act will dramatically increase the land acreage in private
ownership, it will provide well-financed regional entities with
which private busineSs and government may deal and it will
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PLATE C

The following table was reproduced from the publication
"Alaskan Economy",

prepared by the State of Alaska,
Department of Economic Development,

Division of Economic Enterprise.
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enable the state of Alaska to restrain the pendulum of one-
industry dependence. The native expertise that successfully
lobbied an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act through the
Congress is now focusing on the world of business. The result
will be professionally-trained people who will be contributing
to the growth of their state in business and government. The
regional corporations represent "resident" ownership and
offer the basis for rational long -range planning in the state.
Much can be achieved through possible joint-venture relation-
ships with "outside" firms possessing the required expertise.

Of vital importance to the native stockholders is this:
the "people orientation" of their corporations will not be
diminished while the profit objective is being fulfilled.
That both important objectives are compatible and can be
achieved jointly will be successfully demonStrated in the
future.

Information may be obtained from the offices of the
native regional corporation where copies of annual reports
and/or quarterly reports may be available.' Other infor-
mation of a general nature may be obtained from the state-
wide Alaska Federation of Natives, Inc. and the Alaska
Native Foundation. Additional information may be requested
from:

A. Department of Commerce & Economic Development
Division of Economic Enterprise
Pouch EE
Juneau, Alaska 99801

B. Alaska State Chamber of Commerce
208 National Bank of Alaska Building
Juneau, Alaska 99801

C. Department of Commerce Field Office
Room 412Hill Building
632 6th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
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Appendices

l

I lustra ton of Arapaho Art:

From a design on a 19" buffalo hide shield
with painted deerskin cover in the Museum of the
American Indian, Heye Foundation, New York.



Appendix A
CHECK LIST

The following headings suggest those industrial develop-
ment factors upon which detailed, current data should be
maintained by a working organization. As no checklist can be
complete, add sub-headings as may be most appropriate to
your area such as: IV. Local Government; B. Services;
1. Police, 2. Fire, 3. Sewers, 4. Waste Disposal, etc, etc.

I. Location (geographic)

II. Character of Territory

III. Population Statistics

IV. Civic Administration

A. Form of Government
B. Services
C. Taxes
D. Assessment policy: percent of value and method

of calculating real estate taxes
E. Is the attitude of present government favorable to

industry?
F. Income and Expenditures
G. Indebtedness.
H. Is there a well-conceived, accepted and utilized

comprehensive plan and program for development?

V. Climate

VI. Cost of Living (per capita)

A. Food
B. Clothing
C. Other necessities
D. Residential Utility Rates
E. Transportationlocal
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Labor

A. Available skilled and semi-skilled Labor Supply.
B. Unskilled Labor Supply
C. Characteristics of Labor
D. Sex and Type
E. Efficiency of Labor
F. Bonus Systems
G. Seasonal Variations
H. Training Facilities

VIII. Transportation Facilities

A. Railroads
B. Motor Trucking
C. Waterways
D: Other

Power and Fuel

A. Power, types of
B. Adequacy of Supply and Reliability of Service
C. Coal
D. Gas
E. Other Fuels

X.
,

Water

XI Data On Existing Manufacturing Concerns

Industrial Legislation and Regulations

XIII. Financial Data

XI V. Educational, Recreational, Cultural and Civic Data

A. Schools (with enrollm
B. Churches"
C. Libraries
D. Parks, Playgrounds
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E. Theaters
F. Other Recreational Facilities
G. Newspapers
H. Special Agei
I. Hotels arrd I otels
J. Postal Facilities
K. Public Buildings
L. Conference and Meeting Paoli

.XV. Special Inducements

XVI. Building Costs

XVII. Sites

A. Confirmed Sites and Parks
B. Suitable

XVIII. Available Industrial Properties

A. Land (s)
B. Building (s)
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Appendix B

INSTRUCTIONAL & EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Annual Conferences regularly scheduled:
American Industrial Development Council, Inc.
c/o Larry Cohick, Executive Vice President
American. Industrial Development Council, Inc.
215 West Pershing Road, Kansas City, MO 64108
31/2 days-3rd week in May

Great Lakes Area Development Council
c/o Richard Nye, Secretary
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce
320 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46204
2' /z days-3rd week in March

Northeastern Industrial Developers Association
(write AIDC above for contact .address)

daysLlast 'week of September and first of
October..

Pacific Northwest industrial Development Council
(write AIDC above for contact address)

Southern Industrial Development Council
c/o Robert B. Cassell, Executive Director and Head
Community Development Branch, Industrial De-
velopment. DivIsion, Engineering Experiment
Station, Georgia Institute a Technology,
Atlanta, GA 30332
2nd 3r :. week of October

Basic Industrial Development Courses (BIDC ) open to any-
one who has an interest in the fundamentals of the industrial
developinent artweek longtuition varieseight courses
available on following schedule which may be altc7!d from
year to year University of ArizonaJanuary; Texas A&M
UniversityMarch; Chico State (Cal)April; Georgia Institute
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of Technology -April; Rochester (NY) Institute of Tech-
nologyJune; University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill)
October; -University of Illinois (Urbana)November; Uni-
versity of Alaska (Fairbanks),November. For detailed infor-
mation write: American Industrial Development Couricil, Inc.
(AIDC), 215 West Pershing Road, Kansas City, Missouri
64108.

,Industrial Development Instituteopen to anyone who has a
certificate of completibn from a BIDC or has two full years
of field experience in industrial developmentthree-kear
course (one week each year) plus original theiis required for
graduationcustomarily held 2nd week in August annually.
For --detailed inform=ation write: Industrial Development
Institute, Business and Industrial Services, The University of
Oklahoma, 1700 Asp Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma 73069 or
AIDC, Inc. (address above).

.

Conferences and. Seminars are held across North America
ng e course of the year A comprehensive listing of the

rineipal such media can be obtained from AIDC, Inc.
(address above).

The Industrial Developers' Audio/Visual Instruction Series
designed primarily for the purpose of indoctrinating members
of the organization, the tribal leaders and other "need -to
knows" in the principles of industrial development. Available
in 16mm filmstrip or 32mm slides for Kodak carousel and

'Tape, thirteen presentations viz., "The Principles of
No. 1Promotion; No.. 2Total Community Develop-
merit; No. 3Prospecting; No. 4Developing Industrial
Sites; No. 5Transportation ;No. 6 Speculative Buildings;
No 7ID Project Financing; No 8Organization and
Programming; No 9Developing Existing Industry;
No 10Data Compilation, No 11 Facility Planning;
No. 12Industrial Development Teams; No. 13Myths
and. Realities".

For information on rentals and purchase write the AIDC.
Educational Foundation, Box 495,162 Main Street, Wenham,
Massachutetts 01984 or contact AIPC, Inc. (address above).



FEDERAL GOVERNMENT "INDIAN DESKS"
AND OTHER MAJOR CONTACTS

(as of May 1975)
Dr. William Demmert
Deplity CommissiOner.

`Office of Indian Education (01E
400 Maryland Avenue S.W.

Mr. Clifford Allen, Director
of Health Resources
rtunitles

Health Resources Administration
(HRA)

Office of the Administrator
ParIclawp Building, Room 1025
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

-Phone: 301 /443 -4320

Dr. Emery A. Johnson, Director
Indian Health Service (IHS)
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane

. Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone: 301/443-1083

Mr. Harold Red Bird
Indian Desk, Public Health Advisor'
National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
Parklawn Building, Rm. 14C-21
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone: 301-443-1285

Dondnic J. Mastrapasqua,
Director

Indian and Migrant Programs
Office of Child Development

(OCD)
600 6th Street, S.W.
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013
Phone: 202/755-7716

f

Rm. 4047
Washington, D.C. 20202
Phone: 202/245-8020

Dr. George Blue Spruce, Jr.,
Director

Office of Native American
Programs (ONAP)

Donohoe Building
400 6th Street, S.W.
Wash( gton, D.C. -20201
Phon th32/436-39130

DHUO
Deprwtnrent of Housing and
Ur4:11-11Dog. corner...

Mr. Rem% Nanwooksy
Special A.zsIttant for-
i/Ind iar. PKvi-dms

451 7th Stroet, $.W., Rm. 506
Washhgton, D.C. 20410
rnon61: 202/755-4150

DOA
Department of Agriculture

I Miles S. Washington; Jr.
Acting Director

Iv Office of Equal Opportunity
_ I Department of Agriculture

(USDA)
Washington, D.C. 20250
hone: 202/4474256
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mint of the Interiar

Emma Moreno
mmunity'Relations Specialist
ial'ind Economic Statistics
Ministration

Bureatl'olthe Census (MX)
,.14th and Constitution Ave., N.W.

;:'WashingtOn; D.C. 20230
Phone: 202/763-5831

seph Vasquez, Director
Desk

Office of Minority Business
Enterprlie (OMBE)

14th and Constitution Ave., N
Rm. 5705
Washington, D.C. ;0230
Phone: 202/967-5217

Mr. Aaymond E. Tanner
Special Assistant for Indian Affairs
Economic Development

Administration (EDA)
14th and Constitution Ave., N
Washington; D.C. 20230
Phone: 202/967-4322

DOD
Department of Defense

Indian Claims Commission
Riddell Building

K Street, N.W.
WaShington, D.C. 20006
Phone: 202/382-6433

EPA
Environmental Protection Agency

Office of Federal Activities
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
Phone: 2021755-0770

Mr, Morris Thompson,
Commissioner

Bureau of Indian Affairs (8 A)
19th and D Streets, N.W.,
Rm. 6314
Washington, D.C. 20240
Phone: 202/343-5116

Mr. Gordon Evins, Assistant Chief
Division of Indian Business

.Enterprises
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1951 Constitution Ave., N.
Washington, D.C. 20242
Phone: 202/343-2864

Frances Ayer/Peter Taylor
Indian Civil Rights...Tisk Force

(ICRTF)
Officer of the Solicitor
1725 K Street, N.W., Rm. 212
Washington, D.C. 20240
Phone: 202/3416152

Reid Chambers
Assistant Solicit&
Office of Indian Affairs (01A)
18th and C Streets, N.W.,
Rm. 6061
Washington, D.C. 20240
Phone: 202/343-9401

DOJ
Department of Justice

Mr. R. Dennis Ickes, Director
Office of Indian Rights
Civil Rights Division (CRD)
Todd Building, Room 604
550 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Phone: 202/739-4580
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Continued

Gilbert Pompa
date DIrectOr
mubity Relations Service

(CRS)
660 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.0 20630
Phone: 202/739-4016

DOL
Department of Labor

Mr: Alexander MacNabb,tlirector
Division of Manpower

Development Programs
Manpower Administration (MA)
Patrick Henry Building, RITI. 6402
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, .`J.C. 20213-
Phcne: 2n-10376-6102

SRA
Small Busineu Administration

Mr. Richard Philbin
Office of Program Assistance
Small Business Administration

(SBA)
1441 L Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20116
Phone: 202/382 4613-

DOT
Department of Transportation

JOseph Napoli, Program
Coordinator

Indian Highway Safety
National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration
Washington, D.C. 20590
Phone: 202/426-1760

CONGRESS

Mr. Lee McElvian, Chief Counsel
Committee on Interior and

!nailer. Affairs
United States House of

Reprerentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Phone; 202/225-2761

Mr. Forrest Gerard
Professional Staff
Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Phone: 202/225-4971.

Mr. Franklin Ducheneaux, Counsel
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs
Committee on Interior and

-Insular Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
422 House Office Annex
Washington, D.C. 20515
Phone: 202/225-1684

Mr. Ernest Stevens, Director
Indian Policy Review Commission
1418 Dirksen ouse Office

Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Phone: 202/224-4434

NATIONAL INDIA_N
ASSOCIATIONS

National Congress of
American Indians

1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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National Tribal Chairmen's.
Association

1701 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Suite 406
Washington, D.C. 20006

American Indian National Bank
1701 Pennsylvainla Ave., NW.
Suite 300
Washington, D.C.
Phone: 212/96E4460

STATE INDIAN COMMISSIONS
(as of May 1975)

dial jstant to the Governor
State Capitol
Juneau, Alaska 99801
Phone: 907/466 -3400

ARIZONA'
Arizona Commission on

Indian Affairs
1823 West Adams
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
Phone: 602/271-4288

CALIFORNIA
California State Advisory

Commission on Indian Affairs
'State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Phone:. 914/445-1574

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut Indian Affairs

Council
Old South Road
Litchfield, Connecticut 067.59
Phone: 203/567-0120

FLORIDA
Governor's Countil on

Indian Affairs
105% East College Avenue
Tallahassee, Florida 33202
Phone: 904/222-6295

IDAHO
Governor's Indian Advisory

Council
Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Boise, Idaho 83701

KANSAS
Governor's Advisory C mittee

on Indian Affairs
2920 Strafford
Wichita, Kansas 67211

MAINE
Maine Department on

Indian Affairs
Augusta, Maine 04330

MICHIGAN
Michigan Commission On

Indian Affairs
-Dept of Management & Budget
Baker OlinWest, S.E., 2nd floor
3423 N. Logal Street
Lansing, Michigan 46914
Phone: 517/373-0654

MINNESOTA -
Minnesota Indian Affairs

Commission
Room 110, State Office Annex
117 University Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Phone: 612/221-3611
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ITANA
niter of Ind an`Af#alrs

Capitol
Helena, Montana 59601

NEBRASKA
Nebraskalndian Commission
Lincoln, Nebraska 58509
Phone: 402/477-5211, Ext. 216

NEVADA
Nevada Indian Affairs Commission
Carson City, Nevada. 89701
Phone: 302/882-7797

NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Commission on

Indian-Affairs
Roorn'A, Bataan Memorial

Building-
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87103
Phone: 505/827-2763

NEW YORK',
Interdepartmental Committee

on Indian Affairs
1450 Weitern Avenue
Albany, New York 12203
Phone: 51B/457-6305

NORTH DAKOTA-
North Dakota Indian Affairs

Commission
State Capitol Building
Bismarck,-North Dakota 58501
Phone: 701/2242428

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Indian Affairs

Commission
2A State Capitol Building
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Phone: 405/521-3828

SOUTH. DAKOTA
South Dakota Commission on

Indian Affairs
Capitol Building
Pierre, South Dakota 57501
Phone: 605/224-3415

TEXAS
Texas Cornmission for India_ n

Affairs
P.O: Box 348
Liberty, Texas 77575
Phone: 713/336-3634

UTAH
Utah Division of Indian Affairs
888 South 2nd, East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Phone: 801/3215697

WASHINGTON
Governor's Indian Advisory

Committee
Olympian Hotel -
Olympia, Washington 98501
Phone: 206/7512894

WYOMING
Governor's Indian Advisory

Council
State Capitol Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
Phone: 307/777:7434



Appendix D

BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHY

Advertising Effectiveness Studies, American Business Press,
265 E. 42nd St., NYC, NY 10017 (Arthur 'D. Little,
Westinihouse; U.S. Steel-Harnischfeger), $5.00.

AIDC Journal, The Professional Voice of Industrial Develop=
meat, quarterly, AMC," Inc; 215 West Pershing Road,
Suite 707, Kansas City, MO 64108,

AIP Journal, American Institute of Planners, 1770 Massac
usetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Alaska BIDC No. I, Department of Ecoriomic Development,
Division of Economic Enterprises, State of Alaska, Juneau.

Alaska Native Claims, Settlement Act Implementing The,
Robert R. Nathan Associates.

Alaska Natives and the Land, Federal Field Committee for
Development Planning in Alaska.

AIDC Annotated Bibliography, The American Industrial
DevelopMent Council, Inc., 215 West Pershing Road,
Suite' -707, Kansas City, MO 64108, September, 1975;
$10.00.

Bringing -in the Sheaves, Effective Community Industrial De-
velopment Programs, John R. Fernstrom, Oregon State
University Extension Service, paperback, 221 pp., biblic
graphy, $4.00.

can Do Story, The, Joseph Yenchko, Can Do, Inc., North;
eastern Building, :Hazleton, Pennsylvania 18201. $.50

Choosing: Plant Sites: A Survey of _ Manufacturers, Dick
Howard, Industrial Development Report, Office of_ In-
dustrial Studies, University of Missouri, 724 Lewis Hall,
Columbia, MO 65201, May 1970, 55 pp.



CID. Source Book, AIDC Certification Board, 215 West
Pershing Road, Suite 707, Kansas City, MO 64108.

Code of Federal Regulations No 25, Indian, Revised 4/1175,
Office of Federal Register, National Arehives & Records
Section, G.S.A., Washington, D.C., Supt. of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402, $4.40.

Community Development Guide for Non-Metropolitan Areas,.
A, Housing Assistance Council, Inc., 1601_ Connecticut

- Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009, $2.00.

Dakota'Reservations, An Analysis of Industrial Development
on the, Richard A. Sayers, Oglala Sioux, Manuscript, In-
dustrial Development Institute, Norman, OK, 15'7_5.
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Organization.. 25,26,64,61,68
Process 119
Profirlir, 11!)-116,123,126

from. , . . . 33
-1k.am . .13,4M 40,51,116,123
Tr bat . . . . . ..128

wawa' in 1 ht

' .).itext a 'l

nut.;
47 48,50, 113

1,,;heries 142
try . . 142

Irrfrnctructure 73
r f ined 79

Ingenuity 128
Insu -s.e Services . . ....7778
Investments

Capital 29,117.119,123
Opportunities 142

Investing 1,7

J

Jemez YahTay Industries. 91
Job

Opportunities 60
Producing . . . . . . 54
Program (title X EDA) . . . 60
Training on . . . ... . . 108

Jobs 8,54,117,140
Joint Venture ... . . . . 75,145
Juneau, Alaska 132,137

K

Kah-Nee-Ta-Resort .. 105
Kenai (AK) 132,137
Know-how. . 138
Kodiak (AK) .' 132;137
Konaig, Inc.(AK). . 132,149

1

Labor, U.S.
Department of 85.91
CE TA Program . .

Force 4- 140,141
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Land
Access 57
Alloiments. . 3,4
As 3 Tool. . . . . ,54-55,61
Beneficial Title 6

,Claims Settlement 132
Committee 99
Cone-}at 55
Enchnibered 6
Excilangerl 6
Fee Simple. . . . . . 6,7,132
Fee Simple Absolute . . . . 137

7

. . . .3,29
Legal Status 55
Legal Title 6 7
Love of 13
Native. . 141,136.148
Non Tribal 6
Physical 57
Reclassification of 60
Sacred 2 8,12,33,55
Sale of 6 7
Services 57,61
Suitable for Industrial

Development 56,60
Tourist/Recreational 40
Transfer 139
Tribal . . . . . . 1.2,56-57,80
Trust Allotments 7

Lease . . . . . . . . . . . . .62,74,86
Lease Purchase , 75
Leasing, renegotiated 75
Legal 56 60 73
Legislation 143
Lender-of-last-resort. . . . . . 89
Letters 44,120,126
Liabilities. . . . .. . . . . 119
Life Style. . . . . . . .... . 28,143
Loans, see Finance
Local Develop-,e it

Commi ttee
Local Development Company

Loan (SBA) 89 0,11,
Locating Industry

Factors in ")01

sce also Appendix A
Henning for . . . . . . 51
Problems in .. . .

Lummi . . . . . . . . .82-82

Mainstream
Management by Objectives

(1V1B0) 26-36
Ma nagemen t

Conti acting .. . . . 75
Functions . . . . . . .. . .. 26
Track Record 42
Tribal 26

Manfor-all Seasons 96
ManpowerDevelopn ent and

Training Act (Dept
of Labor) 109

Manuals 22
Manufacturing 41,42,54.57
Maps. 20,39,40,124,126
Map_ s Of:

U.S. Reservations 9

AK Regional Corporations 146
Marketing . . . . . 98,115,117,123,

128,142
Materials 39
Measurement, means of . . .29,32,
Meetings 121
Memoranda 120
Milk Lacs Reservations Business

Enterprises Corporation . . . 91
"M;ni-Max Selection" . . . 67,95
Minority

Business Development
(SBA) 8(a },91,107

Enterprise Program (SBA). 102
Enterprise Small Business

Investment Company
IMF SWC) . . . . 103,106
Ve idorr Program (SBA' . 92

Mineral
Rev. irces 136
Rights ... . . .6

Mission . . . . . . . . . ... . 22
Monographs 126
Mortgages 84
Mu!ti-i 'e,kral Assistance

Prog arras 101

Model, sea' 29
Municipal Gov merit. . 139

N

Nana Regior.
'Catc..oraC.Ji (AK) . 133,146



National Forest.'.. 142
Native. Corporations 132
Native Alaskan,Oefined. 136
Native Americans . . 1,3
Navajo Reservation . . .. . .. . 6
Negotiating 8
Newspapers . . . . . . . . . . . 21,122
Non-Inclian(s) . . . . .1,3,4,11,33,55
NonTaxahlo Status . . . . . . . . 86
Non-Tirbal Land 6
North Slope, Alaska. . . . 141
Northwest Ordinance . .3

0
Ubje iv . .25,26,28,29,30,32,

33,128,140,145
Office

Equipment ;30
Rent 30
Supplies

Office. of Native Pr rams

fshiHorEeliV,lease .

Oglala Sioux
, . . . . . . . 138,141

°MBE. . .... . . ...1
Oneida ..... . . 96
On-going IndoStry 110
One Hundred Percent

(1007,!. Financing 92,95
OnThe,..lob Training

(BM) . . . ... 88,89,108
Operation Business

Mainstream (SBA) 89
Opportunity, Fort . . . . . .84,85
Organization, Establishing_ and

Maintaining . . . . ...24 -36
Overall Economic Development

Committee 99
Ownership 142

Package Deals
see Financing

Pamphlets

withheld 137
People, orientation of 17,145
Personal 119,121
Petroleum , ........ . . 141
Phillips Petroleum

Company_ . . .. 139
Photographs

aerial. . . . . . 40,126
other. . .. . . . . . . 20,126

P ;cal Considerations 57
Pine Riclgo Reservation. . . 49
Pipeline

gas 14'
oil
transAla.,kan . . . . . . . .

Plan

141,1'

Itaracteri;tics of the . .

Purpc ;es . . . . . . 18,19
I ormat of the 19
General 16-20
Land Use .... . . . . 13°
Of Action 26,13/
Review Procedures for

Reservations. 10-23
lanners , 38,97

Planning
Assistance 22
Comprehensive 11,19,57

60,140
Defensive 12
Defined 12
Long Range . 145
Organization 25-31
Physical - 12
Process . 8,11,12,14-16,68
Procedures 21-22
Project to Project . . . 12
701 Committee 99

Policy,tribal 14
f' Ilution 33
Postage
Potential .

Poverty Scale
Prime Contractor. .

Private Capital
21,122 Problems

30
. . .21,41,109

1

. . . . 107
1

13,34,50
Papago . . . . . . . ". 121-125
Park, see Industrial Park
Pawnee 24
Payments

Alloc't on of . 136

Procedures. . . .... 37
Productive Employ- .ent 50

53.54
Printing., . ..... 30
Priorities r26,60,.
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Profit , . , . 1
Professional Advice ,
Program Outline . , .

Programming .

Project
Costs , "r. .72,92-94
Plan. , 76
Proposal . . , .86-86

Promotion , . . . . 115-1 30,142
Promotional Process . . . . 115
Promptness . . ...43,45
Prospects

Ariallises . .' . .72
"Care and Feeding
of'"_ . . 45-48,68-69.95

Contact Methods, . 43,45,
123.124

Defined 37
Development of . . .42-43,70
Entertainment of_ . 30
Questions by 44
Visits lay . ..45,68
Visits to. ,, . .. . . 43,45
Tour for . . . . . : . .46
Touirists as , , . 126

Pubic Relations . , . .20. ;21,40,
125.130

Service . . 122
Publicity Programs . 123
Public Works IEDfr. . 80-81,

110,112
Purpost of 1D Program, 53

,7,67,75,95 Represen
. 125

120
. . 29

Radio . . 122-123
Railroads. , . . .3,1.41-42
Real Estate. . ...... 70
Recreation. . .3(1,40,119,126,1A2
Re-evaluating . , . 38,48
Regional

Commissions 11 itie V) . . 23,
111 712

Development . . 111-112
E ;pen Propel ty Programs

. , .80,11.3
Regular Business

Wen (SBA) . . . . . . .89,91
Relocation , . , . . . 110
Rental Bond. . . .. . . . . . . 69
Reports, . . . . . . . 122

s'ion of
120

Rose ...6
Rest,' .6
Rtotenoti..' . . . 100
Research . . . . . . . . . 28
Reservation, defined . . . . 5,6
Reservation . . . ..1,2,7,13,25,29

34,3P,40,43,45.46,
50- 51,57,80,81,06,
95,97.99,100-102,

118.1
Reservation Plan . . . .11 2'
Reservation Planner,

see Plan. HS
Reservation ac Sovereign

Entity
Results .. . .

Revenue, Indo,-,rial, Bond
see-Financing

Review : . . . . . . 26
Revocation of Reservations . . . 132
Revolving Loan Fund

(131A) ....... . .. 90
Rifle Approach 41 Z'

13
36

Savings . . ... . . .. 7

Scheduling , . . .29,30
Sealaska Regional Corporation

(AK), . . 133,137,149
Secretary of the

Innrior (US) 4,6,7
Section (8A) Small

Business Act . . . . 103
Self determination 2,25
Seneca... . . . . .. 114
Service Consideration. . 57
Service Corps of Retired

Esecutives (SCORE). . . 103
Seven -O-One Grants (HUD). . . . 22
Shotgun Approach. . . . . .41-42
Sites

Cemetery. . . . ....143
Characteristics . ..60
Confirmed . . .47,61,64
Historical 143
Location . . . . . . .. ,..95

Sitka (AK) . . 132,137_
Skills 40,42,141



Small BusInesiAdmIn t
(SBA) . .. 34,41,79,99.82
101,102-107

Small Business Investment
Companies (SBIC). . 103

SnyderAct 1921 .... . . .4
Social Development,

. see Development
Socioeconomic Considerations. .13
Speculative Building

Defined. . . .. . ... . . . 63
Type 83

Staff Man 123
Standards: . . . . . 32

cif living. . . . . . . . .27-28
Stillwell (OK).. . . . . . . . 65
Startups 70 95,100
State

Agencies . . . . .41,74
Development
Corporations 78

Planning Agencies 14
Vocational Techniques

Schools . . . . . . . .. . . .78
Stock

Disposal of. . . .

Distribution . . . .

Holders , . . . . . .

;Strawberry flaiichiera, CA.
Studies

Feasibility . . . .23,111,142
Geophysical . . . . .. . . 138
Special . . . . . . . . . 126

Sub-contr-cting. . . . 103
Sub-sOrface Estates 136
Successes 60
Survey,tVpe 46.
Suspects

Defined 37
General 70

136
. 136

40,145
..6

rospects
` il'ozation

41
37-51,70

,128

T

T ,. . , . 7,40,75,79-
Tax Exempt Bond. ......
Team, Indu:trial-Deirelopment . .43

, . .45.46,51,116,123
Techniques. . . . . . . .. 37

. 1 .

r'r 177 -

Technical Assistance

Telephone/Telegraph
Tenants. ..... .
Termination Policy .

"Thirteenth Region"

. . . 23, 7,
109,112

. . , . . .30

. . . . , . . .63
. . . . .2,33
(AK) , . 132

134-136
126
.44

Throwawayf
Tickler List . .

Tlingit, (AK) 130
Timber . . .. .. . . . 142
Tools 31,54,64,76,117
Top management... . . . 31-33
Tours,prospect . . . . . . .46,123
Tourism. . . . . . . . . 142

Grants. . ... . . 80-81
Potential 119

Training- 69,88.89,108-109,
141

Trainingmultipurpose--
buildings (EDA)

Transportation Problems. . 143
Travel

42
0,126,

Track Record
Tribes,federal rFcognized
Tribal

Adoptior.r = 123
Authorifxs. . . . . 121
Cerem, l' . .. 121
Charte eel) . . 76
Come ty 54
Coor. 13,25.33,38,39,

Goverment .

Fun-

50-51,54,13
11563-64.69,

6
-,

. . . .

in.s..istrial Development Man ,

(1y +,.hatevery title known)
26,32,3638,41,43,61,68-69.

70,72,75.76,84,92,95-99,
100-101,106-107,111-113,

121 123,128,140
JuriscOaion . . .76-77
Political Situation . , . . .99
Property . . .. . , . .6
Understaning . . . . 13,116

Trust Reserves . . .

Status, see Lands
Turnover 89
TV . . . . . ... . 122.123



U

Underemploi ,40,110
Unemployer . . . 26,40168,110
Unions . 141
University tiu....,,tum Assistance

& Counceing Centers. . . . .98
Urban Areas. . . : . . . . . . . .7
U.S Department

Comrterce = 145
. ... .34,42

V

Visit by Piospect . . . . . 4F,

Visit to Prospect .........43.45
Visual Presentation . . . . . ii0

see also Appendix 8
Vocational/Technical

SOtools .. . . .78

Wage Scale . .

War Department 1784 .
Warm Spring*, OR
Warm Springs Forest

Prod,u0s 91

'Weill' Rights
Wheeler - Howard Act 1934 .

White . . . . . . 1

Work For . . . . . . .40
Wc-Ling Cipital . . . 100

X, y. z

Xavier. St. Indian
nese . . 124.125

Yakima .. . .

Zuni i. .. . . 9


